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Abstract

Aerodynamic Design and Investigation of an Embedded Concept for

Turning Mid Turbine Frames

by Rosario Spataro

This thesis discusses the aerodynamics of two advanced setups for intermediate turbine

ducts. Connecting the high pressure and the low pressure turbines, such components play

a critical role in the design of modern and next generation aero engines. An integrated

concept called turning mid turbine frame (TMTF) constitutes the baseline setup for

this work. In a TMTF architecture, aerodynamically optimised struts replace the state-

of-the-art configuration (strut followed by the first low pressure (LP) vane row). The

thesis presents the design of a new stage where an embedded concept was applied to the

baseline TMTF. This means that two smaller splitter vanes were added (embedded) into

the strut passage in order to improve the flow. The aerodynamic comparison between

the two setups was performed testing both stages under similar flow condition in a two-

stage two-spool counter-rotating turbine rig. This work shows that by a proper use of an

embedded concept it is possible to sensibly improve the time-mean and the time-resolved

inflow of a following LP rotor.

Diese Arbeit diskutiert die Aerodynamik von zwei verschiedenen fortschrittlichen Ge-

ometrien für Turbinen-Zwischenkanäle. Der Zwischenkanal verbindet die Hochdruck-

und die Niederdruckturbine, und spielt eine kritische Rolle im Entwurf aktueller und

zukünftiger Flugtriebwerke. Ein integriertes Konzept namens “Turning Mid Turbine

Frame” (Umlenkendes Turbinen-Zwischengehäuse, TMTF) bildet den Ausgangspunkt

für diese Arbeit. Während in aktuellen Konfigurationen , die dem Stand der Technik

entsprechen, auf nicht umlenkende Streben umlenkende Niederdruckturbinen-Statoren

folgen, werden in einem derartigen TMTF aerodynamisch optimierte umlenkende Streben

verwendet. Diese Arbeit präsentiert einen Entwurf einer Turbinenstufe, in der ein neuar-

tiges, sogenanntes “embedded” Designkonzept auf ein bestehendes TMTF angewandt

wird. Das bedeutet, dass zwei zusätzliche kleinere Splitterschaufeln in den Kanal zwis-

chen zwei Stützschaufeln eingebettet werden, um die Strömung zu verbessern. Die bei-

den Konfigurationen wurden unter ähnlichen Strömungsbedingungen in einem Zwei-

Wellen Prüfstand mit gegenläufig drehenden Turbinenstufen untersucht und die Aero-

dynamik der beiden Stufen wird verglichen. Die Arbeit zeigt, das durch die vernünftige

Anwendung eines “Embedded Design” Konzeptes sowohl die stationäre als auch insta-

tionäre Zuströmung des folgenden Niederdruckrotors massgeblich beeinflusst und opti-

miert werden können.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Civil turbofan engines are among the most complicated and fascinating machines in

terms of applied technology as well as engineering challenges. The state of the art of

such machines reflects the extensive research carried out over the last century.

The basic layout of the modern gas turbine engine goes back to 1930 when Frank Whit-

tle was granted his first patent for using a gas turbine to produce a propulsive jet, but

it took still eleven years to complete its first flight [68].

In 1935 Hans von Ohain started work on a similar design in Germany, apparently un-

aware of Whittle’s work [30]. The first centrifugal engine named Heinkel HeS-1 was

running in September 1937. Unlike Whittle’s design, Ohain used hydrogen as fuel, sup-

plied under external pressure. Further designs culminated in the gasoline-fuelled HeS 3

of 1,100 lbf (5 kN), which flew in the early morning of August 27, 1939. Such engine

powered the world’s first jet plane, the Heinkel He 178 [90].

History of thermal turbomachinery tells us that, even if pioneer works on jet-engines

were carried out during World War II, the time for first large gas turbine development

programs for aeronautical application came in the years of the Cold War by the middle

of the 20th century, where military projects were considerably more founded than civil

research projects.

The development of the first by-pass jet engine in the world (Rolls-Royce RB-80 Con-

way) started in the 1940s, but it was used only briefly in the late 1950s and early 1960s

before other turbofan designs were introduced. Such an engine was characterized by a

maximum thrust of 17,150 lb (76.3 kN) and a bypass ratio of 0.25.

On 20th of May 1955, the General Electric J79 turbojet engine had his first flight [4].

This was the first engine with movable stator vanes which helped the compressor cope

with the huge internal variations in airflow from takeoff to high supersonic speeds.

The addition of a fan to the rear of the CJ805 (a modified version of the J79 engine)

created the first turbofan engine for commercial service which was used to power the

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Rolls Royce Conway (http://www.turbineel.net)

Convair 990. Such an engine had a maximum thrust of 11,200 lbf (49.8 kN), a bypass

ratio of 1.46 and a thrust-to-weight ratio of 3.93 [91].

In the middle of the ’60s, the Lockheed C-5 Galaxy military transport aircraft was

powered with the world’s first high bypass turbofan (General Electric TF39). A civil

derived version of the TF39, the CF6 engine, was used to power the Lockheed L-1011

and McDonnell Douglas DC-10. In 2011, the CF6 celebrated 40 years in service.

Since the ’90s, after the collapse of the USSR, new factors such as a strong need of

globalized economies led to a more interconnected world, where the aerospace traffic

played a major role (nowadays studies forecast a doubling factor over the next 15 years

[1]). Despite the huge turnover of companies operating in this field, the arising cost of

fossil fuel to power the civil engines shorted considerably the revenue rates turning the

aerospace sector in one of the most delicate financial businesses in the world.

The 21st century drew a new scenario for the aerospace industry, where military in-

vestment spendings on new acquisition and R&D could decline, recent studies say [82],

from US $253 billion in 2008 to as low as $150 billions in 2016. On the other hand,

in commercial aviation the industry faces a renewed growth, where the Boeing-Airbus

duopoly has to face emerging airframe competitors whose growth is expected to get 3.6

percent annual rate for the next 20 years. The shortening of the innovation cycle and

an increase in R&D spending involves airplanes manufactures as well as suppliers like

aero engines companies. Therefore, the present context can been seen offering significant

opportunities with the strongest capabilities in research and innovation.

The standard layout of modern large civil aero engines is constituted by multishaft

turbofan architectures. More recent large high-bypass turbofans include the Pratt &

Whitney PW4000, the three-shaft Rolls-Royce Trent, the General Electric GE90/GEnx

and the GP7000, produced jointly by GE and P&W [93].

Besides, a lot of research programs (i.e. the EU-projects DREAM, CLEAN Sky, etc.)
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Figure 1.2: Turbine Inlet Temperatures trend of Rolls-Royce engines (Spittle [81])

tried to explore alternative configurations such as the open-rotor technology or the geared

turbofan with the intention to combine the advantages of a propeller in terms of efficiency

with the high thrust-to-power ratio of the turbojet propulsion. The studies are currently

facing problems like for example the aeroelastic interaction between the propeller and

structures (wings, pylon, fuselage, etc.), thus leading to vibrational mechanical fatigue

as well as induced noise emission.

1.1 The research on Mid Turbine Frames

The increase in the cycle maximum temperature (TIT - Turbine inlet temperature),

overall pressure ratio (OPR) and bypass ratio lead to an improvement of the propulsion

efficiency which is vital in such a business.

Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3 show the historical trend for jet engines TIT and OPR.

Table 1.1 shows examples for modern high bypass jet engines. In this context, the trend

to set up high power engines in multi-shaft architecture (up to 3 shafts in Rolls Royce

Table 1.1: Examples of modern civil turbofans bypass ratios
(Wikipedia website, http://www.wikipedia.org/)

Manufacturer Aircraft Bypass ratio

PowerJet SaM146 Sukhoi Superjet 100 4.43:1
Pratt & Whitney PW2000 Boeing 757, C-17 Globemaster III 5.9:1
Progress D-436 Yak-42M, Beriev Be-200, An-148 6.2:1
Rolls-Royce Trent 900 Airbus A380 8.7:1
General Electric GE90 Boeing 777 9:1
Rolls-Royce Trent 1000 Boeing 787 10:1
General Electric GEnx Boeing 787 8.5:1
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Figure 1.3: Total Pressure Ratio trend
(Take Off (T-O) condition, Massachusetts Institute of Technology website,

http://web.mit.edu)

Figure 1.4: A modern high bypass civil turbofan
(General Electrics Aviation website, http://www.geaviation.com)

engines family) is necessary in order to maximize the pressure ratio at a fixed number of

stages and to assign adequate rotational directions of the spools. In particular, counter-

rotating shaft setups can be used to compensate the gyroscopic effect of the rotating
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masses as well as to minimize the aerodynamic losses in the intermediate stage [80] (i.e.

General Electric GEnx, Rolls Royce TRENT 1000, Pratt & Whitney PW1500).

The fan tip velocity is a design constrain proportional to the maximum stress in the

component and which imposes the engine noise emission limit. Since the turbofan front

section and hence the fan radii have to be enlarged in order to maximize the engine

bypass-ratio and therefore the propulsion efficiency, lower LP-shaft rotational speed is

required. On the other hand, the rotational speed of the high pressure stage has to be

increased in order to reach higher maximum cycle pressure.

The resulting larger difference in the shafts rotational speeds leads to an increasing

difference in the components diameters (compressors and turbines). Therefore the re-

sulting S-shaped design of the transition duct between the HP and LP systems is quite

important for the optimisation of the overall engine aerodynamic performance.

For example, in modern engines bulky struts are located within the turbine transition

duct (Figure 1.5 (a)) in order to support the engine shaft and to lead throught service

pipe lines (Figure 1.6). The size of such wide chord vanes induces an obstacle for the

fluid flowing towards the LP turbine causing higher losses in this part of the machine.

Recently, Göttlich [24] published a review on the present state of the research on these

components.

Among the different solutions aimed to shorten the transition duct, an integrated concept

such as the turning mid turbine frame (TMTF) (Figure 1.5 (b)) represents a remarkable

example. Such architectures have been studied in a one-and-a-half stage [50, 53] and in

a two stages configuration [59, 72]. Here, the idea was to integrate the function of the

first LP vane row into aerodynamically optimised turning struts.

The operation of such setups showed that the LP rotor inlet flow is characterized by large

structures such as thick wakes and big secondary flows generated by the struts. These

structures on the one hand contribute to reduce the performance of the rotor, while on

the other hand they represent a potential source of vibration for the rotor blades.

A further problem in shortening the components is that the engine performance is highly

affected by the blade row interaction. In particular for the mid turbine frame, the extent

of the unsteadiness at the outlet of the duct, downstream of the first LP rotor, is critical

for the aerodynamic performances, vibrations and acoustic emissions of the successive

LP stages, and, therefore, need a careful analysis. The pressure fluctuations from the

stage upstream of the duct contribute considerably to the overall pressure fluctuations

at the exit of the second stage, downstream of the diffusing duct (Lengani et al. [45]).

The application of an embedded design concept in the design of such components could

represent a step forward in the development of mid turbine frames(Figure 1.5 (c)). For

the first time, during this work, this last architecture was investigated in a transition

duct connecting counter-rotating turbines.
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1.2 Motivation and tasks of the doctoral thesis

This thesis would like to be pioneer study for evaluating alternative architectures for

the future turbine transition ducts. The work was developed after experimental and

numerical investigations on the aerodynamics of two setups. The publications related

to this thesis show the transversal character of the research work. Therefore, it was

important to create a plot for the reader reflecting the development of the dissertation.

Figure 1.5: Different architectures for Mid-Turbine-Frames placed between counter-
rotating HP and LP stages (Göttlich [24])
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Figure 1.6: Meridional section of a future multishaft turbofan turbine (Göttlich [23])

1.2.1 Studies on the baseline TMTF stage

At the beginning of this dissertation, the author performed an extensive numerical in-

vestigation on one TMTF configuration tested during of the EU-project DREAM. Such

setup constituted also the Baseline case in order to compare the new embedded design

concept. Moreover, the author implemented a special post-processing procedure in order

to properly analyze the unsteady measurements data acquired downstream of the two-

stage turbine. Such a procedure is called Rotor Synchronic Averaging (RSA, see Section

5.2) which was presented in Lengani et al. [44]. The application of such procedure to

the unsteady data of the baseline configuration was published in Lengani et al. [45].

A detailed analysis on the time-averaged (Spataro et al. [80]) and on the time-resolved

flow field (Spataro et al. [79], Lengani et al. [46]) of the baseline configuration is reported

in Section 6.1.

1.2.2 Studies on the multisplitter TMTF stage

The second part of the work (Section 6.2) was performed within a national funded

project. Here, the task consisted in transferring the knowledge acquired on the fluid

dynamics of the baseline stage into the design of a new stage intended to improve the
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performance of the TMTF.

Therefore, the author designed two splitter vanes embedded into the TMTF strut pas-

sage. He was also responsible for the CAD drawings of the new setup which was then

delivered to the Institute by the manufacturing company HELDECO Gmbh. After man-

ufacturing, the new stage was instrumented and made ready for testing.

The design goal for the new configuration was to reduce the strength of the strut wakes

and the secondary flows observed in the baseline setup at the LP rotor inlet as well as

to reduce the unsteady interaction observed in the time-resolved flow field downstream

of the stage.

After the new stage was manufactured and instrumented, the author started an exper-

imental campaign which involved the use of steady and unsteady measurements tech-

niques. The results of this campaign have been published in Spataro et al. [77], Spataro

et al. [78] and Faustmann et al. [18] where it is discussed how the splitters influence the

homogeneity of the flow field, leading to a more suitable condition for the LP rotor.
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Literature review

This thesis deals with the aerodynamics of intermediate turbine diffusers placed between

a transonic high pressure turbine and a low pressure turbine. Therefore, in the remainder

of this chapter, studies on the aerodynamics of these engine components were selected

and are here briefly reviewed.

2.1 High pressure turbine

The relative motion of moving turbine rotor blades and stationary vanes introduces two

forms of unsteadiness into the flow [55]: random fluctuations such as turbulence and

deterministic time–resolved fluctuations such as blade wakes and shock waves. When

the flow unsteadiness experienced by a blade occurs at frequencies close to the blades

natural frequencies a significant vibration can occur. Over time this can cause high

cycle fatigue (HCF) and eventually, if not identified, to a catastrophic blade failure. A

detailed understanding of the unsteady flow physics within turbine stages is thus clearly

of great importance to engine manufacturers.

The transonic flow leaving the vane of a high-pressure turbine interacts with the down-

stream rotor being characterized by a combination between direct and reflected shocks

and wakes, the first being predominant (Figure 2.1). The large pressure gradients as-

sociated with the shock wave affect not only the aerodynamics of the flow in the rotor

passage, but also the heat transfer [22]. Blades are submitted to unsteady lift that causes

vibrations while unsteady heat transfer increases thermal fatigue. The understanding of

such complex interactions was necessary to improve the blade design and the flow field

prediction as well as the evaluation of mechanical and thermal fatigue. As a result of an

experiemental and numerical investigating on the flow field of the transonic test facility

at VKI, Denos et al. [11] found that the rotor relative inlet total pressure is submitted
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Figure 2.1: Computed shock pattern in a transonic field of the high pressure turbine
at the Von Karman Institute (Denos et al. [11])

to fluctuations with an amplitude of 10 percent of its mean value. It is clear that the

trailing edge shock imposes a strong static pressure discontinuity, which is largely felt

in the relative total pressure. The wake has a less strong effect but the computations

show how it interacts with the shock and how it is distorted.

The unsteady rotor surface pressure field was found being dominated by the strong

gradient imposed by the vane trailing edge shock on the front suction side. The shock-

sweeping phenomenon from the crown toward the leading edge was clearly identified,

associated with fluctuations up to 40 percent of the design relative total pressure. The

decrease of the fluctuation amplitude from the crown to the leading edge is explained

by the decreasing strength of the shock caused by the increasing local static pressure.

The periodic apparence of a reflected shock was highlighted. The amplitude of the fluc-

tuations decreases strongly on both the rear suction side and pressure side, where the

shock has no direct impact. On the first, random fluctuations of increasing amplitude

appear while on the second, the fluctuations remain strongly correlated with the blade

passing events. The computations reveal that the path of the wake is highly distorted,

not only due to a local velocity deficit in the main stream but also due to its interaction

with the shock

Miller et al. [55, 56] investigated the time-resolved flow field by means of unsteady sen-

sors placed on one rotor blade of the test turbine located at the University of Oxford.

Such configuration (Figure 2.2) is similar to the one investigated during this thesis, but

the wide chord vane in that case was designed to lead the flow towards a co–rotating
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Figure 2.2: Vane–Rotor and Vane–Vane interaction in a transonic low aspect ratio
turbine (Miller et al. [56])

second rotor. Unsteady calculations were performed in order to improve the understand-

ing of the investigated phenomena. The test rig consisted of a transonic turbine set in

1.5 stage configuration. In their paper, the authors investigated rotor–vane as well as

vane–vane interactions. The schematic view in Figure 2.2 shows that upstream of its

crown the rotor suction surface pressure field is dominated by the upstream vanes po-

tential field and shock. The authors found out that as the vane trailing edge approaches

the rotor leading edge an effective throat is set up between the two blades causing the

vane trailing edge shock to strengthen. This effect reduces in strength as the vane shock

moves around the surface of the rotor. As the vane trailing edge shock approaches the

rotor leading edge a second stronger shock is observed to occur.

One of the conclusions showed by Miller in [56] was that in transonic turbine stages wake

interaction has been shown not to cause a significant change in the rotor surface pressure

field and, therefore, it may be ignored from an aeroelastic perspective. The presence

of the downstream vane does not affect the pressure field around the suction surface

leading edge or the pressure surface. The presence of the downstream vane causes a

change in the pressure field downstream of the rotor’s geometric throat. The size of this

effect was found comparable with that caused by the upstream vane.

Gaetani et al. [20, 21] investigated the stator–rotor axial gap variation between x/bs =
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Figure 2.3: Investigation on the Stator–Rotor axial gap variation in the transonic
high pressure turbine at Politecnico di Milano (Gaetani et al. [20])

0.16 and x/bs = 0.60 (where x/bs indicated the axial coordinate normalized on the sta-

tor axial chord) of the transonic turbine in one–and–half stage configuration located at

Politecnico di Milano. The rotor hub region was found to be most affected by the stator

flow. On the contrary, the rotor flow in the outer part of the channel above 60% span

remains almost unaffected by the stator incoming flow, since the stator vortices and

wake were found almost mixed out for the two investigated gaps. Moreover, the authors

reported that the dependence of the stage performances on the stator-rotor axial gap

is the result of a trade-off between the mixing losses downstream of the stator and the

rotor performances under unsteady inlet boundary conditions.

The stages investigated during this thesis were set with a the stator-rotor axial gaps of

x/CHPV = 1 (CHPV is the HP vane axial chord) and x/CStrut = 0.3 (CStrut is the strut

axial chord)for the transonic stage and for the low pressure turbine respectively. This

means that the HP stage is expected to be characterized by high mixing losses down-

stream the HP vanes, while the LP rotor being affected by unsteady inlet boundary

conditions.

Göttlich et al. [26] investigated the unsteady flow field in a transonic turbine by means

of LDV, PIV as well as unsteady CFD analysis. During their work, the authors pointed

out that the vane suction side shock extends across the interface between stator and

rotor towards the axial direction (see Figure 2.4 thick line at t/τ = 0.14). This shock is

periodically reflected at the surface of the passing rotor blades. Reflected pressure waves

move upstream toward the vane suction side (Figure 2.4, dashed lines) and impinge on

the trailing edges (see Figure 2.4, t/τ = 0.35). There, it enforces a vortex separation

(Figure 2.4, arrow). From then on the wake is shedding undisturbed, until the next
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Figure 2.4: Investigation on vortex shedding mechanism triggered by the shock wave
propagation in the transonic facility at Graz University of Technology (Göttlich et al.

[26])

reflected shock wave triggers it again.

So, the pressure wave is reflected on the vane suction side after traveling upstream, and

then starts to move downstream through the rotor passages to the trailing edge influ-

encing the boundary layers and the vortex shedding in a similar way there.

The transonic stage investigated during this thesis is also characterized by a shock system

similar to the one investigated by Göttlich et al. [26] and similar features are expected

to occur.

Schennach et al. [74] studied the three dimensional clocking effects in the same test

facility. The high pressure turbine was extended to a one–and–half stage configuration

by a second vane row with the same blade count, a cross sectional view can be seen in

Figure 2.5: Investigation on the clocking effects in the transonic high pressure turbine
at Graz University of Technology [74]
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Figure 2.6: Flow structures at the high pressure turbine outlet (Miller et al. [54])

Figure 2.5. The authors studied the modulation of the second vane aerodynamics due to

the first vane-rotor interaction effects. It was evidenced that the highly unsteady rotor

hub passage vortex interacts with the second stator in different ways depending on the

indexing; in particular, for one clocking position (CP1 in Figure 2.5) this vortex reaches

its maximum magnitude when entering the second vane channel close to the suction side

of the airfoil, while in position CP6 this occurs when entering close to the airfoil pressure

side.

The turbine setup investigated during this thesis has a wide-chord vane placed down-

stream of the transonic stage: the three dimensional clocking effects are expected to

play a major role in the two stage performance similarly as in [74].

2.1.1 HP rotor exit flow

In this thesis the main focus was concentrated on the mid turbine frame, whose engine–

like inlet condition is represented by the flow leaving an upstream high pressure stage.

Therefore, in this section the main features which characterize an unshrouded transonic

turbine exit flow are presented. Miller et al. [54] provided a very comprehensive study

performed on the Oxford transonic facility, where structures and vane–rotor phenomena
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at the turbine exit flow have been summarized and presented (Figure 2.6). In particular,

the authors observed the HP stage outflow being dominated by four flow features: the

rotor tip-leakage flow, the rotor hub secondary flow the rotor trailing edge shock and the

rotor wake. Moreover, two significant vane periodic changes in the rotor exit flowfield

have been identified. The first and most severe was found to occur close to the hub

wall while the second was found to occur close to the rotor suction surface at all radial

heights. The main features of these interaction mechanism are as follows:

• Hub interaction, which is thought to be caused by the pooled vane wake segments

aided to a lesser extent by vane secondary flow.

• Two-dimensional interaction, which is thought to be caused by vane-rotor shock

and potential flow interaction in addition to the remnants of the vane wake that has

not pooled onto the hub wall upstream of the rotor leading edge. The interaction

was found to result in a change in Mach number and total pressure at the same

rotor and vane relative phase at all radial heights.

Moreover, the authors [54] pointed out the Time-Resolved Behavior of the Rotor Wake

and of the Tip-Leakage Flow:

Rotor Wake The semiwake width of the wake was found to change by 50% and the

rotor relative phase of the wake was found to change by 10%. The change in the

wake characteristic caused by vane-rotor interaction was found to be much greater

than has been reported for subsonic stages.

Tip-Leakage Flow The tip leakage flow was found to be largely unaffected by vane-

rotor interaction

A special focus on the tip leakage flow was, then, put by Marn et al. [51] and Göttlich

et al. [25] investigating the influence of the rotor tip gap on the flow evolution through

an intermediate turbine duct place downstream of a high pressure turbine located at

Graz University of Technology. (Figure 2.7) The authors observed the flow behavior

for different clearance sizes and simulated the behavior also for the zero-gap case (Sanz

et al. [73]). Focusing on the critical outer endwall at the first bend of an aggressive

and superaggressive duct, they observed a beneficial effect of the tip leakage flow which

re-energizes the boundary layer. The flow detachment was found less extended for the

larger gap. On the other side, at the hub the duct was found to be close to separation

at different circumferential positions for the large gap.
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Figure 2.7: Flow structures at the inlet of an intermediate turbine diffuser (Göttlich
et al. [25])

2.2 Interturbine diffusers

This thesis deals with advanced architectures for the turbine transition duct (also re-

ferred as mid turbine frame (MTF)). Therefore, this section is central in order to un-

derstand the basic fluid dynamic of an S-shaped diffuser as well as to have an overlook

on advanced design techniques already investigated for the flow control through this

component.

The fundamentals of the aerodynamic of such component is presented in Section 2.2.1,

while in the Sections 2.2.2, 2.2.3 advanced techniques such as 3D endwall contouring or

active/passive flow control systems will be presented. Finally, in Section 2.2.4 a previ-

ous study on the application of embedded concepts in the design of such components is

presented.

2.2.1 Fundamentals

The fundamental work on swan-necked diffusers by Dominy et al. [14] identified the

influence of the cross-passage pressure gradients in S-shaped ducts [80]. In particular,

experimental and numerical data revealed clearly the effects of the two bends on the

generation of secondary flows as the flow develops through the diffuser. The pressure

distribution in an S-shaped diffuser depends not only on the area change such as in

straight-walled channels, but also upon the curvature of the endwalls and hence of the

streamlines [24]. The effective local curvature is also linked to the boundary layer growth

at the surfaces. If the flow is turned from the axis-parallel direction radially outward in

the first bend of an S-shaped duct, a pressure gradient from the casing (low pressure)

to the hub (high pressure) will be created according to the radial equilibrium within the

flow field. This cross-passage pressure gradient is superimposed to the adverse pressure

gradient, evoked by the diffusion due to an increase in flow area [24].
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Figure 2.8: Performance chart for straight-walled annular diffusers after Sovran and
Klomp with optimum lines for maximum pressure recovery coefficient at fixed non-

dimensional duct length (Cp*) or duct area ratio (Cp**) ([76])

An optimized design of the endwall curvature can help to control these pressure gra-

dients, but both of them play a significant role in an aggressive intermediate turbine

diffuser. At the end of the duct the flow has to be turned back towards the engine axis

in order to match the channel shape with the inflow of the following LP turbine stage

in a real engine or with the rig exit section of an individual test setup. This will cause

a cross-passage pressure gradient but now with the higher pressure at the casing and

the lower pressure at the hub. The pressure distribution in an S-shaped diffuser has a

major effect on the boundary layer behavior at the endwalls, which is most critical due

to the strongest adverse pressure gradients right after strong wall curvatures [24].

The performance chart for straight-walled annular diffusers (Figure 2.8) provided by

Sovran and Klomp in 1967 [76] is still used as a reference to classify intermediate tur-

bine diffusers regarding their criticality [24]. In the diagram, designs of intermediate

turbine diffusers of selected aero engines and rig test setups recently investigated at

Chalmers University of Technology (C1) and Graz University of Technology (C4 and

C5) are compared. The optimum lines for maximum pressure recovery coefficient at

fixed non-dimensional duct length (Cp*) or duct area ratio (Cp**) taken from [76] are

plotted [24].
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Figure 2.9: Mach number distribution in a typical S-shaped diffuser without (a)and
with (b) swirl (Göttlich [23])

A diffuser design described by the non-dimensional duct length (L/hin) and the area ra-

tio (AR = Aout/Ain), which is between these lines can be seen as optimal, while a layout

below and above is classified as conservative and aggressive, respectively. However, this

can only be a rough assessment since the effects of curvature, flow swirl and inlet wakes

occurring in a real S-shaped intermediate duct are not considered in the investigations

of Sovran and Klomp [76]. It can be seen that the engine manufactures placed their

designs within or close to the optimal region but rather tight to the conservative border

[24].

Swirl was found to influence the character of the flow [13] particularly through the skew-

ing of the wakes. Figure 2.9 shows an example for the flow through an S-shaped duct

without swirl (a) and other inlet distortions (b).

These effects on the flow are discussed and summarized by Dominy et al. [14] with
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a comparison of their measurements to CFD and to results from an intermediate tur-

bine diffuser arranged downstream of a single-stage LP turbine stage [24]. The early

preliminary design phase of an intermediate turbine duct is often done with the help of

experimentally generated standard diffuser performance maps like the well known Sovran

and Klomp diagram [76] which is used, beside the classification of the aggressiveness, to

correlate a pressure rise coefficient Cp for a given area ratio AR and a non-dimensional

duct length L/hin. But it is only valid for non-swirling flows. Also the theoretical maxi-

mum pressure recovery represented by Cp,ideal = 1−AR2 which is only a function of AR

does not consider swirl. On the other hand, an intermediate turbine duct downstream of

a turbine stage usually works with a significant inlet swirl and is equipped with struts.

Therefore the total pressure loss of such a design has to be estimated with the help of

a database where parameters like swirl angle, duct blockage and strut losses have been

added and which is usually gained by a systematic computational study.

2.2.2 3D endwall contouring techniques

In order to reduce the cross passage pressure gradient one possible solution is to design

the duct endwalls using non-axisymmetric shape optimization techniques. In Wallin and

Eriksson [88] non-axisymmetric endwall contouring has been applied at the diffuser hub

endwall in order to reduce the effects on secondary flows, distortion and local separa-

tions. The same parameterization with perturbations to a baseline design like in [87]

was applied to maintain an axisymmetric inlet and outlet. The non-axisymmetry was

obtained by adding circumferential cosine and sine perturbation functions in the strut

area of interest (Figure 2.10).

2.2.3 Flow-controlled intermediate turbine diffusers

Flow control enables the designer to generate more aggressive transition duct geometries

with larger radial offsets as suggested, for example, by Lord et al. [47]. Flow separation

can be suppressed by active or passive flow control measures. The first type can either

be the energization of the boundary layer by injection of high energy fluid or the removal

of low energy fluid from the critical wall regions (see Figure 2.11)

The injection of high-energy fluid by means of wall jets in order to eliminate flow sepa-

ration within aggressive intermediate turbine diffusers is demonstrated by Florea et al.

[19]. It was shown that flow control alone might not be sufficient to eliminate flow sep-

aration and to obtain the ideal flow quality for the following turbine stage. Therefore a

novel methodology for designing flow–control–enabled turbine transition ducts coupled

with shape optimization was presented.
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Figure 2.10: Baseline and shortened duct (top), hub modification procedure (mid),
non-axisymmetric optimized hub (bottom), blue contour lines represent a radius de-

crease and red a radius increase (Göttlich [24])

In contrast to active flow control the application of passive flow control is less complex

because there is no need for handling additional fluid streams possibly at unsteady flow

rates. The installation of fixed components in order to reenergize the boundary layer

in critical areas would be very beneficial (see Figure 2.11). For that reason one work

package of the EU project AIDA (“Aggressive Intermediate Duct Aerodynamics”) was

installed to evaluate the application of passive flow control devices in compressor as well

as in turbine transition ducts. Numerical and experimental investigations have been

conducted in order to assess their performance. On the turbine side low-profile vortex

generators have been designated as the most promising candidate for going into a rig

test in an engine representative turbine transition duct environment.

The application and the performance of a low-profile vortex generator installation within

a super-aggressive (very high diffusion) intermediate turbine diffuser have been investi-

gated experimentally by Santner et al. [70] within the AIDA project.

The main parameters of the installation, which have a high influence on the efficiency
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Figure 2.11: Flow control mechanism: active (a and b) and passive (c) measures for
re-energization of boundary layer. (Göttlich [24])

of these low-proflle vortex generators, are the angle of attack and the position relative

to the separation according to Wallin and Eriksson [89]. In this test vortex generator

geometries with low-profile vanes similar to those defined in the work of Canepa et al.

[6] together with an angle of attack of 25 degrees were used.

On one side the results presented in the paper showed that the investigated low-profile

VGs were able to decrease an existing separation in an s-shaped rectangular duct with

strong curvature, high Mach-number and steady inflow conditions. The onset of the

separation has been moved about 10 mm further downstream and the pressure recovery

has been increased significantly.

On the other side the VGs applied within the superaggressive intermediate turbine duct

downstream the transonic HP-turbine could not decrease the separation at the casing.

On the contrary they even increased the losses through the duct. It was assumed that

this is mainly a result of the wakes emanating from the HP-blades which preclude the

VGs to develop vortices. Further the strong tip leakage flow already energizes the flow

at the casing and with the vortex generators installed this effect is decreased and as a

result the diffuser efficiency becomes even worse.
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Figure 2.12: Steady CFD simulation of AIDA C5 duct without (top) and with (bot-
tom) vortex generators (Göttlich [23])

The authors concluded that the investigated low-profile VGs at the defined axial posi-

tion within the annular duct were not effective in stabilizing the flow through a three-

dimensional ITD with a highly unsteady three-dimensional flow field although they

showed promising results in the 2D S-shaped duct.

Within the cooperation of AIDA Wallin performed a variety of steady CFD simulations

of the duct and the LP vane row but without the upstream turbine stage in order to

define the optimal vortex generator position and height (Figure 2.12). The optimum was

found for a counter-rotating vortex generator installation with a height of 0.7 mm and

a length of 5 mm leading to 240 vane pairs around the circumference at approximately

one vortex generator length upstream of the separation line of the clean duct.

Figure 2.12 shows a comparison between the baseline duct (no vortex generator) and the

optimal vortex generator arrangement out of Wallins pre-test simulations. Besides the

contours of stagnation pressure (low pressure in blue, high pressure in red) an iso-surface

of negative axial velocity (in purple) is shown for each configuration.
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Figure 2.13: Investigation of the aerodynamics of a turning mid turbine frame de-
signed with an embedded concept and tested in one–and–half stage configuration at

the Von Karman Institute (Lavagnoli et al. [42])

2.2.4 Embedded concept for the turning mid turbine frame

A step forward in the design of mid turbine frames could be represented by the applica-

tion of an embedded design concept. This architecture constitues the layout of the new

stage developed and investigated during this thesis.

The basic idea is to merge the strut and the LP vanes in one embedded component.

Such a concept was already investigated by Lavagnoli et al. [42] and Yasa et al. [94] in

the one and half stage short duration test facility located at the Von Karman Institute

(VKI). In that facility, starting from a pre-existing LP vane row, the bulky struts were

shaped extending every fourth vane, while, similarly than in this thesis, the meridional

flow path was kept the same (see Figure 2.13). In their comparison, the authors ob-

served the struts causing an evident blockage effect and worsening the circumferential

non-uniformity of the aerovane inlet flow field. The combined effect of multisplitter con-

figuration and clocking was found to modify the spatial periodicity of the unsteadiness

structure shed by the upstream stage. On the other hand no dramatic influence of the

strut was found on the global unsteady performance.

2.3 Low Pressure Turbines

Low pressure turbine are conventionally made of high aspect ratio blades, that means

secondary effects are confined to the endwall regions and, therefore, their contribution

to the loss generation is less important than than in high pressure turbine.

Apart the potential effects which extends upstream and downstream the blade rows, the

most relevant blade row interaction mechanism for these stages is normally the wake

convection which has a 2D nature. Therefore, the studies provided in literature on the
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Figure 2.14: A view of the test section with the wake-generator rig (Mahallati et al.
[48, 49])

unsteady aerodynamics of such turbines often refers to investigations in straight cas-

cades where wake generators as rotating bars where used (see for example Figure 2.14).

Whenever the aircraft climb to high-altitude cruise conditions [49], one of the problems

which affects the low pressure turbine blades is the large drop in Reynolds number which

they experience. There, the kinematic viscosity of gas is significantly higher than the

corresponding sea level values. Therefore, modern turbines designed with high-lift LP

blades have considerable regions of laminar boundary layers that are prone to separation

at low Reynolds numbers even if the free stream has high levels of turbulence.

It was observed [32] that periodic wakes from the upstream blade-rows influence the

location of boundary layer transition and reattachment, and the wake-blade interaction

can in fact improve the performance of LP turbines. These investigations resulted in

decreasing the losses while decreasing the number of blades of the rotor (High-Lift and

Ultra-High-Lift blades) [29, 31].

In an experimental study of attached flows, Pfeil et al. [63] proposed that increasing the

wake passing frequency prevents natural transition by the “calmed region” of the wake-

induced turbulent spots, and the onset of wake-induced transition was independent of

the wake-passing frequency.

Orth [58] arrived at similar conclusions and also found that transition onset is strongly

controlled by the wake turbulence. One of the first surface–mounted hot–film measure-

ments in unsteady turbomachinery flows was reported by Dring et al. [15], followed by

Hodson [62]. Hodson reported that the higher wake-passing frequency produced higher

profile losses due to higher turbulent wetted area on the surface of the blade.

Although wake-induced transition has been described by a number of authors, perhaps

the experimental study of Halstead et al. [29] was a milestone in understanding the

wake–induced transition in LP turbines and compressors. Their study showed that the

calmed region, followed by turbulent spots in the wake path, was effective in suppressing

flow separation at low Reynolds numbers. With increased blade loading, the onset of

wake-induced transition moved upstream, closer to the leading edge.
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Figure 2.15: Subsonic test rig at Graz University of Technology for the investigation
of the noise emitted by an engine-like low pressure turbine (Lengani et al. [43])

2.3.1 LP turbine exit flow

Modern civil aero-engines have to be designed in order to minimize the environmental

impact also in term of acoustic emissions. Therefore, the study of the unsteady flow

field downstream of the low pressure turbine is particularly interesting. In fact, the

flow stream exiting the last stage of the LP turbine is (together with the Fan, LP

compressor, combustion chamber and the jet flow) between the main sources of engine

noise emission.

As already briefly introduced, the potential flow interaction of each blade/vane row

extends upstream and downstream, as a mutual interaction between adjacent rows,

whose relative influence on the flow fields depends on the ratio of stator to rotor pitches

[40]. The potential flow field cuts into the wakes propagating from upstream, and the

wakes are bowed and stretched as they convect through the rotor blade passages.

In state-of-the-art aero engines, LP turbine outflow is characterized by the presence of

structural exit vanes aimed to support the rear bearing of the LP rotor shaft. Lengani

et al. [43] described the development of the unsteady flow downstream of LP turbine

rotor in one-and-a-half stage representative of a last stage turbine exit case of a modern

LP turbine (Figure 2.15).

The time resolved measurements have been used to discuss in detail the features that

characterize the unsteady flow field. The tip-leakage vortex, hub secondary flow, rotor

wake and potential effects from the downstream exit guided vane (EGV) have been

identified on the rotor outlet flow. All these features are influenced by the viscous and
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potential interactions of the upstream stator. Hence, as the rotor moves each blade

passage experiences variations in the wake and secondary flow extension.

Furthermore, in such a configuration designed with an uneven blade/vane count in order

to reduce the tonal noise propagation, the superposition of perturbations from the stator

and rotor blade row generates rotating patterns. The characteristics of the spinning

modes, lobed structures and spinning rotational speeds directly depend, according to

the aeroacoustic theory, on the blade to vane count ratio. The fluctuations of the flow

quantities within a cycle of this periodic pattern are related to the stator/rotor mutual

potential interaction and may influence the aerodynamic behaviour of the downstream

rows.

2.3.2 Note to this thesis

The test setup used for this thesis adopts a low pressure turbine in a simplified config-

uration. Such a turbine, in a real engine, would represent just the first rotor of several

stages which form a real LP turbine. In fact, the absence of a deswirler downstream of

the two–spool rig second rotor does not allow a proper exit angle distribution reducing

the turning of the flow across the rotor.

On the other hand, the measurements performed downstream of the second rotor allow

to have a proper estimation of the impact of the structures generated through the turn-

ing mid turbine frames (object of this work) on the downstream low pressure turbine.

In particular, the acoustic measurements reported in Faustmann et al. [18] can be used

to estimate the propagation of the acoustic field through the successive blade rows.
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Test turbine facility description

and modeling

In the remainder of this chapter, the facility used for the experimental investigation is

introduced.

Moreover, the design of the new stage developed during the thesis is described.

Finally, the rig instrumentation is briefly presented.

3.1 Facility overlook

The transonic test turbine facility is a continuously operating two-stage cold-flow open-

circuit plant, which consists of a transonic HP stage and a counter-rotating LP stage

(marked with a red rectangle in Figure 3.1). This unique configuration allows the testing

of rig inserts under engine representative conditions. The power output of the HP stage

is used to drive a three-stage radial brake compressor (BC), while the power of the

LP turbine is absorbed by a water brake (WB) with a maximum power of 700 kW.

Both turbines are designed with overhung-type turbine shafts and additionally the LP

turbine is mounted on an axially movable frame. This allows easy disk assembly without

dismantling the bearings and the simple application of transition ducts and TMTF

designs with different axial lengths. The facility is driven by pressurized air delivered

by a separate 3 MW compressor station shown in Figure 3.1 and located in the second

basement of the building.

Further information regarding the original test facility (1999) and the compressor station

can be found in [17] and Pirker et al. [64].

During the DREAM project, the test facility consisting of the HP shaft was expanded by

a single-stage counter-rotating low pressure turbine (LPT) in order to allow more engine
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realistic investigations of different turbine mid structures. Anyway, the facility can be

operated also in case of two co-rotating stage setup. Both turbines are designed with

overhung-type turbine disks and additionally the LPT is mounted on an axially movable

frame. This unique configuration allows the testing of rig inserts with a diameter of up to

800 mm with different axial lengths. It also enables a quite fast and simple exchange of

different TMTF setups and an easy rotor disk assembly without the need of dismantling

the bearings. For the design and operation of the LP-stage together with the TMTF see

Hubinka et al. [36, 37].

Figure 3.1: Compressor station

Table 3.1: Blading parameters and operating conditions.

Blading parameters

HP vane HP blade Struts Splitters LP blade

Vane/ blade no. 24 36 16 24 72
h/cax 1.15 1.37 0.53 3.5 2.94
Re(106) 2.38 1.1 1.86 0.4 0.46
Tip gap - unshrouded - - shrouded

Operating conditions

HP stage LP stage

nr,in [rpm/
√
K] 524.4 195.3

mr,in [kg/s ·
√
K/(bar)] 81.2 214.6

Baseline Stage pt ratio 3 1.3
Baseline Power [kW] 1710 340

with Splitters Stage pt ratio 2.83 1.36
with Splitters Power [kW] 1425 353
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Figure 3.2: three dimensional view of the TTM Two stage - two spool test facility

Figure 3.3: Suction Blower

The redesigned test facility is depicted in Figure 3.2 where the colored parts indicate the

new stage. The arrows in the figure outline the air flow through the rig. The two mass

flows originating from the compressor station and the brake compressor, respectively,

are merged in a complex system consisting of a mixer and a tandem cascade at the inlet

of the mixing chamber. The system was aerodynamically optimized by Bas and Mooren

[5] using numerical investigations in order to obtain a quite homogenous mass flow and

temperature distribution at the test section inlet.
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Furthermore, the inlet temperature can be adjusted by cooling the air coming from the

compressor station. However, the boundaries for the temperature control are limited

due to the fact the mass flow provided by the brake compressor cannot be cooled. As

already mentioned, the additional mass flow of the brake compressor an overall mass

flow of up to 22 kg/s can be achieved.

The inlet pressure is limited to 4.5 bar absolute due to the design of the mixing cham-

ber. The testing of the embedded design setup needed to increase the overall pressure

ratio (Table 3.1). Therefore, the only possibility was to reduce the rig backpressure

by operating a suction blower to reduce the external pressure down to 200 mbar below

ambient pressure (SB in Figure 3.1). This device allows to run the test turbine facil-

ity with stable operating conditions without day-to-day variations. The suction blower

showed in Figure 3.3 uses a Rolls Royce Gnome helicopter engine via a flat belt drive as

power source and allows a very precise adjustment of the turbine exhaust pressure by

means of speed control. The maximum rotational speed of the HPT stage is limited by

the brake compressor to 11550 rpm and depending on the stage characteristic a maxi-

mum coupling power of 2.8 MW can be reached. The power of the LPT is absorbed by

a waterbrake with a maximum power of 700 kW and a maximum rotational speed of

4500 rpm. Detailed descriptions of the design, the possibilities and the operation of the

adapted TTTF can be found in Hubinka [36].

Figure 3.4 depicts a cross-sectional view of the test setup with the flow going from left

to right. The air enters the rig through the mixing chamber and is then guided to the

inlet of the test section which consists of the transonic HP stage, an S-shaped TMTF

and a counter-rotating shrouded LP turbine. The flow leaves the test section through

support struts with a simple straight airfoil shape and a diffuser to recover some pressure

before entering the exhaust casing. Within this thesis two TMTF setups (baseline and

multisplitter designs) have been investigated using the same HP stage and LP rotor.

3.2 The turning mid turbine frame

High pressure and low pressure stage are connected via a Turning Mid Turbine Frame.

The discussion carried out through this thesis is based on the aerodynamic investigation

and comparison of two TMTF setups.

3.3 Baseline case: turning mid turbine frame (TMTF)

The aerothermal design of the baseline configuration was designed by MTU Aero En-

gines. The experimental setup of this stage was already presented in the PhD thesis of
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Figure 3.4: Cross section of the TTM Two stage - two spool facility
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Figure 3.5: Cross section of the Baseline mid turbine frame

Santner [69]. It consists of 16 turning struts, has a non-dimensional axial duct length

of about 3.5 (Lax/hin, see Figure 3.5) and an area ratio of 2. Figure 3.5 represents a

cross-sectional view of this setup. The baseline configuration was designed using a quite

complex three-dimensional design of the TMTF strut and keeping rotationally symmet-

ric endwall contours. The struts have a maximum thickness to chord ratio of 22% at

about 25% of the axial chord length to provide enough space for service lines like oil

pipes and for load carrying structures which results in a radial insertability of 18%.

3.4 Embedded concept setup (S-TMTF): turning mid tur-

bine frame with embedded splitter vanes - S-TMTF

The design process of the splitter vanes was based on numerical investigations performed

on the baseline configuration [79, 80].

Figure 3.6 shows that, for the new stage, the meridional flow path was kept as in the

baseline case. The axial extension of the splitters as well as the splitters count were

decided after a compromise between aerodynamic effectiveness and solid blockage. In

order to increase the uniformity of the flow field downstream of this stage, the position of

the new wakes should be equi-spaced along the strut pitch. Therefore, the two splitters

axes have been located at P = 0.33 and P = 0.67.

Since the design target was to reach a zero-incidence zero-lift for each of the two vanes,

it was important to control the profile parameter along the span. Therefore, Figure

3.6 plots the positions of seven control sections chosen at different spanwise locations

(H=0.00, H=0.05, H=0.25, H=0.50, H=0.75, H=0.95, H=1.00).
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Figure 3.6: Meridional view

Figure 3.7 shows that the metallic angle and the thickness distributions at the splitter

trailing edge were kept the same as the struts, while, at the splitter leading edge the

vane inlet angle was iteratively turned targeting to a zero-incidence condition.

The vanes were finally shaped by means of a hyperbolic interpolation the single layouts

over the span in order to obtain a full 3D design (see Figure 3.8) The generation and

evaluation of several designs defined the final shape which was manufactured and tested.
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Figure 3.7: Blade to Blade view at three different span positions: H=0.00, H=0.50,
H=1.00

Figure 3.8: 3D view of the embedded concept

3.5 Design and manufacturing

Figure 3.9 shows the machine cutaway where the component with turning struts and

embedded splitters (S-TMTF) is placed between the two turbines. The CAD design was

optimized to allow an easy assembly of the component.

The splitters have been milled out of one piece generating a bladed ring (bling). Security

reasons for the operation of the facility required a crack testing of this component by

means of leak liquids (Figure 3.10).

3.6 Rig Instrumentation

In order to ensure the repeatability of the test runs to obtain comparable measurement

results the test rig is instrumented with several sensors and total pressure and tempera-

ture rakes to be able to adjust and to monitor the operating conditions. The equipment

and the positions of the applied techniques will be explained in this part just briefly
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Figure 3.9: 3D view of the embedded concept

Figure 3.10: Manufacturing and integrity checkup of the splitter bladed ring

whereas detailed information of the applied instrumentation can be found in Hubinka

[35].

3.6.1 Measurement devices

The permanent instrumentation of the rig consists of:
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1. Pressure scanner modules PSI 9016 with 16 channels and an accuracy of 0.05%

full scale to measure total and static pressure

• 4 x ± 0.35 bar

• 1 x ± 2.1 bar

• 1 x ± 2.1 bar (12 channels) and ± 3.5 bar (4 channels)

2. National Instruments Field Point modules for temperature measurements

• 2 x resistance thermometer input modules FP-RTD-122

• 4 x thermocouple input modules FP-TC-120

3. National Instruments Field Point modules for all sensors

• 5 x analogue input modules FP-AI-110

4. Bently Nevada shaft monitoring system to detect and record (ADRE box) the shaft

data like rotational speeds, power output, vibrations and radial displacement

3.6.2 Total Pressure and Total Temperature Rakes

Total pressure and temperature rakes are used to acquire the operating conditions.

Therefore, a total pressure and total temperature rake have been applied at HP stage

inlet (plane A), TMTF inlet (plane C) and LP stage exit (plane F); positions see Figure

3.5.

The rakes in plane A and F are mounted in the rotatable HP vane ring and the rotatable

outer LP casing, respectively, which enables 360 degree traverses to acquire the rig inlet

and exit flow distributions. Due to the rig design the rakes in plane C are mounted

in the fixed part of the TMTF and cannot be moved in circumferential direction but

by moving the HP vane ring the total pressure and total temperature distribution over

one HP vane pitch can be acquired. Further informations about the positioning can be

found in Santer [69].

A Kiel-hole probe design was applied for total pressure as well as total temperature

measurements because it is insensitive to flow angle variations up to ±30 deg. The

pressure was acquired with the pressure scanner modules PSI 9016.

The total temperature rakes were equipped with type K thermocouples connected to the

National Instruments field point modules (FP-TC-120). Area averaging was performed

to obtain the mean total Experimental Setup 18 pressure and total temperature in each

plane. More information about the design and the calibration of the rakes can be found

in Hubinka [35].
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3.7 Total Pressure and Total Temperature Rakes

The intention of the measurements was to investigate the TMTF under engine realistic

conditions. Therefore, the aero design point was chosen in order to simulate cruise op-

erating conditions like in a modern jet engine with a single stage HPT. Due to the fact

that the facility is a cold flow facility with temperatures around 440 K (compared to

about 1700 K in turbofan engines) the Mach number similarity was chosen as criterion.

Table 3.1 displays the main parameters of the investigated operating point. Non-

dimensional and/or reduced parameters were defined to guarantee the same conditions

and to obtain comparable results.

mred = m

√

Tt,in

pt,in
(3.1)

nred =
n

√

Tt,in

(3.2)

Πtot =
pt,A
pt,F

(3.3)

Baseline and multisplitter cases were both operated keeping the same reduced massflow

(Equation 3.1) and reduced speed (Equation 3.2) for both the HP and the LP stages.

As already stated, the embedded design required the use of a suction blower to increase

the overall pressure ratio. The effect of the blockage due to the splitters lead to a

redistribution of the pressure ratio of both the turbines. Across the HP stage the pressure

ratio dropped from 3 to 2.83 (the HP stage was then still transonic), while the pressure

ratio raised from 1.3 up to 1.36 through the LP stage. The overall pressure ratio defined

in Equation 3.3 (where the pedix A and F are referred to the measurement planes in

Figure 3.5) raised from 4 up to 4.09.
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Numerical setup

A central part of this thesis concerns the analysis of numerical prediction results. There-

fore, this chapter is aimed to present the different setups used to model the flow field

within the two-stage two-spool facility.

The baseline setup (without splitters) was simulated by means of both steady and un-

steady schemes. The interpretation of the time-averaged field within the TMTF passage

is reported in Spataro et al. [80] where the LP stage was simulated.

On the other hand, both the high pressure and low pressure stages have been modeled

and simulated comparing different CFD setups in order to analyse the performance pre-

diction of different interface schemes. These results are discussed in Spataro et al. [79]

where experimental data were compared with numerical results.

All the meshes presented in the followings undertook a grid independence study as as-

sumption for the numerical investigation.

4.1 Steady simulation of the low pressure stage

Numerically, the time-averaged flow field of the LP stage was investigated calculating

the TMTF and the LP rotor passages with five-hole probe measurements in Plane C

(downstream of the HP rotor) as 3D inlet boundary. The probe was traversed in this

plane over one HP vane pitch (15 deg). To obtain the full HP vane strut periodicity of

45 degree the plane was triplicated in circumferential direction.

A mixing plane interface between turning struts (stationary domain) and LP rotor (ro-

tating domain) was applied. The outlet condition of static pressure in a plane located

at an axial distance of 6 times the LP blade axial chord length downstream of the LP

rotor trailing edge where a row of pressure taps is located.

Figure 4.1 shows the domain boundaries and the interface location for the simulation of
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Figure 4.1: Numerical setup for the steady computation performed on the
low pressure stage (Spataro et al. [80])

the LP stage.

The mesh consists of 2.5 Millions elements, while the y+ was limited to 1 next to the blade

surface and to 2 next to the endwalls. A commercial CFD code (Ansys CFX c©v12.1)

was used as solver.

The code solves the Navier Stokes equation system with first order accuracy in areas

where the gradients change sharply to prevent overshoots and undershoots and main-

tain robustness, and second order in flow regions with low variable gradients to enhance

accuracy [3]. The turbulence was modeled using a k-ω SST turbulence model (Menter

[52]).
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Figure 4.2: Numerical setup for the simulation of the whole machine
(Spataro et al. [79])

4.2 Steady and unsteady simulation of the whole machine

Several numerical simulations of a two-stage two-spool transonic turbine with the base-

line setup were undertaken. Figure 4.2 shows the computational domain for this inves-

tigation. Before proceeding with the discussion of the results, it is important to

present the differences between the setups (Table 4.1):

Case A In this simulation each domain consists of one blade passage mesh. The outlet

domain has a pitchwise extension of 5 degrees of pitch extension (the same as the

LP rotor’s mesh). All interfaces (I, II, III, IV) are mixing planes.

Case B Interfaces II and IV were changed to frozen rotors. Therefore, the same peri-

odicity is required for the HP rotor and the TMTF (90 degrees), and for the LP
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Table 4.1: CFD Setups.

Mesh passage per domain and Mesh size (in million of nodes)
HP Vane HP Rotor TMTF LP Rotor Outlet Tot Mesh size

Mesh size 0.67 0.39 1.03 0.23 0.06
Case A 1 1 1 1 1 2.38
Case B 1 9 4 1 1 8.59
Case C 1 1 1 1 1 2.38
Case D 1 1 1 1 1 2.38
Unsteady 6 9 4 18 18 16.7

Domain Interfaces for different numerical setups
(I) (II) (III) (IV)

Case A Mix pl Mix pl Mix pl Mix pl
Case B Mix pl Frz rot Mix pl Frz rot
Case C Mix pl Mix pl Mix pl Frz rot
Case D Mix pl Mix pl Mix pl – (*)
Unsteady Slide Slide Slide Slide

(*) counter rotating endwalls for the downstream domain

rotor and the outlet domain (5 degrees). Interfaces I and III were kept as mixing

planes.

Case C The mesh setup for this case is the same as for Case A: interfaces I, II and III

are mixing planes, while interfaces IV was turned to frozen rotor.

Case D For this case the mesh of the outlet domain and the one of the LP rotor were

merged together removing interface IV. This leads to one rotational domain (LP

rotor + Outlet) where counter rotating wall velocity was assigned to the hub and

shroud endwalls in order to fix them in the absolute frame. Interfaces I, II and III

are mixing planes.

Unsteady In order to simulate the time-resolved flow, an unsteady CFD was performed

using sliding interfaces. Therefore it was required to satisfy the machine full peri-

odicity computing 90 degrees pitch for each domain. This leads to a quite heavy

calculation where the mesh refinement was constrained by the server maximal

memory (32 GB). The timestep was set to 1/100 of the HP rotor blade passing

period (ts = 1.5e − 6s). The numerical scheme is time marching where the code

solves second order backward equations.
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Instrumentation and

Measurements techniques

The study of the flow field through a transonic two-stage two-spool turbine requires

the use of the most advanced instrumentation and measurement techniques in order to

properly catch the time-mean as well as the time-resolved flow field.

Despite the analysis of steady measurements still represents the basis for proper machine

characterization, unsteadiness plays a major role in turbines, especially in the case of

a rig meant to test shortening solutions where blade rows interaction is critical. This

is particularly true for the evaluation of the aerodynamics as well as of the acoustics of

the two turbine transition duct configurations investigated in this thesis.

Therefore, in order to properly reconstruct a time-dependent signal of the flow field

downstream of the LP turbine where the unsteadiness content is due to both rotors, a

new post processing procedure called Rotor Synchronic Average (RSA) was implemented

by the author and presented in Lengani et al. [44].

Moreover, the modal theory by Tyler and Sofrin [86] originally used to describe the

sound generation mechanisms downstream of a compressor stage, was applied during

this work to investigate the flow field downstream of the two-spool turbine rig.

Applying such a theory, a variable is decomposed in time and space at any circumfer-

ential positions downstream of a turbine stage. Since one of the assumptions of the

Modal Theory is the full time-space periodicity of the processed signal, for the aerody-

namic analysis, this decomposition could be applied just to the numerical results after

unsteady simulation [46], while, for the acoustic analysis, also to the microphones data

[18]. Therefore, for the unsteady-CFD simulation, the full machine spacial periodicity

(90 degrees) was modeled, while the traversable microphone array allowed full traversing

over 360 degrees. In fact, the limited aerodynamic probe traversing (maximum range

22.5 degrees in circumferential direction) did not allow the application of such Theory
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to fast response probe (FRAPP) data.

The first part of this chapter presents the measurement setups, while, afterwards, ad-

vanced post processing tools for unsteady data reduction (RSA procedure and Modal

Theory analysis) are presented.

5.1 Instrumentation

For the steady investigations the test section was equipped with static pressure taps

at several positions and five-hole probe (FHP) measurements have been performed at

TMTF inlet and exit as well as at the LPT exit.

Furthermore, oil flow visualization was applied to obtain a qualitative insight of the flow

evolution. The unsteady effects and interactions of the components were investigated

using a fast response aerodynamic probe (FRAP) and a microphone array traversed at

the turbine exit duct. In the remainder of this section, the instrumentation is presented.

5.1.1 Wall pressure measurements

The test rig was equipped with pressure taps at each measurement plane (A to F, see

Figure 3.5) at hub and casing at four positions over the circumference. One strut passage

of each setup was fully instrumented with five lines of pressure taps located at 10%, 25%,

50%, 75% and 95% pitch over the hub and shroud endwalls.

The pressure taps rows for the baseline setup are shown in Santner [69], while Figure

5.1 reports the taps positions for the multisplitter stage which was instrumented during

this thesis. Within this configuration, two more lines where added at the hub endwall

of the central splitter passage (35%, 65%). Instead, the assembly design of the turning

mid turbine frame with embedded splitters did not allow the placement of pressure taps

within the splitter passage at the casing.

Moreover, one of the struts was instrumented with pressure taps along five lines located

at 10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 90% span (see Figure 5.2). All measurement positions

along the endwalls were realized with an inner diameter of 0.8 mm. The struts were

equipped with metal pipes with a smaller diameter in order to avoid the disturbance

of the flow along the surface. All pressure taps were connected to the pressure scanner

modules PSI 9016 via silicone tubes. The measurement accuracy of the pressure taps

was around ±1 mbar.
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Figure 5.1: Location of pressure taps on the duct inner and outer endwalls

Figure 5.2: Location of pressure taps on the strut suction and pressure sides

5.1.2 Five hole probe measurements

Among the steady measurements, five hole probes were traversed in three measurement

planes (Plane C, E and F according to Figure 3.5). In Plane C a probe was traversed

radially over 85% of the blade height and over one HP-vane pitch which corresponds to

one third of two struts pitches. In each measurement point, the probes were turned into

the flow to reach the highest accuracy and to ensure to be always within the calibration

range of the probe. During the probes rotation around their axis, the probe head

remains aligned with the axis in order to avoid tangetial and axial displacements of the

measurement position. Due to the uncommon flow direction relative to the measurement

location, in some planes (D, E and F in Figure 3.5) special developed five-hole-probes

(IST, RWTH Aachen) with an inclined probe head of 2.5mm diameter were applied. The

probes were calibrated for Mach numbers between 0.1 and 0.8, yaw angles between -20

deg and +20 deg as well as pitch angles between -16 deg and +20 deg. The uncertainty
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of the Mach number is 0.005, while for the yaw and pitch angle the measurement error is

±0.3 and ±0.5 degrees respectively. Negative values of the yaw angle indicate a counter-

rotating flow (with respect to the HP rotor circumferential speed) and negative values

of the pitch angle indicate the flow direction towards the machine axis.

The correlation between the calibration characteristic and the value to be measured is

given by a multi-parameter approximation.

5.1.3 Aerodynamic unsteady measurement techniques

Unsteady flow measurements were performed by means of two different fast-response

aerodynamic pressure probes. In the former studies with the baseline configuration

[44, 46], a 2-sensor probe, operated as a virtual four sensor probe for 3D aerodynamic

measurements [41], has been used.

The results presented in this thesis are obtained by a cylindrical one sensor probe, see

Persico et al. [61] for more details. Unsteady measurements with the one sensor probe

have been repeated in the baseline setup and provided results in very good agreement

with the 2-sensor probe. The one-sensor probe works as a virtual 3-hole probe by per-

forming three acquisition at three different positions around probe axis.

Limits of the one sensor probe have been observed in regions of the measurement plane

with large radial components, where the error on static pressure increases when com-

pared with the 2-sensor probe. It has to be noted that also the 2-sensor probe is at

the limits of the pitchwise calibration range in the same regions. Otherwise, for both

probes, the extended uncertainty is in the order of ±0.5% of the kinetic head for the

pressure measurements and of ±0.3 deg for the flow angles.

The fast response probes were traversed in annular sectors in planes D and F (marked

in Figure 3.5 and Figure 5.3(a)). Plane D is a conical surface which, in the merid-

ional view, results inclined by 110 deg measured from the machine axis direction and,

at midspan. Its distance from the vane trailing edge is 14% of the strut axial chord;

whereas, plane F is perpendicular to the machine axis and is located at 77% of the LP

rotor chord downstream of the LP blade trailing edge.

Data is acquired at 200 kHz for 2 s, it corresponds to more than 100 revolutions of the

LP turbine and more than 350 of the HP turbine.

The full area traverses were performed over one strut pitch (22.5 deg) up-and down-

stream of the LP rotor. The measurement grid consists, for both planes (D and F) and

both configurations, of 19 positions along the blade span and of 46 positions over one

pitch of the strut (∆θstrut).
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(a) Measurement section traversing

(b) Microphone array at the rig exit duct

Figure 5.3: Acoustic measurement setup

5.1.4 Acoustic measurement setup

The measurement setup installed to perform acoustic investigation on the noise genera-

tion and propagation is presented in detail in Faustmann et al. [18]

The microphone array, which was used to instrument the rig, consists of 24 microphones

type 40DB from the company G.R.A.S.. This type of microphone is a 1/4-inch prepolar-

ized pressure microphone with a dynamic range upper limit of 170 dB and a frequency

response from 10 Hz to 25 kHz (1 dB). The preamplifier type 26AC has a very low

inherent noise level as well as a dynamic range and a frequency response from below 2

Hz to 200 kHz (0.2 dB). Pressure microphones have a so called sphere characteristic,
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which means, that every sound wave, independent from the angle of impingement on

the diaphragm, has nearly the same intensity. There are two ways of mounting the mi-

crophone for acoustic investigations in flow ducts, either mounting a microphone rake in

the flow [16], or with flush mounted microphones on the wall [57]. A study was done for

aligning the microphones behind the LP turbine in one of four exchangeable wall plates

(see Figure 5.3(a)). In total 25 microphones are used, one as reference microphone at

the hub, which is fixed, and 24 microphones staggered and flush mounted at the outer

casing downstream of the LP turbine, which are fully circumferentially movable. The

angular displacement between the microphones is 6 deg and can be seen in Figure 5.3(b).

The first 12 microphones are placed in the non-cylindrical part of the flow duct with an

axial displacement of 6 mm with respect to the center of the diaphragm.

The acoustic measurement data out of this region will be used to widen out the post

processing also for non-cylindrical ducts. Since the established acoustic post processing

tools are developed for flows in cylindrical ducts (e.g. [57] and [85]), it was important

to maximize the microphone number in the straight part of the measurement section

(Figure 5.3(b)).

The results presented in this thesis are taken from microphone array II. Due to the

desired frequency resolution and the space limitations the distance between the micro-

phones is 5 mm (see Figure 5.3(b)). For the data acquisition National Instruments

equipment is used. The sampling frequency is 60 kHz. The post processing is done up

to a frequency of 15 kHz. 26 of 32 channels are allocated to the 24 microphones plus 1

reference microphone as well as the HP- and the LP-trigger. The trigger signal was used

to reconstruct the unsteady sound field by the rotor phase. The microphone array is

traversed in steps of 2 deg. The signal from every channel is contemporary acquired and

stored. The data acquisition period is 20 seconds per measurement point. It corresponds

to more than 1000 revolutions of the LP turbine and more than 3500 of the HP turbine.

In total 180 measurement positions are recorded in one and a half hours. During this

time the operating condition is maintained perfectly stable.

5.1.5 Oil flow visualization techniques

A mixture of synthetic motor oil and titanium oxide is used to visualize the trajectory

of the shear stress at the walls. The mixture has been uniformly painted in the whole

passage surfaces of different exit guide vanes in order to verify the periodicity of the

flow and the reliability of the results. The applied oil film was exposed to the flow for

approximately one hour after reaching the stable operating condition.
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5.2 Data reduction tools: Rotor Synchronic Averaging

In the last 10 years, different research groups, in particular GE Aircraft Engines [39, 92]

and Pratt and Whitney [27, 84], have performed unsteady measurements in two-spool

test rigs. Similarly, different numerical studies have been recently performed, see for

example Qingjun et al. [66]. Most of these works, in particular Keith et al. [39] and

Praisner et al. [84], concluded that the level of unsteadiness and frequency contents in a

counter-rotating turbine is very high and may not be predicted from classical considera-

tions. There is still a lack of systematic analyses which accounts for the different sources

of unsteadiness in configurations relevant for current and new engine architectures.

In such a case, in fact, the adoption of a classical post processing decomposition, devel-

oped for unsteady flows in the 1970s (see for example Hussain and Reynolds [38]), does

not provide a global view of the phenomena because normally takes into account the

presence of one main unsteady perturbation. Using such procedure, it is possible then

to isolate just the fluctuations induced by one of the two rotors once a time by means of

a phase averaging procedure based on the rotor shaft encoder (e.g. [75, 83]). A classical

decomposition of the variable p is the so-called triple decomposition procedure [38]:

p(t) = p+ < p(t) > +p′(t) (5.1)

where < p(t) > is the purely periodic component associated with a coherent periodic

structure and p′(t) is the random fluctuation associated mainly with turbulence. This

decomposition is valid when a single source of periodic unsteadiness is characterizing

the flow.

In a virtual 3 hole probe (one sensor probe), the determination of the flow properties is

made possible after phase averaging: the periodic fluctuations of velocity, pressures and

flow angles are determined at each phase from the phase averaged values of the three

rotations of the probe [65].

Phase averaging is commonly performed in rotating machinery by means of one pulse

per revolution obtained from a shaft encoder (see for example the early papers from

Sharma et al. [75] and Suder et al. [83]). This pulse is used to determine the beginning

of each revolution, which represents also the end of the previous one. In the present

thesis each revolution is resampled to a fixed number of samples in order to correct the

small speed variations of the turbine shafts [10].

The phase averaged values are then computed as the average of the samples at the

same phase. Such procedure is very well established and allows the identification of the

structures correlated to the rotor rotational speed. However, for the present experiments

it was not sufficient, because it does not provide any informations about rotor-rotor

interactions. Since the two rotors are counter-rotating and their rotational speeds are
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uncorrelated, a phase locked average based on the phase of one of the two rotors removes

completely the fluctuations of the flow quantities induced by the other rotor.

To take into account for the full unsteadiness, hence the interactions at the frequencies

i · · ·BPFHP + k · · ·BPFLP (with i and k integer numbers), a special phase averaging

procedure has been studied. Considering the presence of two rotors at uncorrelated

frequencies (2 uncorrelated coherent periodic structures) the decomposition in Equation

5.1 may be rewritten:

p(t) = p+ < p(t) >1 +

+ < p(t) >2 + < p(t) >1,2 +p′(t) (5.2)

where the two distinct purely periodic components < p(t) >1, < p(t) >2 have their own

period and frequency, and < p >1,2 (t) indicates the cross-interactions which generate

the frequency peaks at i · BPFLP + k · BPFHP (with i and k not zero). The Rotor

Synchronic Average (RSA) provides the following time resolved distribution:

p̃(t)RSA = p+ < p(t) >1 + < p(t) >2 + < p(t) >1,2 (5.3)

5.2.1 Ideal case

Figure 5.4: Schematic representation of trigger post-processing

Figure 5.4 shows a schematic representation of the shaft triggers. The time made non-

dimensional by the revolution period of the LP turbine (REVLP ) is plotted on the

abscissa, and the trigger level is plotted on the ordinate. The trigger level is a sym-

bolic number associated to different origins of the trigger. A trigger level equal to 2
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corresponds to the shaft encoder signals and identifies the beginning and the end of the

revolutions of each rotor, red filled diamonds for the LP turbine and black filled dots

for the HP turbine (the label REVHP superimposed to the plot helps the identification

of a revolution of the HP rotor, while the revolution period of the LP turbine may be

read on the x-axis). The trigger level equal to 1 corresponds to the identification of

the blades within the revolution, namely every revolution is divided into equi-distant

intervals corresponding to the trace of the blade passing period. For readability of the

graph the HP rotor has been simplified to 3 blades (hollow black circles), 3 constant

blade period within one revolution, and 6 blades for the LP turbine (hollow red dia-

mond) maintaining the original HP blade to LP blade count ratio (36 to 72). As marked

over the picture such blade triggers are interpolated. The identification of equidistant

period has the only assumption that within one revolution the rotational speed of the

rotor remains constant. Considering the very high rotational speed this hypothesis may

be considered always verified. A simple algorithm is then written with the purpose of

identifying positions of coincidence between the triggers of the two rotors at levels 1

and/or 2. The coincidence is considered as the origin of a new trigger, indicated as

“level 3” in the picture.

From this idealized scheme, it may be shown that the periods identified with the co-

incidence positions may be directly correlated to the different sources of unsteadiness.

The time interval ∆t between two successive “level 3” triggers is a multiple of the blade

passing periods of the HP and LP rotor. It may be written that:

∆t = mTHP = nTLP (5.4)

with m,n non-zero and positive integer numbers. Hence, the unsteadiness due to the

single rotor(BPFLP and BPFHP and their multiples) is correctly resolved. Furthermore,

as previously observed, the rotor-rotor interactions may be identified for the frequencies

fHP,LP = i ·BPFLP +k ·BPFHP with i and k non-zero integer numbers. This frequency

may be rewritten considering the blade passing periods of the HP and LP rotor and their

link (TLP = m/nTHP ) observed from eq. 5.4:

fHP,LP =
i

TLP

+
k

THP

=
i

(m/n)THP

+
k

THP

(5.5)

Rearranging and considering eq. 5.4, the frequency fHP,LP of the rotor-rotor interactions

results:

fHP,LP =
i · n+ k ·m

mTHP

=
i · n+ k ·m

∆t
(5.6)

with (i · n+ k ·m) a positive integer number. Equation 5.6 proves that the interaction

frequency fHP,LP is always a multiple of the new trigger frequency 1/∆t.
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5.2.2 Real case

As observed from eq. 5.4 and 5.6, the energy content at the blade passing frequencies of

the two rotors and their combined interactions is directly linked to this phase averaging

procedure. Hence, the RSA preserves the frequency content of all coherent structures of

the original signal.

A further reconstruction of the signal is also proposed. Even in such complex flow, the

contributions of the time-mean and of one purely periodic part (e.g. < p(t) >1) give the

phase locked average quantity p̃ within the phase of the period of the phenomenon “1”:

p̃(t)1 = p+ < p(t) >1 (5.7)

When such average is performed over a sufficiently high number of periods of the phe-

nomenon “1” the effects of the fluctuations < p(t) >2, the random unsteadiness p′(t) as

well as the combined interactions < p >1,2 (t) are removed. In the present case, such

operation is the classical phase average performed considering the shaft encoder of one

of the two rotors. To resolve the unsteadiness of the flow it may be thought to sum

the results of the classical phase averaging procedures. In detail, the purely periodic

fluctuations < p(t) >1 and < p(t) >2 may be obtained from eq. 5.7 as difference of the

phase average and the time mean value. Then, < p(t) >1 and < p(t) >2 may be added

to the time mean value p in order to obtain the following time resolved distribution:

p̃(t)sum = p+ < p(t) >1 + < p(t) >2 (5.8)

However, this distribution resolves partially the unsteadiness of the flow, it does not

account for the rotor-rotor interactions (< p >1,2 (t)) when compared to eq. 5.3. It has

to be noted that p̃(t)sum is periodic for the least common multiple of the two periods in

analogy with eq. 5.4 which is resolved by the RSA, but it does not capture the terms

observed in eq. 5.6.

The classical phase averages (LP and HP shaft encoder) and consequently their sum

have been further post-processed. Thus the average among the 72 (LP rotor) or 36 (HP

rotor) blade passages has been computed. Due to the high number of blade passing peri-

ods, it is possible to compute the average-representative blade passing period increasing

the temporal resolution. The sum of the phase averages was then reconstructed as the

sum of the averages on the blade passing periods of the 2 rotors.

In the exemplification of Fig. 5.4 the ratio of the revolution period of the two rotors is

kept constant and equal to the real one and two coincidence positions may be identified

(t/REVLP = 0.165, 1.66 in Fig. 5.4). In the real case there are 12 times more blades

and then more coincidence positions. However, in the real case the rotational speed of

the rotors may be kept constant within a certain accuracy, ±1.5/1000 for both rotors in
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this facility. Even if such variations are really small, they are taken into account, since

the signals of the two shafts are acquired at a very high frequency. At the same time,

an accuracy for the coincidence of the triggers has to be chosen. In the present work

the triggers have been considered to have a coincidence when their time difference was

below 1/1000 of the blade passing period of the HP rotor (the lowest among the two

rotors). Under such conditions, for the 2 seconds of acquisition time, there are around

600 coincidences, and the variation of such number is within ±2% for all the measure-

ment positions.

Nevertheless, the small variations of the rotational speed of the two rotors, unlike the

example of Figure 5.4, lead to intervals between each coincidence position that are not

constant. To perform a phase averaging procedure like explained in the beginning of this

section a start and an end of the periodic phenomena has to be chosen (it is commonly

the shaft encoder signal when phase averaging on the revolution period of a rotor). In

the present case, where the phase averaging is meant to be performed out of synchronic

positions of the rotor, the beginning of the phase is obtained as previously explained

while the end is chosen following these two criteria:

1) a fixed number of LP blades is counted after the coincidence position, this is auto-

matically done as the “level 1” trigger is interpolated;

2) within this time interval the ratio of HP blade periods to LP blade periods is com-

puted, if the ratio is different from the theoretically predicted (see eq. 5.4) for more

than a fixed uncertainty the period is discarded.

The very stable operating conditions of the facility allowed the evaluation of 7 LP blade

passing periods without discarding any interval, since the computed blade ratio has vari-

ations below 0.5%.

With this procedure the relative position of the HP rotor blades and the LP rotor blades,

in the absolute frame of reference, is coherently preserved at any phase of the newly de-

rived averaging period. Basically, the positions of the rotors are re-synchronized within

the period of this new phase averaging that will be referred as rotor synchronic averaging

(RSA) in the followings.

Further, it has to be noted that the parameters discussed up to now, in particular the

accuracy of the coincidence and the accuracy of the ratio of BPPHP and BPPLP within

one averaging period, are the only ones to affect the RSA procedure. For example,

there is no need to assume that the blades of the rotors are identical. In fact, when

the RSA is performed over a very large number of periods (600 periods in the present

case) derived from random combinations of HP and LP blades, the averaging removes

the unsteadiness at low frequencies due to the rotor geometrical asymmetries. From the

spectral analysis of the classically phase averaged signal (shown in Lengani et al. [44]) it

emerged that almost the whole signal energy is included at the blade-passing frequency

and its harmonics for the LP rotor.
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5.3 Data reduction tools: Modal theory

Tyler and Sofrin [86] provided an apparently different decomposition of a variable than

Equation 5.1, this time in time and space. In order to describe the sound generating

mechanisms, they wrote the pressure fluctuations at any circumferential positions down-

stream of a compressor stage as a sum of harmonics. The theoretical model that they

proposed has been verified by numerous aeroacoustic experimental investigations, and it

is valid also for turbines (e.g. [57]). In particular, for an ideal rotor with identical blades

the pressure fluctuations at a circumferential position θ may be written as a Fourier

series [67]:

p(θ, t) =
∞
∑

n=−∞

∞
∑

m=−∞

A(m,n)einBnΩt−imθ (5.9)

where n is the harmonic index (1 for the BPF, 2 for the 2*BPF, etc.), Ω the rotor

angular velocity, A(m,n) the coefficient of the Fourier series for each harmonic n and

for each circumferential mode m.

The pressure field may be interpreted as a superposition of an infinite number of rotating

patterns, where the number of lobes is given by successive values of m. Each m-lobed

pattern rotates at the speed nBn

m
Ω required to generate the nth multiple of the BPF.

According to this convention, positive modes correspond to pattern rotating with the

rotor direction, while, negative modes are related to pattern rotating in the opposite

direction. Furthermore, Tyler and Sofrin [86] showed that the mode m of the spatial

Fourier decomposition is restricted just to some particular values:

m = nBn + kVn, with k = ...,−1, 0, 1, ... (5.10)

where a simple stator-rotor interaction is considered, Bn is the number of rotor blades

and Vn is the number of stator blades.

The interactions of the rotor with a complete vane assembly may be extended by super-

imposing the effect of a single events. For example, in a turbine, a mode m∗ generated

by a stator-rotor interaction will be scattered in the modes m = m∗ + kVn2, with k =

...,−1, 0, 1, ... by the following stator rows. Hence, for a stator-rotor-stator assembly the

following mode may be predicted:

m = nBn + k1Vn1 + k2Vn2, with k1, k2 integer (5.11)

where Vn1 and Vn2 are the number of vanes of the first and second stator row, respectively.

A further extension of the present theory was provided by Holste and Neise [34]. They

described the possible modes which may propagate in case of rotor-rotor interaction
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with different rotational speed, counter or co-rotating.

5.3.1 Modal decomposition of the flow field

The modal theory has been developed for the pressure field. However, as experimentally

observed by Lengani et al. [43], rotating patterns characterize all the aerodynamic

quantities, the components of the velocity, the flow angles, and the pressure fluctuations.

Hence, the decomposition of eq. 5.9 may be applied to the aerodynamic field. For

example, Hall et al. [28], represented the flow variables as a Fourier series in time with

spatially varying coefficients in order to satisfy the temporal periodicity of the flow in a

time-harmonic balance computational method.

On the basis of the modal theory, a double Fourier decomposition method was developed

by Courtiade et al. [9]. They perform a spatial Fourier decomposition of a generic flow

quantity q in space in order to obtain a spatial mode for different time steps. Then,

they apply a second Fourier transform in time of the spatial modes. The information

obtained from the first decomposition is the structure of the spatial lobes. The second

transformation is then necessary to understand the rotational speed of the lobes and the

stator/rotor interactions which generate the mode.

The similar double Fourier decomposition adopted for this dissertation was in Lengani

et al. [46]. However, the order of the decompositions is the opposite of the method of

Courtiade et al. [9]. For every radial and circumferential position of the measurement

mesh a discrete Fourier transform is applied to the phase averaged generic flow quantity

q (normalization factor are voluntary omitted in the formulation):

q(f)θ,r =
∑

nt

q(t)θ,re
−intf (5.12)

where the limit of the integration are defined by the number of points nt within the

revolution period, obtained from the phase averaging procedure. This is the classic

discrete Fourier transform in time which reveals the frequencies that characterize the

flow field.

Thereafter, a discrete Fourier transformation in the circumferential direction is applied

to the complex number q(θ, r, f):

A(m)r,f =
∑

nc

q(θ)r,fe
incm (5.13)

where the limit of the integration are defined now by the number of points nc in the

circumferential direction. The operation is performed at any fixed frequency f and ra-

dius r and now the variable q(θ)r,f is integrated over the circumferential position θ. The
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Fourier coefficients A(m)r,f are, then, a set of complex numbers which are function of

the frequency and of the radius at which the data are obtained.

In this last formulation the fluctuations of the generic variable q(θ)r,f are written as

complex numbers in the frequency domain. According to the Fourier transform theory a

transformation of complex numbers leads to values of A(m)r,f which are not symmetric

with respect to the spatial frequency (namely, the modes m). Modes, as predicted by

the modal theory, may be, then, positive or negative, spinning in the same direction or

in the opposite direction of the rotor, respectively, following the convention previously

adopted.

Equation 5.13 may be applied to different circumferential boundaries, where the spa-

tial extension of the boundaries defines the minimum mode computable. In fact, the

minimum mode computable, except for the mode 0, is directly proportional to the cir-

cumferential arc adopted in the decomposition. For example, measurements across a

sector of 15 deg will lead to a minimum computable mode equal to 24. Similarly, the

number of circumferential points define the maximum mode computable. Therefore, it

is easy to demonstrate that all the modes of interest may be computed when eq. 5.13 is

applied to the blade/vane count periodicity condition of a test rig.

5.3.2 Analogy with conventional decomposition

At any frequency and radial position a set of coefficients A(m)r,f is defined. Comparing

eq. 5.9 and eq. 5.13, it comes out that the contribution to the deterministic unsteadiness

may be observed at the multiple of the blade passing frequency. This set of coefficients

may be considered, performing an analogy with the Adamczyk’s decomposition [2], as

the sum of different contributions:

1) the frequency 0 (time mean value) and circumferential mode 0 corresponds to the

axisymmetric term;

2) the frequency 0 (time mean value) and circumferential mode different from zero

corresponds to the average stator to stator flow field;

3) the unsteadiness due to the rotor and its interactions with the stator rows correspond

to the sum of the modes A(m)r,f at all the multiple of the blade passing frequency.

This last contribution may be further decomposed, considering eq. 5.11, in the following

two terms:

3’) for k1, k2 equal to zero: the modes m = nBn at the rotational speed nBn

m
Ω correspond

to the average rotor blade passage flow. For example, at the BPF a mode corresponding

to the blade number is observed, at 2 times the BPF a mode corresponding to 2 times

the blade number may be observed and so on. All this modes rotates at the rotational

speed of the rotor (eq. 5.9), therefore, they are the trace of the rotor signal.
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3”) for k1, k2 not zero: all the lobed structures arising from the rotor/stator interactions

may be found. In fact, due to the rotor/stator interaction, the flow field can be considered

a superimposition of spinning modes rotating at multiples of the blade passing frequency

both co- and counter-rotating with the rotor angular direction.
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Chapter 6

Results and discussion

This chapter constitutes the central part of this dissertation. The reader will be led

through a summary of the research carried out by the author. All the details are given

in Spataro et al. [80], Spataro et al. [79], Spataro et al. [77], Spataro et al. [78] and in

Lengani et al. [46], Lengani et al. [45], Lengani et al. [44] and Faustmann et al. [18].

The analysis of the Baseline configuration and of the TMTF with embedded splitters

will be presented in the Sections 6.1 and 6.2 respectively.

In the remainder of this chapter, total and static pressure will be discussed in terms of

normalized coefficients. Therefore, the total pressure coefficient was defined as:

CpT =
pT − p̂T,C
p̂T,C − p̂C

(6.1)

where p̂T,C and p̂C represent the averaged total and static pressure in Plane C respec-

tively. For the position of the measurement planes, please refer to Figure 3.5.

In a similar way, the static pressure was normalized as:

Cp =
p− p̂C

p̂T,C − p̂C
(6.2)

6.1 Flow evolution through the Baseline Configuration

6.1.1 Flow field upstream of the Mid Turbine Frame

This chapter is particularly important for the analysis of the two configurations pre-

sented in this thesis, since both stages have the same kind of inflow. In this section, the

time-mean as well as the time-resolved flow at the transition duct inlet are presented

and discussed.

Such a flow field is characterized by the typical structures normally observed downstream
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Figure 6.1: Five hole probe measurements in Plane C - TMTF inlet flow: contour
plots and circumferentially averaged values (Spataro et al. [80])

of a HP turbine (Section 2.1.1).

The main flow features which dominate the time-resolved exit flow of such stages are

secondary flows.

Considering also the effect of the downstream strut, a series of stator–rotor, rotor–stator

and stator–stator interaction mechanisms take place. The convection of viscous effects

(i.e. wakes and vortices transport) through the TMTF is mainly driven by potential

effects. From the five hole probe measurements in Figure 6.1, it is possible to observe

changes in the spanwise total pressure and mean flow angle distributions due to these

structures. Previous studies on a very similar stage investigated in this facility (Marn

et al. [51], Sanz et al. [73]) have showed that the work coefficient (∆H/U2) increases

moving from the rotor tip toward the hub. Therefore, lower levels of total pressure at

the hub should be read mainly due to more extracted work. On the other hand, the

analysis of the rotor time-resolved field [73] showed that the presence of the rotor tip

leakage vortex (TLV) and of rotor lower passage vortex (LPV, in literature also referred

as Hub Passage Vortex) were located where sharp changes in the time mean flow angle

and in the total pressure spanwise distributions were observed.

Starting from these considerations, it might be possible to assume the locations the con-

sequences of the TLV at H = 0.8 and of the LPV at H = 0.4 (co-rotating with the TLV

[54]). Any visible circumferential variation of these features in the contour plots derives

mainly from the stator-rotor interaction between the HP vanes and the HP rotor. Any-

way, the location of these structures in this turbine stage is confirmed by the analysis

of the time-resolved field presented in the following of this section (see Figure 6.5).

Figure 6.2 reports the time-averaged flow simulated by means of an unsteady CFD

simulation. Looking at these results, similar considerations as for the five-hole probe

measurements can be done. The horizontal stripes indicate the time-mean effect of the

rotor structures. Looking at the total pressure contour plots, the effects of the HP vanes

(orange dashed lines named V) are sensibly visible in the lower half of the channel where
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Figure 6.2: Unsteady CFD - TMTF inlet flow: time-averaged quantities
(view from downstream)

the stator-rotor interaction has a considerable impact, while its influence is negligible in

the upper half. From the static pressure contour plot (Cp) it is possible to notice that

the strut potential field (black dash-dotted line named S) extends far upstream (this

plane is located at x/C = −0.26 where C is the strut axial chord at midspan).

In a conventional axial turbine, the spanwise distribution of the discharged flow is char-

acterized by the influence of a radial equilibrium gradient induced by the swirl effect,
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Figure 6.5: Unsteady CFD - TMTF inlet flow: time-averaged streamwise vorticity
(view from downstream)

which pushes the flow field towards the hub. In this case, the presence of the downstream

bend of the channel plays a major role: from the Cp distribution in Figure 6.2 it is pos-

sible to observe a pressure gradient oriented from the shroud to the hub (counter acting

the swirl effect). In this plane, the flow is then pushed towards the casing where higher

flow velocities, higher Mach number and higher total pressure levels can be observed

(the LPV is observed being pushed up to H = 0.4). Figure 6.3 shows the time–resolved

entropy distribution extracted over two HP stator pitches. In this figure, it is easy to
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identify the main structures such as the wakes of the rotor blades (white lines named B)

and the effect of the rotor vortices on the losses distribution. The traces of the skewed

and chopped wake segments convected from the upstream HP vanes (orange lines V)

are still visible.

Figure 6.4 shows the time–resolved static pressure field at the transition duct inlet. The

plots show that, while the presence of the bend is responsible for the shroud-to-hub

radial pressure gradient, the main fluctuations in circumferential direction are related

with the rotor blade passing period. The sharp pressure gradients in circumferential

direction are representative of the rotor trailing edge and suction side shocks. Figure 6.4

shows how the intensity of the rotor shocks (X and Y) is modulated in the lower half of

the channel by the stator-rotor interaction (structures V).

Moreover, as already observed in Figure 6.2, a time–constant pitchwise increment of

pressure at ϑ/∆ϑHPv = 0.8 (black dashed line called S) indicates the modulation due

to the strut potential field. The streamwise vorticity contour plots at the duct inlet

presented in Figure 6.5 confirms what already observed in the time–mean flow analysis.

The main vorticities representing the low passage and tip leakage vortices (LPV and

TLV, respectively) can be seen co-rotating, while the upper passage is counter–rotating.

Figure 6.5 confirms also how the structures at high vorticity and low energy subdue the

radial pressure gradient being pushed towards the shroud.

6.1.2 Flow field through the Mid Turbine Frame

Moving downstream the HP stage, the flow is convected towards the strut passage.

In the investigated case, such a convection process is atypical for conventional turbine

application. In fact, the strut is designed to lead the flow towards a counter-rotating

turbine.

Defining β the blade angle and θ the tangential coordinate both positive in the turbine

rotating direction, the blade turning coefficient can be written as:

ι =

∫ x=TE

x=LE

∫ θ=TE

θ=LE

d2β

dθ2
dθdx (6.3)

In a classical stator-rotor configuration, the vanes have to generate the required swirl

to make the turbine rotate. Therefore, the stage will be designed with opposite signs

for the stator and the rotor turning coefficient (ιvane > 0 and ιblade < 0). In case of a

multi-stage turbine with co-rotating rotors, all the stages will be designed with similar

design configuration ((ιvane > 0)i and (ιblade < 0)i with i = 1, .., Nstages).

In case of counter-rotating turbines designs, the intent is to use the residual swirl down-

stream of the first stage to have a pre-swirled flow for the following stage and minimize

the turning required to the second stage vane. Therefore, two successive stages will be
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(a) Rotor structures convection and decay in the strut
passage (co–rotating turbine configuration)

(b) Rotor structures convection in the strut passage
(counter–rotating turbine configuration)

Figure 6.6: Schematic representation of rotor structures evolution through the TMTF

designed with:

(ιvane > 0)1 (ιblade < 0)1 (6.4)

(ιvane < 0)2 (ιblade > 0)2 (6.5)

where 1 and 2, in this case, refers to the HP and to the LP stages respectively. Classical

models which describe convection processes of upstream structures through a successive

blade/vane row are usually based on the assumption that vane and blade have oppo-

site turning coefficients. Therefore, such models can not be used to fully describe the

convention mechanism at the interface of the two stages where:

(ιblade < 0)1 (ιvane < 0)2 (6.6)

where (ιblade)1 and (ιvane)2 refers, in the present case, to the HP blades and to the

TMTF respectively. In fact, the sign of the blade turning coefficient is representative of

the way the upcoming structures are stretched and reoriented by the velocity gradients

generated between the suction and the pressure sides of the blade row. Based on lit-

erature models, Figures 6.6(a) try to schematically explain the rotor wakes convection

through the downstream vane in a co-rotating setup (ιblade < 0, ιvane > 0). Such pro-

cess is well described in Hodson and Howell [33] who refers to an experimental study

of a test cascade. In this case, the process is characterized by the rotor wakes bowing,

reorientation, elongation, and stretching. Bowing of the wake fluid is most evident and

originates near the leading edge plane where the mid-passage velocities are higher than

the velocities near the blade surfaces. Stretching occurs as the first part of the wake

reaches the leading edge. It is accelerated over the suction surface of the strut and moves
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Figure 6.7: Rotor wakes convection process within the TMTF passage (30%span)

away from the upstream edge of the wake, thus increasing the wake width on the suction

side of the passage. The velocity gradients along the leading half of the pressure surface

are not as strong as on the suction surface, so this stretching effect is less pronounced

on the pressure surface. Reorientation and elongation occur due to the crosspassage

differences in the velocity. Figure 6.6(b) shows what happens to the rotor structures in

the case of a counter–rotating turbine (ιblade < 0, ιvane < 0). In such setup, the turning

induced by the struts acts favorably to the rotor structures convection. Figure 6.7 shows

results from a unsteady calculation in blade-to-blade surface at 30% span. The isolines

indicates entropy distribution by means of which it is possible to identify the wakes

convection through the passage. The colored contours identify the HP vanes chopped

segments (“wake avenues”) being convected within the TMTF passage.

In counter-rotating turbine configuration, bowing and stretching of the rotor wake fluid

near the strut leading edge is equally observed. Moreover, since the upstream flow is

pre-swirled, the turning required to the strut is reduced and therefore also the internal

velocity gradients. Reorientation and elongation are then sensibly reduced in this con-

figuration resulting in a decrement of the mixing process through the strut.

Looking at Figure 6.7, similar conclusion can be drawn for the convection of the “wake

avenues”. Observing the transport of the chopped upstream vane segments, it is possible

to see them not mixed out after x/C = 0.5.

Further considerations can be done about the decay of secondary vortices. Referring to

the analytical model proposed in Chaluvadi et al. [8], the increasing in the vortex sec-

ondary kinetic energy through a blade row varies with the vortex-stretching ratio which

is only a function of the blade turning. Therefore, in a counter-rotating configuration,

where the strut turning is reduced, the mixing losses associated to the convected vortices

has to be expected being lowered.

Figure 6.8 shows contour plots of streamwise vorticity evolution on a blade-to-blade
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Figure 6.8: Unsteady CFD: Streamwise vorticity evolution through the strut passage.
K8 indicates the position of the piezoreristive sensor number 8 (Table 6.1)
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surface (50% span) and on a meridional surface (50% pitch). From these maps it easy

to identify the propagation of the high–pressure rotor structures already seen in Figure

6.5. Particularly interesting is the meridional view in Figure 6.8(b) where the vorticities

generated by the upstream stage are seen traveling all through the TMTF passage and

they can still be seen at the LP rotor inlet flow. The vertical red line at x/C = 0.3 in

Figure 6.8 indicates the strut start turning point which was identified in Spataro et al.

[80]. Moving downstream of this point the swirl induced by the turning struts generates

a strong radial gradient so that the low–energy cores are seen pushed towards the lower

half–channel.

Figure 6.9 presents different planes extracted from a steady state CFD simulation of

Figure 6.9: Flow evolution within the strut passage
(view from downstream) (Spataro et al. [80])

the LP stage (Spataro et al [80]) at four different axial positions (to see the positions

of these planes in the meridional plane, please refer to Figure 4.1). This time, the CFD

calculation was set with the five-hole probe measurements reported in Figure 6.1 as inlet

boundary condition [80].

Focusing on the vorticity map of Fig. 6.9 (a), the zones A, B, and C respectively can be

related to the traces of the high pressure rotor LPV, TLV and the rotor upper passage

vortex (UPV). They are transported and convected downstream into the vane passage.

Looking at the pressure distribution, the flow in Fig. 6.9 (a) appears mainly subjected
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to a hub-to-shroud force. This is induced by the first bend of the S-shaped channel

which is also responsible for accelerating the flow at the casing. Moreover, the sweep

design of the leading edge induces spanwise gradients which push the flow towards the

endwalls. In the lower channel the direction of this gradient is opposite to the gradient

induced by the bend and, although its entity is lower, it can be still identified with the

blue arrows in Fig. 6.9 (a).

On the other hand, the sweep design plays a major role in the generation of the struc-

tures E1 and E2 on the upper part of the leading edge. Whenever the flow approaches

the blade wall, a boundary layer is generated. A leading edge orthogonally-oriented

vorticity is then induced; this component is then multiplied with the spanwise velocity

created by the blade sweep design [80].

The lower and the upper halves of the strut were found facing negative and positive

incidence respectively. A hub-to-shroud pressure gradient is then visible in Fig. 6.9

at x/C = 0.26. Such a pressure gradient is responsible for inducing a vorticity in the

secondary plane which is transformed in a full span extended vortex as soon as the flow

subdues the struts swirl effect x/C > 0.3 (red line in Figure 6.8, this point is referred as

turning point). The development of the radial equilibrium gradient (black arrow in Fig.

6.9 (c) and (d)) is then encouraged.

Consequently, a large passage vortex indicated by means of the black arrows at x/C =

0.74 and x/C = 0.98 is observed. This vortex propagates downstream and will be seen

playing a major role in LP rotor inlet flow. Further, its effects on the flow field will be

discussed even downstream of the LP rotor.

The strut loading distribution map reported in [80] showed that, in the upper part of the

vane passage, the flow has positive incidence which leads to a circumferential pressure

gradient at the casing endwall and that will favorite a cross-flow from pressure to suction

side typical for a upper passage vortex. Despite this, it is now important to remark that

the vane was designed with the target to minimize the generation of secondary flows by

means of a complex 3D design. The structure indicated as F in the loss map of Figure

6.9 (d) shows a quite confined vane upper passage vortex which is driven by the casing

cross-flow and does not reach the suction side because of the aft-loaded design of the

strut.

Experimentally, the unsteady flow field through the TMTF was investigated by means of

12 piezoresistive sensors type KULITE XCE-0.62 (sensors 1–10) and KULITE LE-062-

25A (sensors 11–12) (linear frequency range ∆f = 0−20kHz) aligned along a streamline

visible in Figure 6.10(a). Sensors 1–3 were placed at the strut leading edge, in order

to measure the unsteady spanwise variation of the flow incidence. The sensors from 3

to 12 were placed parallel to streamlines where the CFD prediction showed a possible

transition occurrence.

The sensors position coordinates can be read in Table 6.1.
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(a) Unsteady CFD: instantaneous Turbulence kinetic energy distribution on the
strut suction side and piezoresistive sensors position
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(b) Unsteady CFD Vs fast response pressure sensors: comparison of the time signal at CP-A clocking
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Figure 6.10: Time signal on the strut suction side

Figure 6.10(a) shows an instantaneous turbulent kinetic energy distribution on the

strut suction side and the position of the first 10 sensors. Sensors 11 and 12 were flush

mounted on the rear side of the suction side.

On the upper part of the strut suction side, two streamwise red patterns are visible.

These are indicative of the periodic impingement of the rotor lower passage and tip

leakage vortices (LPV and TLV in Figure 6.10(a)). Figure 6.10(b) shows the com-

parison between the unsteady CFD and the pressure sensors time signal at one fixed

clocking position. By means of such fast response sensors it was possible to investi-
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Table 6.1: Fast response sensors meridional position

Sensors position on the strut suction surface
Sensor n. span (H) ax. pos. (x/C) Sensor n. span (H) ax. pos. (x/C)

1 – 0.05 7 0.43 0.35
2 0.50 0.07 8 0.50 0.47
3 0.19 0.08 9 0.55 0.60
4 0.24 0.12 10 0.59 0.74
5 0.30 0.18 11 – –
6 0.37 0.26 12 – –
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(a) Experimental clocking analysis of the pressure fluctuations amplitude on the
strut suction side while moving the HP vanes along one stator pitch

(b) Two–dimensional vane–vane clocking effect on the
flow pattern within the strut passage

Figure 6.11: HP vane - TMTF clocking analysis

gate the propagation of pressure waves through the duct. Further, a clocking analysis

(see Figure 6.11(a)) was performed by rotating the first stator over one HP vane pitch

(∆θHPv = 15deg) with a spacial resolution of ∆θres = 0.5deg. The study highlights

a strong dependency of the pressure field within the strut passage from the vane–vane

relative position.
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These results on the stator-stator interaction remark the effect of the HP vane chopped

wake segments on the modulation of the HP rotor shocks observed in Figure 6.4. More-

over, it confirms what observed in Figure 6.7 about the upstream vane structures playing

a major role in the flow convection mechanism.

Generalizing what already described in Figure 6.7 for different vane-vane positions, in

Figure 6.11(b) a sketch about the influence of the clocking effect on the convection pro-

cess is proposed. Here, two clocking positions, namely Clock A and B, are drawn. For

simplicity reasons, the effects of the vane–vane interaction are represented just for the

two–dimensional propagation of the HP stator chopped wakes. Such “wake avenues”

are showed being distorted by the strut potential field and their reorganization within

the strut passage leads to an acceleration of the mixing process. Therefore, the clocking

position triggers the flow patterns which determine the level of the stage mixing losses.

Actually, in this kind of stages, as already observed by Schennach et al. [74], it has

to be expected three-dimensional clocking effects (i.e. vortices interaction) playing a

major role in the stage efficiency than two-dimensional effects (i.e. wakes: even if these

are generally 3D structures they can be assimilated to two dimensional structures for

clocking studies which looks at blade-to-blade planes). Considering a one-and-half stage

transonic turbine, the intensity of the rotor structures (in particular the low passage

vortex and the rotor shocks) varies along the HP vane pitch due to the change in the

rotor incidence. This means that the downstream vane will face three-dimensional struc-

tures discharged by the rotor which intensity in pitchwise direction is modulated by the

upstream vanes.

In order to correctly interpret the unsteady CFD data presented in this thesis, it was

thought to indicate the two clocking positions simulated with CP-A and CP-B in Figure

6.11(a). In the followings of this chapter, the unsteady CFD results presented will refer

to the CP-A position.

In this section the convection and propagation of the upstream flow structures through

the strut passage was described. Moreover, the generation of new structures within the

duct due to the TMTF design was detailed.

Finally, the analysis on the unsteady flow field showed that the flow structures trans-

port mechanism and the pressure waves propagation through the strut duct are highly

dependent from the HP vane-strut clocking position.

In the next section, the flow field downstream of the TMTF (which represents also the

inlet condition for the LP rotor) will be described.
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Figure 6.12: Steady CFD and Five hole probe data - LP rotor inlet flow: contour
plots of Mach number, static pressure and total pressure losses (view from downstream)

(Spataro et al. [80])

6.1.3 Flow field at the LP rotor inlet

Figure 6.12 ([80]) shows a comparison between five-hole probe measurements and steady

state numerical data in Plane E which is located at x/C = 1.28. On the left side, contour

plots of Mach number, static pressure and total pressure losses are shown, while (on the

right side) their spanwise mass-weighted distributions are reported. The Mach number

is normalized on its mass-weighted value at midspan.

The contour plots as well as the mass-weighted distributions show a good agreement

between the two approaches on catching the main flow features. Measurements were

performed along two complete vane pitches (45 degrees) in order to get the full HP vane

- LP vane periodicity. For the same reason two strut pitches have been simulated (the

time-mean flow at the HP stage exit plane has 15 degrees periodicity, while one strut

pitch is 22.5 degrees).

The flow leaving the TMTF is subjected to a radial hub-to-shroud pressure gradient that

pushes the field towards the hub (yellow arrow in Fig. 6.12). The pressure distribution

induced on the channel by the second bend will enhance this force, while the component

related to the swirl effect (which is still the predominant contribution) will decrease

proceeding downstream of the vane passage. In fact, in this section of the machine the

flow is unguided and is moving towards larger radii: the swirl effect will become weaker

following the momentum conservation law (vt · r = const).

The main visible structures in this plane are the large wakes generated by the struts:
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these regions of low momentum induce, on one side, high losses and, on the other side, a

periodic discontinuity in the circumferential flow angle and pressure distribution which

will influence the aeroelastic response of the downstream rotor.

Looking at the Mach number distribution of Fig. 6.12, the mean flow in both radial and

tangential direction is characterized by high velocity gradients: the radial gradients of

velocity are due to the diffusing channel swirl and to the endwall boundary layers, while

the gradients in the circumferential direction are due to the turning of the flow induced

by the struts. The velocity vectors superimposed to the experimental Mach number

distribution are defined as the difference between the local velocity vector and a reference

flow direction (see for example Chaluvadi et al. [7] and Persico et al. [60]). Decomposing

the flow vectors in their circumferential and radial components, an averaging process

for each of the two directions is performed in order to obtain the reference vectors.

Considering i and j the radial and circumferential indexes respectively, the reference

flow vector components are calculated as:

V i,j =

{

Vr =
1
M

∑M
j Vri,j |i

Vθ =
1
N

∑N
i Vθi,j |j

}

(6.7)

where Vr and Vθ represent the circumferential and radial velocity components respec-

tively, whilst M and N are the number of circumferential and radial points respectively.

Therefore, the secondary flow vectors Vsec can be calculated as (Vsec)i,j = Vi,j − V i,j .

This procedure is necessary because of the very high velocity gradients that characterize

the mean flow in both directions. They reveal the presence of the vane passage vortex

[46, 71] extending over the full channel height. The same vortex is indicated in the CFD

map by means of black arrows.

The effect of the HP rotor can be still visualized in structure A in Fig. 6.12 which is

a representative trace of the lower passage vortex. This vortex is co-rotating with the

vane passage vortex. The reader should be aware that the CFD was set in this study

(Spataro et al. [80]) as steady-state simulation and should not think to this feature in

terms of net influence on the flow field. In reality, in fact, the structure propagation will

be triggered by the unsteady field of the upstream rotor.

A weak vane upper passage vortex (structure F) can be observed, also in this view, still

confined at the casing endwall.

Further remarkable structures on this plane consist of two vortices indicated as SV in Fig.

6.12. These are shed vortices resulting from the interaction between two passage vortices

generated within the vane channel and convected downstream of the strut trailing edge.

Figure 6.13 tries to clarify this mechanism which leads to a non conventional casing shed

vortex counter-rotating with respect to a “traditional” upper shed vortex. These low

momentum structures induce two loss cores visible on the losses map in the upper and
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Figure 6.13: Evolution of total pressure losses at the vane trailing edge and schematic
representation of the generated vortices (Spataro et al. [80])
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Figure 6.14: Fast response probe measurements - LP rotor exit flow: contour plots
of the RMS of the deterministic fluctuations of velocity (Lengani et al. [45])

lower wakes ends. Moreover, looking at the spanwise mass-weighted distribution, it is

interesting to see that with this steady CFD setup the losses in the region concerning

the casing shed vortex are underestimated, while they are overestimated where the hub

shed vortex is expected to occur.

6.1.4 Flow field at the LP rotor outlet

An experimental analysis on the time-resolved field in this region was presented in

Lengani et al [45]. In particular, since this region is located downstream of two turbines,

it was particularly interesting to study the effects of two different phase averaging (LP

rotor and RSA) during the data reduction.

Figure 6.14 shows the temporal evolution of the purely periodic Mach number due to

two different decompositions, the LP rotor phase in black and the RSA in red. It shows

that the oscillations induced by the LP rotor are lower than the one due to the overall

unsteadiness (RSA). However, in the region with the highest level of RMS (TMTF wake
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and tip passage vortex) the situation is different, there the TMTF-LP rotor interac-

tion generates the highest contribution to the overall unsteadiness. As an example, the

temporal fluctuations are shown for the TMTF wake region in the bottom right plot of

Figure 6.14. In this case, the oscillations are due to the LP rotor and its interaction

with the TMTF. The temporal evolution of the < M > due to the overall unsteadiness

(< M >RSA) is, in fact, very similar to the unsteadiness of the LP rotor alone. Hence,

the unsteady rotor-rotor interaction plays a minor role in determining large RMS of

coherent fluctuations of velocity. Similar considerations may be done for the coherent

fluctuations of the flow yaw angle which are reported in [45].

Therefore, the study showed that the velocity and angle coherent fluctuations are de-

termined, mainly, by the interactions of the LP blade with the structures emanated by

the TMTF, namely its passage vortex and wake. In fact, in the region where the rotor–

rotor interactions are measured, the overall unsteadiness presents very low fluctuations.

Hence, in such positions, the unsteadiness will not represent a problem for the following

stages [45].

The highest fluctuation in the total and static pressure field were found being induced

by the TMTF-LP blades interaction (Figure 6.25). However, the extension of the area

where the rotor-rotor interaction lead to high fluctuations was seen to be larger. Indeed,

fluctuations of pressure may lead to acoustic and vibrational problems. A careful design

of the following stages has then to be done in order to reduce these excitations.

In order to simplify the study of such complex interaction patterns, it was thought to

apply, in the baseline stage, the modal decomposition analysis which results are pre-

sented in the next section.

The reader is then invited to refer to Section 6.2.4.1 for further details on the aerody-

namic field in this region. There, the flow features of the Baseline and multisplitter

setup are commented by means of contour plots and the differences between both stages

are highlighted.

6.1.4.1 Modal decomposition analysis

The modal decomposition procedure requires to have a full space–time periodicity of

the acquired signal. The constructive complexity of the rig did not allow a continuous

traversing of the pressure probe for the full periodicity of the rig (90 deg). Therefore,

such procedure was applied to unsteady CFD data. The computational domain for this

simulation can be seen in Figure 4.2 and further details on the simulation setup can be

found in Spataro et al. [79]. Such analysis is well detailed in Lengani et al. [46].

Disregarding the time mean term, the modal decomposition is focused on the unsteady

fluctuations (< pt >, of eq. 5.1). To verify the validity of the CFD simulation in
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comparison with the experimental results, average power spectra are provided in Figure

6.15. The amplitude spectra are obtained as average values over different circumferential

positions at mid-span, more details on how the experimental data are obtained may be

found in Section 5.2 or in Lengani et al. [44].

The results of the modal decomposition are shown in Fig. 6.16 considering the five

different frequencies of interest identified from the CFD in Fig. 6.15. The resolution

of the decomposition was set to resolve correctly the modes of interest multiples of 4,

in this case. The domain for the decomposition was set to compute a maximum mode

equal to ±180.

Figure 6.16 shows the amplitude of the modal decomposition of the total pressure at

mid-span. The amplitude is plotted as relative amplitude with respect to the maximum

amplitude computed in this radial position. The circumferential mode is plotted on the

abscissa dividing it by 4 (again, the machine has 90 deg periodicity), according to the

resolution of the decomposition. However, the actual mode number will be referred to

in the discussion (e.g. the mode −72 may be read on the graph in correspondence of

-18). Remembering that 24 and 16 are the vane counts for the HP vanes and the TMTF

respectively, whilst 36 and 72 are the blade counts for the HP and LP rotors respectively,

it is possible to observe no direct trace of the HP rotor blades (mode 36). It has to be

noted that, in this particular case with counter-rotating rotors, the convention that the

rotation of the first (HP) rotor is positive has been adopted.

On the top of the figure the modal decomposition is plotted for the blade passing fre-

quency of the LP rotor and its harmonic. The trace of the LP rotor blades, mode −72,

was found being the predominant fluctuation. However, it is possible to identify a direct

interaction of the LP rotor with the TMTF. The amplitude of the mode −72+16 = −56

is in fact around half of the fluctuations induced by the rotor itself. On the other hand,

the fluctuations at the 2BPFLP are negligible and no relevant modes may be observed.

The spatial lobes induced by the HP rotor are plotted in the mid of the figure. The
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Figure 6.15: Average non-dimensional amplitude spectra at mid-span, downstream
of CRT LP rotor (Lengani et al. [46])
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unsteady flow induced by the HP rotor may be considered as a complex pattern of in-

teractions. From eq. 5.11 the following modes may be computed:

a) HP stator-HP rotor interaction consists of the modes 36 + k24 = 36; 12;−12;−36

b) HP rotor-TMTF interaction consists of the modes 36 + k16 = 20; 4;−12;−28

c) HP stator-HP rotor-TMTF interaction consists of the modes 36 + k124 + k216 =

28; 20; 12; 4;−4;−12; 20; 28

where k represents an integer number which assumes positive and negative values (k =

. . .− 2,−1, 0, 1, 2, . . .) All these different interactions may be observed in the plot. The

largest amplitude is observed for the mode 12 which suggests that the HP rotor-TMTF

interaction is not the predominant one. In fact, the mode 12 appears just in the HP

stator-HP rotor interactions or in the ones of the three rows together. Similar consider-

ations may be done for the 2BPFHP , however, their amplitude is less relevant.

On the bottom of Fig. 6.16, the modal decomposition for the sum of the blade passing

frequencies of the two rotors is shown. The amplitude of the modes of total pressure, as

it may be observed also in Fig. 6.15, is smaller than the amplitude at the blade passing

frequencies of the rotor alone. However, some predominant modes may be observed.

According to the theory of Holste and Neise [34], a mode −36 induced by the rotor-

rotor interaction should be seen. This mode is computed directly from the number of

blades and sense of rotation of the two rotors, −36 = −72 + 36. A mode −60 is instead

observed as predominant in the picture. Considering the possible linear combinations

between the blade counts, this mode is obtained if the HP vane number (24 vanes) is

subtracted to the mode -36. Hence, this term is mainly due to the interactions between

the HP stage and the LP rotor. As observed by other authors (e.g. Göttlich [24]), the

pressure fluctuations of the HP stage, which are caused by the strong shock waves, do

not decay within the duct.

The amplitude of the mode correlated to the total pressure is very similar to the one of

the static pressure. Whereas, as shown in Lengani et al. [46], the velocity and flow angles

fluctuations depend mostly on the TMTF-LP rotor interaction. However, considering a

multi-disciplinary design, the present results may be taken into account for noise and

vibration analysis, for which the fluctuations of pressure influence considerably these

two aspects of turbomachinery design.

This analysis confirms again that a TMTF placed between two counter-rotating turbines

convect and enforce the vorticities coming from the upstream turbine within the vane

passage. This leads to a higher level of complexity of the LP turbine design due to an

increased non-uniformity of the rotor inlet flow field as well as the consequent rotor-rotor

interaction [80].
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Figure 6.16: Unsteady CFD data: circumferential mode amplitude of total pressure
for different frequencies, CRT (Lengani et al. [46])

6.2 Flow evolution through the Turning Mid Turbine Frame

with Embedded Design

The analysis on the baseline configuration showed that, in order to improve LP turbine

performance, a more suitable inlet condition for the low pressure rotor has to be provided

(Section 6.1). Therefore, a setup which embeds two splitter vanes into the strut passage

of the baseline configuration was developed and tested. The splitters have been designed

targeting to a zero-incidence condition. For the splitter design process please refer to

Section 3.4.

In the remainder of this section, the results presented refer to the data published in

Spataro et al. [77], Spataro et al. [78] and Faustmann et al [18]. The meridional flow

path with the position of the splitters can be seen in Figure 6.17.

6.2.1 Flow field upstream of the Mid Turbine Frame

Due to the increased blockage, a new operating point for the new setup had to be

chosen. For the operating condition parameters of this new stage, please refer to Table

3.1. Figure 6.18 presents five-hole probe measurements performed at the LP stage inlet

(Plane C in Figure 6.17). The comparison between the two setups is shown by means

of spanwise distribution of circumferentially averaged measurements. In particular, it

is possible to evince from these yaw angle curves that a difference less than 5 deg at
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Figure 6.17: Two stage - two spool facility at the ITTM and measurement section
(Spataro et al. [77])
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Figure 6.18: Five hole probe measurements - TMTF inlet flow
(view from downstream) (Spataro et al. [77])

midspan was obtained. In fact, similar inflow angle distribution values represented the

target in order to operate the new stage under comparable aerodynamic conditions. For

a detailed discussion on the time-mean as well as on the time-resolved flow in this region,

please refer to Section 6.1.1.
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6.2.2 Flow field through Turbine Center Frame

Keeping the same inflow angle at the transition duct inlet, the convection mechanism of

the rotor structures in the strut passage can be assumed, in this new stage, similar to

what already described in Section 6.1.2.

The duct endwalls and the strut were instrumented with pressure taps which positions

are visible in Figure 5.1 and in Figure 5.2 respectively. Comparing this setup with the

baseline case, the static pressure measurements within the channel show a similar trend

between the two setups, though in the embedded design, a strong flow acceleration is

seen as soon as the flow is guided into the splitter passages [77]. This effect could be

avoided in the design phase reshaping the meridian flow path or applying 3D endwall

contouring techniques. Moreover, oil flow visualization techniques were applied in both

Figure 6.19: Oil flow visualization: comparison on the strut suction side for baseline
and embedded design setups (view from downstream) (Spataro et al. [77])

setups. The baseline design showed a prominent downwash on the strut suction side.

Such a crossflow (see Figure 6.19 “Baseline”) is due to the hub-to-tip pressure gradient

measured on the strut surface which acts on a large portion of low momentum flow

related to the development of the boundary layers on the strut suction surface. In

comparison with the Baseline case, the new stage (see Figure 6.19 “with Splitters”)

shows a reduction of the crossflow since the flow is re-energized as soon as it is led into

the splitter passages. Therefore, as it will discussed in the next section, the reduction

of the downwash on the strut suction side is already indicative of a better flow guidance

towards the successive blade row.
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Figure 6.20: Five hole probe measurements - LP rotor inlet flow
(view from downstream) (Spataro et al. [77])

6.2.3 Flow field at the LP rotor inlet

The better turning due to the new multisplitter setup is also confirmed by the five

hole probe measurements performed in plane E which represents the LP rotor inlet flow

(Figure 6.20).

The contour plots show total pressure (on the left side) and yaw angle (on the right

side) distributions. The yaw angle was defined positive in the direction of the HP

rotor angular speed, which means that the blue color identifies area of higher turning,

while the red color the ones of lower turning. The comparison between baseline and

multisplitter setups in terms of spanwise distributions of averaged Mach number, yaw

angle, pitch angle, total pressure and static pressure is plotted at the bottom of the

figure. The Mach number is normalized on its local maximum, while for the total and

static pressure coefficient the definitions in Equation 6.1 and 6.2 were used, respectively.

The contour plot of total pressure allows the identification of the position of the main

structures such as strut and splitter wakes (dashed lines: Strut, Splitter A and Splitter

B in Figure 6.20) as well as the main loss cores (L1, L2). L1 is representative of the

strut shed vortex, while L2 is due to the strut corner separation observed in the baseline

case.
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The secondary velocity vectors superimposed on the CpT distribution are defined as the

difference between the local velocity vector and a reference flow direction in the same

way as it was already explained in Section 6.1.3. In particular, for the reference flow

vectors definition, Equation 6.7 was used.

Focusing now on the flow angles (yaw angle defined as α = tan−1(Vθ/Vm) and pitch angle

as γ = tan−1(Vm/Vx)), the effect of the splitter vanes in this plane is quite relevant since

the mean turning and the pitch angles are enhanced by 5deg and 8deg, respectively. Such

a trend in the pitch angle is confirmed by the oil flow visualization in Fig. 6.19.

Moreover, looking at the yaw angle distribution in Figure 6.20 a notable effect of the

splitters can be seen on the shape of the yaw angle distribution. This is driven by the

modified pattern of the secondary flow structures of the struts.

In order to better understand this effect, a simplified scheme is proposed in Fig. 6.21.

The sketch shows the tangential velocities, where the contribution of a flow led through

the vane without generating any vortices (“vortex-free” field) and the effect of secondary

vorticities were separated. Finally, their combination is shown.

Regarding the vortex-free field, it has to be noticed that the strut was designed to have,

in first approximation, a linear spanwise variation of blade angle at the trailing edge

(more turning at the shroud and lower turning at the hub). The result of this is the

vt(r) distribution in Figure 6.21 (a).

For the baseline case in Fig. 6.21 it was found out that, due to a negative incidence at

the lower half channel of the strut, no classical lower passage vortex is generated at the

strut leading edge. Instead, a large passage vortex extending over the full span starts

to develop at x/C ≈ 0.3 (see Section 6.1.2). On the other hand, the upper passage

vortex was seen confined in the shroud endwall region. The yaw angle distribution in

this plane was observed to be constant for 0.2 < H < 0.8 (Fig. 6.20). Figure 6.21 (b)

clarifies how such a distribution can be explained by the major role played by the strut

passage vortex. This vortex induces an overturning in the lower half channel and an

underturning in the upper one, therefore leading to a roughly constant distribution in

this region (Fig. 6.21 (c)). For H < 0.2 and H > 0.8 the spanwise variation in the mean

angle distribution is driven by the strut shed vortices (not sketched in Fig. 6.21).

The velocity vectors and the vortices sketches in Fig. 6.20 reveal the presence of the vane

passage vortex [46, 71, 80] extending over the full channel height and of small vortices

(two at the hub and one at the shroud) that can be seen at the endwalls.

Referring to the multisplitter configuration in Fig. 6.21 (b) the extended passage vortex

is cut and reduced by the splitters. On the other hand, whenever the splitters are

designed as turning vanes, within each channel new upper and lower passage vortices

are generated (UPVs and LPVs). The existence and the strength of such vortices is

related to the splitter deflection rate.

As a major conclusion, it can be stated that the splitters strongly may help to homogenize
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Figure 6.21: Embedded design concept: schematization of the strut secondary vortex
suppression and splitter vortex generation mechanisms (Spataro et al. [77])

a complex field as the one which can be observed downstream of a TMTF.

Moreover, fast response probe measurements were also performed in this region (Plane

D marked in Figure 6.17). Such measurements confirm the trend already shown shown

in time-averaged flow analysis. Further information on the measurement grid can be

found in Spataro et al. [78].

Figure 6.22 reports about the stochastic fluctuations where the term p′t,RMS/ρv
2
ax,AV E is

plotted. The highest stochastic fluctuations are identified in correspondence of the three

Figure 6.22: Fast response probe measurements - LP rotor inlet flow: time-averaged
distributions of the RMS of the stochastic fluctuations of total pressure for the two

configurations (Spataro et al. [78])
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(a) Total pressure (b) Static pressure

Figure 6.23: Fast response probe measurements - LP rotor inlet flow: contour plots
of the RMS of the deterministic fluctuations of pressure for the two configurations

(Spataro et al. [78])

vane wakes. In particular, the strut wake and the pressure side splitter B present the

largest value. Whereas, the wake of the suction side splitter A shows lower values with

a local maximum in the tip region. The difference in the behavior of the two splitters

is due to the large vortical structures that characterize the strut passage which cause a

region of high turbulence. This effect is clearly shown in the stochastic fluctuations plot

of the baseline setup (Fig. 6.22). The strut passage without splitters presents, in fact, a

large region at high turbulence which is associated to the passage vortex. In the case of

the splitter setup, the strength of this vortical structure, and its associated turbulence,

is reduced by the presence of the splitter vanes. However, the presence of the splitters

leads to higher local turbulence in their wake. This is more noticeable for the splitter

close to the strut pressure side. On the other hand, the level of turbulence intensity

of the wake of the strut itself is reduced in the splitter configuration. This is probably

because the growth of the boundary layers on the aft-portion of the strut is reduced by

the presence of the splitters.

These regions of high stochastic fluctuations are correlated to the mean flow structures of

the exit flow of the vanes. In fact, there is a very low impact of the HP rotor unsteadiness

on the generation of losses. A phase averaged map of the term p′t,RMS/ρv
2
ax,AV E looks

completely similar to the time averaged map shown in Fig. 6.22, and for this reason it

is not shown.

A different behavior is shown by the deterministic fluctuations of pressure which are

depicted in Fig. 6.23. This picture reports the contour plots of the RMS of the total

and static pressure periodic components computed from the HP rotor phase (in this

plane there are no significant contributions from the LP related structures or rotor-

rotor interactions). The iso-countour lines of the RMS of the flow angle deterministic
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fluctuation are superimposed on the plot to help identifying the vane wakes.

6.2.3.1 Optimizing a turning mid turbine frame with embedded design

In Spataro et al. [77], the author provided a discussion which should help the engineers

in the design phase of such turning mid turbine frame whenever splitters should be

embedded in a wide vane passage. In his opinion, the distribution of the strut blade

loading along the chord is a critical design parameter for the aerodynamic optimisation

of the component.

Two limit conditions which define a trade-off for the performance optimisation have

been identified:

Aft loaded strut The development of secondary vortices associated with the wide

chord vane is delayed in the passage. The level of losses connected to the rolling

up of these structures through the duct is lowered. With such a design the stream-

wise point of maximum suction-to-pressure side gradient is moved in the rear in

the passage. This means that the splitters would face a less uniform flow and

therefore they have to be optimized by a highly 3D design in order to reach the

zero-incidence condition for the whole span (profile losses minimization). Likely,

this will lead to turning splitters, which implies on the one hand the need to op-

timise uneven flow passages, on the other hand the generation of new secondary

structures that will be found at the inlet of the following rotor.

Front loaded strut Secondary vortices develop earlier in the passage but a more uni-

form pitchwise pressure gradient can be eventually reached at the splitter inlet.

The splitters design could be more easily optimised due to the reduced transverse

pressure gradient in front of the vanes. The target would be to design the split-

ter vanes under zero-incidence zero-lift condition. Such a design would minimize

the profile losses as well as avoid the generation of splitter secondary structures.

It is necessary to point out that due to the three-dimensional nature of a flow

field confined in such a strut passage, a complex design of the splitters is anyway

unavoidable.

In this setup, the strut was designed to perform as a aft-loaded vane. This solution

made very difficult to get an optimal design for the splitters, therefore is understandable

their highly 3D shape.

A control of the suction-to-pressure side gradient would, therefore, ease the splitter shap-

ing in order to reach a zero-incidence (profile losses minimized) minimum-lift (splitter

secondary losses minimized) operating condition.
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Figure 6.24: Five hole probe measurements - LP rotor exit flow: contour plots of
total pressure and yaw angle. L3 loss core due to the strut passage vortex. L4 trace of

the splitter B wake (view from downstream, Spataro et al. [77])

6.2.4 Flow field at the LP rotor outlet

6.2.4.1 Aerodynamic field

Figure 6.24 shows five-hole probe measurements in Plane F which, according to Figure

6.17, is located at x/C = 1.71 downstream of the LP rotor. Similar to Figure 6.20,

the contour plots show total pressure (left side) and yaw angle (right side) distributions.

The yaw angle was defined positive in the direction of the HP rotor angular speed, which

means that, referring to the LP rotor geometry, the blue color identifies the area of lower

turning, while the red color the ones of higher turning.

The comparison between baseline and multisplitter setups in terms of spanwise distri-

butions of averaged Mach number, yaw angle, pitch angle, total pressure and static

pressure is plotted in the lower charts. The Mach number is normalized on its local

maximum, while for the total and static pressure coefficient the definition in Equation

6.1 and 6.2, respectively, is used. The total pressure contours allow the identification

of the trace of the strut wake convected through the rotor (dashed line in Figure 6.24).

L3 represents the loss core due to the strut passage vortex. This structure was already

seen in the baseline design, but here, in the multisplitter setup, it is strongly reduced.

L4 is a loss core due to the convection of the splitter B wake (see Figure 6.20) through
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(a) LP phase (b) RSA

Figure 6.25: Fast response probe measurements - LP rotor exit flow: contour plots of
RMS of the coherent fluctuations of the total pressure (view from downstream, Spataro

et al. [78])

the rotor, which can be better visualized in the time resolved flow field (Spataro et al.

[78]).

Looking at the flow angle contour plot in Figure 6.24, it is possible to see that the great-

est non uniformities are located in the lower half channel. The comparison between the

time-mean field measured in both setups (for the baseline distribution refer to [45, 72])

shows that the multisplitter setup is more homogeneous in both the circumferential and

the radial directions.

The time-resolved flow in this region (see Plane F in Figure 6.17) was investigated

by means of a fast response probe. Further information on the measurement grid can

be found in Spataro et al. [78]. Figure 6.25 shows the RMS of total pressure (made

non-dimensional by the the term ρv2ax,AV E) for the two configurations and for the two

different decompositions. Figures 6.25(a) and 6.25(b) show the RMS of < pt > computed

from the LP rotor phase and from the RSA, respectively. The splitter configuration is

depicted on the top of the picture, and on the bottom there is the baseline one.

The plot computed with the LP rotor phase clearly resembles the contours of < α >rms

[78]. The same areas at high fluctuations may be identified and they are mostly due to

the strut and splitter wakes for the splitter case and to the strut wake and the passage

vortex for the baseline case. Rather low fluctuations of pressure are measured at the tip

for both setups. The contour plot computed from the RSA shows a different distribution

with larger values of the RMS of < pt >. The different regions with higher fluctuations

are due to phenomena that are related to the HP rotor passing frequency and to the

rotor-rotor interaction. In fact, the strong shock waves generated by the HP stator and

rotor and by their unsteady interaction (e.g., [12]), do not decay within the duct as
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shown in Figure 6.23 upstream of the LP rotor. These pressure waves propagate further

downstream and cause a significant contribution in the pressure fluctuations at the exit

of the test section. It is then important to observe that the pressure fluctuations are

reduced by the presence of the splitters up-and downstream of the LP rotor. A different

behavior has been shown for the deterministic fluctuations of pressure. The total and

static pressure fluctuations are also caused by the HP rotor unsteadiness which has not

decayed and by the rotor-rotor interaction. The presence of the splitters reduces the

extent of the pressure fluctuations propagating from upstream and, hence, decreases the

overall unsteadiness. These reduction mechanism is particularly done on the HP rotor

unsteadiness, which is among the largest contribution of pressure fluctuation. The damp-

ing out of this contribution leads then to a significant reduction of the aero-acoustic and

vibrational problems and, therefore, it was decided to investigate and compare also the

acoustic fields of both stages. The results of such experimental campaign are discussed

in the following section.

6.2.4.2 Acoustic field

A further analysis of the acoustic field for both the baseline and the multisplitter setup

was experimentally performed and published in Faustmann et al. [18].

The measurement setup consisted of a microphone array fully traversable in circumfer-

ential direction (360 deg) downstream of the two–stage facility. The measurement setup

is reported in Section 5.1.4. The analysis of the frequency spectra and of the azimuthal

modes were performed by phase averaging the signal of the HP and LP triggers as well

as by applying the Rotor Synchronic Averaging procedure (RSA) (Section 5.2).

In the frequency spectra, the peak of the HP rotor principal harmonic BPFHP is found

to be 3 dB lower in the multisplitter setup. In the azimuthal mode analysis the difference

is even higher. An overall reduction of 5 dB was observed at the BPFHP in the setup

with the splitters.

This is also coherent with the result obtained from the unsteady aerodynamic measure-

ments. The most important effect of the splitters has been observed in the coherent

fluctuations of pressure. They were found to stem from the HP rotor unsteadiness,

namely the HP rotor shock system which propagates within the duct. The presence of

the splitters reduces the maximum of the fluctuations at the blade passing frequency of

the upstream rotor when compared with the baseline case. The addition of the splitters

into the strut passage increases the number of the second stator vanes which leads to a

cut-off configuration.

The frequency spectra and the azimuthal mode analysis showed that the noise generated

by the LP rotor is slightly higher in the setup with the splitters. The analysis shows
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(a) Frequency spectra of the microphone array for the sum of the BPF
of the two rotors after rotor synchronic averaging; without splitters (red)
and with splitters (black)

(b) Azimuthal mode analysis of the flow with the two triggers (BPFHP +BPFLP ); without splitters (left) and
with splitters (right). The black bars corresponds to the propagating modes associated to the deterministic
fluctuations due to the blades/vanes interaction

Figure 6.26: Acoustic measurements downstream of the two–stage facility (Faust-
mann et al. [18])

that for the splitter design some modes are suppressed, while others are scattered or

even more intensive than in the baseline configuration.

The frequency spectra after performing the FFT are very similar. Moreover, a similar

behavior is seen in the sound pressure level of the propagating modes allocated to the

different interaction phenomena. But there are differences in single modes of over 20 dB

between both setups.

As a main result, this study shows that the unsteadiness content measured in the acous-

tic field downstream of the two-spool rig is highly affected by the HP rotor, whose

fluctuations are found not to decay through the low pressure turbine. The overall noise

propagation is damped by embedding the splitter vanes in the turning mid turbine frame

which, in fact, act as a cut-off filter for the HP stage rotor.
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6.3 Stage performance comparison

In the previous sections, the flow dynamics of both investigated setups was in detailed

analyzed. In particular, it was showed the the embedded design concept is able to

reduce the circumferential gradient providing a more uniform inlet flow condition for

the downstream rotor. In the same way, improvements on the flow homogeneity and

reduction on the overall unsteadiness level have been observed also downstream of the

stage.

Concluding the work, it might be interesting to show how such an improvement in the

flow analysis impacts on the stage efficiency. Therefore, for both setups the efficiency of

the transition duct and of the whole stage were calculated and then compared.

Before proceeding with the performance analysis, it is important to notice that total

and static pressure coefficients as defined in Equation 6.1 and 6.2 respectively cannot

be considered as direct indicators of the stage performance, since the flow area through

the duct is heavily affected, in this special case, by the splitter blockage.

Therefore, the following loss coefficient is used:

ζduct =
p̂T,C − p̂T,E
p̂T,C − p̂E

(6.8)

whereˆindicates the average values and from which the definition of the duct efficiency

follows:

ηduct = 1− ζduct (6.9)

In Figure 6.27 the spanwise ζduct distribution is plotted for Plane E. The comparison

shows in general a lower level of losses generated through the duct for the splitter setup.

In particular a strong reduction is visible in the shroud region, where the intense loss

core due to the strut shed vortex plays a major role on the losses generation.

The stage efficiency was computed between Plane C (Stage inlet) and Plane F (Stage

outlet), using the following definition:

ηLPstage =

T̂T,C

T̂T,F

− 1

(

p̂T,C

p̂T,F

)
κ−1

κ − 1

(6.10)

The efficiency difference for duct and stage was computed as:

∆ηi =
ηi,Splitter − ηi,Baseline

ηi,Baseline

(6.11)

with i = duct, LPstage. The results of such a comparison are reported below:

∆ηduct +3.71%

∆ηLPstage +6.08%
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Figure 6.27: Spanwire total pressure losses distribution at the LP Rotor inlet for
baseline and embedded design setups

More details about this analysis can be found in [77].

In this chapter, a detailed analysis of the flow field in two different turbine transition

duct architectures was presented and discussed. It was shown that both the stages are

operated under similar aerodynamic as well as acoustic conditions.

As a critical point for the design of such ducts, it was seen that the unsteady pressure

fluctuations are propagating from the HP rotor further downstream of the LP stage.

The LP rotor inlet flow in the baseline design was characterized by the presence of large

structures which are expected to be critical not only for his aerodynamic behavior, but

also for his vibrational response.

The new tested architecture showed an improvement in the performance as well as in

the tonal noise emission. This is mainly due to the LP rotor facing a more uniform

flow which implies a better operating condition as well as a more uniform flow for the

following stages. The embedded design was seen acting as a cut-off filter being the

acoustic emission damped in the new design.

Finally, the performance analysis returned results consistent with what already observed

in the detailed flow analysis.
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Conclusions

This thesis presents a detailed investigation on the fluid dynamics of two advanced tur-

bine transition duct configurations. The study is based on experimental as well as on nu-

merical analysis of the aerodynamics in a transonic two-stage two-spool counter-rotating

turbine. The test turbine is located at the Institute for Thermal Turbomachinery and

Machine Dynamics of Graz University of Technology.

In next generation engines architectures, the bulky struts within the turbine transition

duct will be aimed to carry also the loading of the LP shaft bearing. Removing the

bearings from the shaft rear part and placing them in the turbine front part allows a

more general optimisation of the engine architecture.

In the first investigated setup, also called Baseline case through this work, such non-

lifting struts and the first LP vane row were integrated into one turning strut row. This

configuration of the turbine transition duct is commonly referred as Turning Mid Tur-

bine Frame (TMTF).

The counter-rotating setup (CRT) typical of modern engines allows recovering the HP

turbine residual swirl at the duct inlet. By means of such pre-swirl, it is possible to

reduce the turning imposed to the strut for leading the flow towards the LP turbine

properly.

On the other side, this special setup is responsible for a non conventional convection

process of the HP flow structures within the strut passage. Such a transport mechanism

was investigated and described in this work. In particular, it was remarked that, in

a turbine counter-rotating setup, the strut cross passage velocity gradient is opposite

and decreased than in a co-rotating setup. Therefore, in a CRT configuration, the re-

orientation mechanism that drives the structure convection through the strut passage

is reduced. Such a reduction acts also in the mixing of incoming structures due to the

vane-vane interaction as “wake avenues” where the favorable pre-swirl eases the trans-

port of such structures in the strut passage.
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The analysis at the TMTF exit flow was found being very critical for the performance

of the low pressure stage. In fact, it was observed the rotor facing strong circumferential

gradients due to the upcoming strut structures. The TMTF large wakes and extended

secondary flows constitute a potential source of vibration and tonal noise emission for

the LP blades. Moreover, a detailed analysis on the time-resolved flow field showed that

the propagation of pressure fluctuations due to the HP shock system constitutes, also

downstream of the LP stage, a dominant contribution which can be observed also in the

rotor-rotor interaction harmonics.

The second setup was then designed in order to go beyond the main criticality of a

TMTF architecture. Therefore, in order to improve the LP rotor inlet condition, two

splitter vanes were embedded in the TMTF passage. The complex design of the new

vanes came from the need to minimize the profile losses on the splitters which face a

highly three-dimensional flow in the strut passage. The author tried also to address

some suggestions for designers who have to face similar problems in the optimisation of

turning struts with embedded splitters.

The experimental investigations were performed at the same reduced mass-flow and

reduced rotational speeds for each turbine with each setup. In particular, the opera-

tion of the LP stage under similar inlet and outlet flow angles allowed the aerodynamic

comparability of the setups. Moreover, the same Mach number at the stage exit flow

guaranteed also a proper comparison on the tonal noise generation.

The measurements in the new setups confirmed remarkable improvements of the flow

at the LP rotor inlet. Circumferential gradients were shown being sensibly reduced and

secondary vortices being suppressed. A more uniform flow field was observed also down-

stream of the LP stage, where the unsteady analysis showed also the role of the splitters

as low-pass filter for the pressure fluctuation propagating from the HP stage.

The experimental study on the acoustic field confirmed what was already observed in

the aerodynamic analysis. In fact, the measurements performed downstream of the two-

stage turbine showed that the tonal noise associated to the HP rotor is reduced in the

embedded design, while no remarkable differences between both setups were found for

the LP rotor.

Finally, the comparison on the efficiency of the duct as well as of the whole LP stage

showed promising results which suggest that the application of embedded concepts in the

design of future components could lead to remarkable engine performance improvement.
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ABSTRACT

The paper discusses the time averaged flow field in a test
facility located at the Institute for Thermal Turbomachinery
and Machine Dynamics (ITTM) of Graz University of Tech-
nology. The rig was designed in order to reproduce the flow
leaving a transonic turbine through a following counter rotat-
ing low pressure stage. This configuration is common in mod-
ern multi-shaft jet engines and will become a standard in the
future.

The discussion on the flow field is based on numerical
results obtained by a commercial CFD code and validated
by aerodynamic measurements and oil flow visualization per-
formed on the facility itself. The meridional flow path of the
machine is characterized by a diffusing S-shaped duct between
the two rotors. Within the duct turning struts lead the flow to
the following rotor. The LP stage inlet condition is given bythe
outlet flow of the high pressure turbine whose spanwise dis-
tribution is strongly affected by the shape of the downstream
S-channel. A special focus is concentrated on the generation
and propagation of secondary flows in such a turning mid tur-
bine frame (TMTF). The aim of the present work is to isolate
the flow structures moving from the outlet of the transonic stage
through the low pressure stage and identify their effect on the
time-averaged flow.

The main outcome of this paper is that, whenever a TMTF
is placed between counter-rotating high pressure and low pres-
sure turbines, the structures coming from the upstream rotor
will not decay (like in a co-rotating setup), but they will becon-
vected and transported towards the downstream rotor. More-
over, the turning of the struts will enhance the vorticitiesgen-
erated by the upstream turbine. The application of technical
solutions such as embedded TMTF designs or endwall con-
touring should be aimed to reach LP rotor uniform inlet con-
ditions, minimize the TMTF secondary flows and thus to damp
the rotor-rotor interaction.

NOMENCLATURE

C low pressure vane axial chord
const constant
CpT total pressure coefficient
Cp static pressure coefficient
H channel height
HP High Pressure
LP Low Pressure
mr,in Reduced mass flow, stage inlet
Ma Mach number
MID midspan
nr,in Reduced rotational speed, stage inlet
pT total pressure
p static pressure
r radial coordinate
SW streamwise
TMTF Turning Mid Turbine Frame
v velocity
vt tangential velocity
x axial coordinate
α Yaw angle (from meridional dir.)
ζ total pressure loss
ω vorticity

INTRODUCTION
The challenge in the design of commercial jet-engines is

nowadays subjected to more and more rigorous constrains in
terms of size and weight. Saving fuel and reducing polluted
emissions are ambitious tasks for the engines manufacturing
companies. Different architectures are being studied in addi-
tion to theturbofanconfiguration which represents a standard
for modern jet-engines.

Therefore in the last years a lot of research programs (i.e.
the EU-project DREAM) tried to explore alternative configura-
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tions such as theopen-rotor technologyor thegeared turbofan
with the intention to combine the advantages of a propeller in
terms of efficiency with the high thrust-to-power ratio of the
turbojet propulsion. The studies are currently facing problems
like for example the aeroelastic interaction between the pro-
peller and structures (wings, pylon, fuselage, etc.). These other
lead to vibrational mechanical fatigue as well as induced acous-
tic emission.

In this context, the trend to set up high power engines in
multi-shaft architecture (up to 3 shafts in Rolls Royce TRENT
engines family) is necessary in order to maximize the pressure
ratio at a fixed number of stages and to assign adequate rota-
tional directions of the spools. In particular, counter-rotating
shaft setups can be used to compensate the gyroscopic effect
of the rotating masses as well as to minimize the aerodynamic
losses in the intermediate stage (i.e. General Electric GEnx,
Rolls Royce TRENT 1000, Pratt & Whitney PW1500).

FIGURE 1: Example of multi-shaft engine with mid turbine
frame (Pratt & Whitney PW1500)

The fan tip velocity is a design constrain proportional to
the maximum stress in the component and which imposes the
engine noise emission limit. Since the turbofan front section
and hence the fan radii have to be enlarged in order to maxi-
mize the engine bypass-ratio and therefore the propulsion effi-
ciency, lower LP-shaft angular speed is required. On the other
hand, the rotational speed of the high pressure stage has to be
increased in order to reach higher maximum cycle pressure.

Furthermore, the design engineer has to deal with the de-
creasing rotational speed level of the low pressure shaft aimed
to avoid or minimize the use of a mechanical gear to couple the
fan with the low pressure shaft (which would enhance the over-
all weight and vibrational level of the engine). The increased
difference in the shafts rotational speeds will lead to an increas-
ing difference of the components diameters (compressors and
turbines). Therefore the design of the component between the
HP and LP turbines is very important for the aerodynamic per-
formances of the engine. Such component is also called turbine
center frame.

This work is focused on the aerodynamics of a mid tur-
bine frame (MTF) with turning struts between two counter-
rotating rotors. The above cited considerations on the diameter
differences lead to a S-shaped design for the meridional sec-
tion. Here, an ideal flow path will guarantee a diffusing flow

without separation at the endwalls as well as proper LP turbine
inlet conditions. An additional function for these components
can be found in the possibility to locate the shafts rear bearings
within the hub in order to optimize the engine axial length.
This results in thick struts within the MTF channels of state-
of-the art and next generation engines. These struts have tobe
thick enough to provide fairings with starlike structure and to
be able to place oil supply lines for the bearings. Next gener-
ation engines will be characterized by turning struts such as in
the Turning Mid Turbine Frame (TMTF) studied and presented
in this paper.

In the last decade experimental rigs as the ones at the
University of Durham [1], University of Cambridge [2], Ox-
ford University [3], Ohio State University [4], Von Karman
Institute [5], Chalmers University [6] and Graz Universityof
Technology [7] have been extensively studied in order to un-
derstand the aerodynamics of inter-turbine diffusers. Recently
Göttlich [8] published a review on the present state of the re-
search of these components.

The fundamental work by Dominy et al. [9] on swan-
necked diffusers identified the influence of the cross-passage
pressure gradients in S-shaped ducts. In particular, experimen-
tal and numerical data revealed clearly the effects of the two
bends on the generation of secondary flows as the flow de-
velops through the diffuser. Swirl was found to influence the
character of the flow [1] particularly through the skewing of
the wakes. Later works [3] show how the flow approaching
the inlet of the stage downstream of an unshrouded high pres-
sure turbine is dominated by two co-rotating streamwise vor-
texes, the tip leakage flow being out of phase (phase relative
to the upstream rotor) with the lower passage vortex. Similar
configurations were later investigated with wide chord vanes
within the S-shaped channel. In those cases the aim was to lead
the flow to an ideal co-rotating [5, 10] or counter-rotating low
pressure rotor [11] downstream of the struts. Miller et al. [10]
showed that the bound circulation caused by the geometry of
the duct and vane is relatively independent of vane inlet con-
ditions. Anyway in none of the cited cases the MTF flow field
was studied between upstream and downstream rotors within
the same setup.

The possibility to investigate the flow in a turning mid tur-
bine frame placed between two counter-rotating rotors makes
the facility located at the Institute for Thermal Turbomachinery
of Graz University of Technology unique. The aerodynamic
design of the machine was conducted by MTU Aero Engines.
Details on the test turbine can be found in [12–14].

Santner et al. [15] presented the influence of the HP tur-
bine secondary flows and wakes on the TMTF. Paradiso et
al. [16] discussed the flow field and the performances of the
facility whenever the machine is operated at off-design con-
ditions. Lengani et al. [17] showed by means of a modal de-
composition analysis of the unsteady flow field that in such
machines rotor-rotor interaction can be observed downstream
of the LP stage.

The aim of this paper is to present the problematics which
the designer of low pressure turbines should be aware of when-
ever high pressure and low pressure stages are connected viaa
TMTF. Therefore, the influence of the structures generated by
the high pressure turbine will be discussed in the paper and it
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will be pointed out how they are convected in the vane passage
instead of decaying like in co-rotating shaft setups. Thesevor-
texes interact with the vorticities generated within the TMTF,
and can be found at the inlet of the downstream rotor.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHODOLOGY
Facility

The transonic test turbine facility is a continuously oper-
ating two-stage cold-flow open-circuit plant, which consists
of a transonic HP stage and a counter-rotating LP stage (a
schematic drawing is shown in Fig. 2). This unique config-
uration allows the testing of rig inserts under engine represen-
tative conditions. Both turbines are designed with overhung-
type turbine shafts and additionally the LP turbine is mounted
on an axially movable frame. This allows easy disk assembly
without dismantling the bearings and the simple application of
transition ducts and TMTF designs with different axial lengths.
The facility is driven by pressurized air delivered by a separate
3 MW compressor station. The shaft power of the HP stage
drives a three-stage radial brake compressor. The power of the
LP turbine is absorbed by a water brake with a maximum power
of 700 kW. Detailed information on the design and construction
of the original single stage facility can be found in Erhard and
Gehrer [12]. For the design of the LP-stage together with the
TMTF see Hubinka et al. [14] and for the operation Hubinka et
al. [13].

Table 1 summarizes the main parameters for the HP stage
and the LP stage (TMTF+LP rotor), and the operating condi-
tion.

Measurement techniques
The experimental investigation was conducted by means

of 5 hole probes traversed in a plane just downstream of the
HP stage (Plane C in Fig. 2), and in a plane downstream of
the struts (Plane E in Fig. 2). Moreover one of the struts was
instrumented with pressure taps along three lines located at
25%, 50% and 75% span. In Plane C the probe was traversed
radially over 95% of the blade height and over one HP-vane
pitch which corresponds to one third of two struts pitches. In
each measurement point the probes were turned into the flow
to reach the highest accuracy and to ensure to be always within
the calibration range of the probe. Due to the uncommon flow
direction relative to the measurement location, in some planes
special developed five-hole-probes (IST, RWTH Aachen) with
an inclined probe head of 2.5mmdiameter were applied. The
probes were calibrated for Mach numbers between 0.1 and 0.8,
yaw angles between -20 deg and +20 deg, pitch angles between
-16 deg and +20 deg. Negative values of the yaw angle indicate
a counter-rotating flow (with respect to the HP rotor circumfer-
ential speed) and negative values of the pitch angle indicate the
flow direction towards the machine axis.

The correlation between the calibration characteristic and
the value to be measured is given by a multi-parameter approx-
imation.

The measurement system consists of eleven multi chan-
nel pressure transducers PSI 9016 with a total amount of 176
channels and an accuracy of 0.05% full scale and four National

Instruments Field Point FP-TC-120 eight-channel thermocou-
ple input modules and one FP-RTD-122 resistance thermome-
ter input module. The measurement uncertainties of the static
pressure taps on the vane surface are±100Pa.

A mixture of synthetic motor oil and titanium oxide is used
to visualize the trajectory of the shear stress at the walls.The
mixture has been uniformly painted in the whole passage sur-
faces of different exit guide vanes in order to verify the period-
icity of the flow and the reliability of the results. The applied
oil film was exposed to the flow for approximately one hour
after reaching the stable operating condition.

TABLE 1 : Blading parameters and operating conditions.

Blading parameters

HP vane HP blade TMTF LP blade

Vane/ blade no. 24 36 16 72

h/cax 1.15 1.37 0.53 2.94

Re(10−6) 2.38 1.1 1.86 0.46

Tip gap - unshrouded - shrouded

Operating conditions

HP stage LP stage

nr,in [rpm/
√

K] 524.4 195.3

mr,in [kg/s·
√

K/(bar)] 81.2 214.6

Stagept ratio 3 1.3

Power [kW] 1710 340

Numerical setup
A steady-state numerical investigation was performed on

the LP stage. The computational domain is shown in Figure 2.
A mixing plane was placed between the LP vanes (stationary
domain) and the LP rotor (rotating domain).

The measured field in Plane C (one HP vane pitch, 15 deg)
was used as inlet boundary condition for the numerical simula-
tion. Further, in order to gain the full HP vane - LP vane peri-
odicity (45 deg), the plane was replicated and translated three
times. The outlet boundary for the numerical investigationwas
placed at an axial distance of(xout − xLProtorTE)/CLProtor = 6
downstream of the LP rotor trailing edge. At this coordinate
static pressure taps within the facility measure the staticpres-
sure of the outflow.

The mesh generated for the numerical investigation con-
sists of 2.5 million nodes with ay+ which was kept lower
than 1 next to the blade surface and lower than 2 next to the
endwalls. A grid independence study was done as assump-
tion for the numerical investigation. A commercial CFD code
(Ansys CFXc©v12.1) was used as solver. The code solves the
Navier Stokes equation system with first order accuracy in ar-
eas where the gradients change sharply to prevent overshoots
and undershoots and maintain robustness, and second order
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FIGURE 2: Two stage - two spool facility at the ITTM and computationaldomain

in flow regions with low variable gradients to enhance accu-
racy [18]. The turbulence was modeled using a k-ω SST tur-
bulence model (Menter [19]).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For a clear understanding of the flow evolution within the

LP vane channel, it is necessary to provide the reader a de-
scription of the features of the incoming flow. Therefore, in
the first part of this section, the results from five hole probe
measurements in Plane C will be presented and discussed. The
explanation of the flow evolution through the TMTF will is car-
ried out by means of planes extracted at fixed axial coordinates,
pressure distributions on the strut surface (measured datawill
be used to validate the CFD results) and flow visualization per-
formed by oil techniques. A description of the measured and
computed flow field downstream of the TMTF (plane E) will
conclude this section.

LP stage inlet flow
The upstream turbine is a low aspect ratio stage with an

unshrouded rotor, therefore secondary flows are predominant

in the stator-rotor interaction [20,21].
Figure 3 shows the time-averaged measurements of the

non-dimensional total pressure (CpT ) and the yaw angle (α)
downstream of the HP stage. On the left side contour plots of
the total pressure and of the yaw angle are shown, while, on
the right side, their mass-average distribution is depicted. The
spanwise location is plotted in terms of radial coordinate nor-
malized with the channel height (r/H). The total pressure is
shown in terms ofCpT which was defined as follows:

CpT =
pT − p̄T,C

p̄T,C− p̄C
(1)

Due to the tip clearance of the shroudless HP turbine less en-
ergy is extracted close to the casing. This leads to a tip-leakage
flow located atr/H > 0.9, which induces higher total pressure
(higherCpT ) and a less turned flow at the casing. The maxi-
mum variation of the yaw angle distribution over the channel
height is of about 42 deg, therefore the downstream TMTF will
require a 3D vane design to optimize the incidence over the full
span.

In such turbines, the main flow features which dominate
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FIGURE 3: Plane C - Total pressure and yaw angle distribution
at TMTF inlet plane (view from downstream)

the downstream time-resolved flow field are secondary flows.
Since these structures generate total pressure losses and induce
changes in the mean flow angle, looking at the charts in Fig.
3, they can be identified with a spanwise trend variation of
yaw angle and total pressure. Therefore, it is possible to locate
the consequences of the rotor tip leakage vortex atr/H = 0.8
(TLV), of the rotor upper passage vortex atr/H = 0.65 (UPV)
and of the rotor lower passage vortex atr/H = 0.3 (LPV) (co-
rotating with the TLV [22, 23]). Any visible circumferential
variation of these features in the contour plots derives then from
the stator-rotor interaction between the HP vanes and the HP
rotor.

In a conventional axial turbine, the spanwise distribution
of the discharged flow is characterized by the influence of a
radial equilibrium gradient induced by the swirl effect, which
pushes the flow field towards the hub. In the investigated case
the presence of the downstream bend of the channel plays a
major role: a pressure gradient is generated from the hub to the
shroud (counter acting the swirl effect). In this plane the flow is
pushed towards the casing where higher flow velocities, higher
Mach number and higher total pressure levels can be observed.

Flow within the channel
The blade loading distribution at three different span posi-

tions (r/H = 0.25, r/H = 0.50, r/H = 0.75) is shown in Fig.
4. The static pressure is plotted in terms of a non-dimensional
coefficient:

Cp=
p− p̄C

p̄T,C− p̄C
(2)

The agreement between measured and computed data appears
generally good enough to correctly predict the trend in the
spanwise distribution. The experimental distribution wasal-
ready presented and discussed by Santner et al. [15,24] and Par-
adiso et al. [16]. The vane was found facing negative incidence
in the lower half of the channel, zero-incidence at midspan and
positive incidence in the upper part of the channel.

For a better understanding of the flow evolution it is im-
portant to identify the main sources of the pressure gradients
acting on the fluid, which can be listed as follows:

1. the first bend of the meridional path (upstream of the LP vane)
generates a pressure distribution which pushes the flow to-
wards the casing;

2. the deflection imposed to a flow in annular configuration gen-
erates a suction-to-pressure side gradient and a radial pressure
gradient. The latter pushes the fluid towards the hub endwall
and its entity will increase with the increasing turning induced
by the strut (swirl effect);

3. the second bend of the meridional flow path located down-
stream of the TMTF path induces a pressure gradient that
pushes the flow towards the hub;

4. the 3D design of the vane also influences the spanwise pres-
sure gradients as extensively studied in literature [25–27].

In the previous section the main structures downstream of the
high pressure rotor have been identified. Figure 5 shows the
time-mean streamwise vorticity, pressure distributions and to-
tal pressure losses at four planes at fixed axial positions. The
non dimensional coordinatex/C refers to the vane axial chord
at midspan section. The positions of these planes in the ma-
chine are visualized in Fig. 2.

In this paper an approach similar to the one applied by
Miller et al. [10] and Hu et al. [28] was chosen, where the
streamwise vorticity is used to explain the evolution of thesec-
ondary flows. This is defined as follows:

ωSW=
vx ·ωx+vy ·ωy+vz ·ωz

v
(3)

Total pressure losses are computed as:

ζ =
p̄T,C− pT

p̄T,C− p̄C
(4)

where p̄T,C represents the mass-weighted total pressure on
Plane C upstream of the strut. In the paper the losses will be
plotted normalized on the mass-weighted value at midspan of
the TMTF exit plane (Plane E).

The production of streamwise vorticity is controlled by
both the local unsteady radial gradient of total pressure and
stretching or compression of existing vortices. This paperwill
not focus on the investigation of the production or destruction
mechanisms, but the aim here is only to examine their net ef-
fect on secondary flow development [10].

Focusing on the vorticity map of Fig. 5 (a), the zones A,
B, and C respectively can be related to the traces of the high
pressure rotor LPV, TLV and UPV. They are transported and
convected downstream into the vane passage. Looking at the
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FIGURE 4: Spanwise TMTF vane loading distribution

FIGURE 5: Flow evolution within the strut passage

pressure distribution, the flow in Fig. 5 (a) appears mainly sub-
jected to a hub-to-shroud force. This is induced by the first
bend of the S-shaped channel which is also responsible for ac-
celerating the flow at the casing. Moreover, the sweep design

of the leading edge induces spanwise gradients which push the
flow towards the endwalls. In the lower channel the direction
of this gradient is opposite to the gradient induced by the bend
and, although its entity is lower, it can be still identified with
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the blue arrows in Fig. 5 (a). On the other hand, the sweep

FIGURE 6: Vorticities generated by the swept strut leading
edge

design plays a major role in the generation of the structuresE1
and E2 on the upper part of the leading edge. Whenever the
flow approaches the blade wall, a boundary layer is generated.
A leading edge orthogonally-oriented vorticity is then induced;
this component is then multiplied with the spanwise velocity
created by the blade sweep design (see [26]). The effect is that
the streamwise vorticity results increased at the leading edge of
the vane as Fig. 6 helps to visualize.

The effect of the negative incidence at the hub revealed
in Fig. 4 (a) is then reflected in the pressure distribution of
Fig. 5 (b). On the suction side the white arrow indicates a gra-
dient which pushes the low momentum structures towards the
shroud. At the endwall the pressure-to-suction side gradient
avoids any favorable condition for the development of a “tra-
ditional” lower passage vortex. Indeed, this condition favorites
the generation of another structure indicated as D and counter-
rotating with respect to the expected lower passage vortex.The
interaction between the structures A and D produces a pressure
loss core which can be visualized in the loss map. Moving
towards the rear part of the vane channel, the turning struts
will induce swirl in the flow. This results in two main conse-
quences: the first is to favourite the development of the radial
equilibrium gradient (black arrow in Fig. 5 (c) and (d)); the
second is to enhance the vorticity of the rotating structures con-
vected in the front part of the channel (A and B).

Figure 5 (d) shows a plane at a fixed axial position which
intersects the vane because of the sweep design of the trailing
edge. In this plane the highest peak of losses is generated by
the boundary layers on the vane surface which are subjected to
an adverse velocity gradient moving towards the trailing edge
where they mix within the wake.

In particular, it is interesting to notice how the whole field
in the planes atx/C = 0.74 andx/C = 0.98 is subjected to a
twisting motion which evolves with the same rotational direc-
tion of the structures A and B. This vortex will be calledvane
passage vortexin order to distinguish it from a conventional
hub passage vortex.

Figure 4 (c) shows that, in the upper part of the vane pas-
sage, the flow has positive incidence which leads to a circum-
ferential pressure gradient at the casing endwall and that will
favorite a cross-flow from pressure to suction side typical for a

upper passage vortex. Despite this, it is now important to re-
mark that the vane was designed with the target to minimize
the generation of secondary flows by means of a complex 3D
design. The structure indicated as F in the loss map of Fig. 5
(d) shows a quite confined vane upper passage vortex which
is driven by the casing cross-flow and does not reach the suc-
tion side because of the aft-loaded design of the strut. Figure

FIGURE 7: Surface streamline (top) and oil flow visualization
(bottom) at suction side and hub regions

7 shows the surface streamlines plotted from the CFD and the
shear stress lines from the oil flow visualizations at the suction
side and at the hub. The cross flow at the endwall starts to de-
velop after aboutx/C = 0.3. This picture clarifies that there is
no “traditional” passage vortex (which would be generated im-
mediatly downstream of the leading edge). Indeed, the struc-
tures coming from upstream are convected and subjected to the
swirl by the turning of the vane.

The same figure shows also a corner separation at the trail-
ing edge (red circle), which derives from the design intent to
test the capability of the CFD to predict it in a turning strut
without fillet which operates at its loading limits (Santneret
al. [15]).

TMTF exit flow
Figure 8 shows a comparison between five-hole probe

measurements and numerical data on Plane E which is located
atx/C= 1.28. On the left side, contour plots of Mach number,
static pressure and total pressure losses are shown, while (on
the right side) their spanwise mass-weighted distributionis re-
ported. The Mach number is normalized on its mass-weighted
value at midspan.

The contour plots as well as the mass-weighted distri-
butions show a good agreement between the two approaches
on catching the main flow features. Measurements were per-
formed along two complete vane pitches (45 degrees) in order
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FIGURE 8: Plane E - TMTF exit flow atx/C= 1.28: contour plots of Mach number, static pressure and total pressure losses

to get the full HP vane - LP vane periodicity. For the same rea-
son two strut pitches have been simulated (the time-mean flow
at the HP stage exit plane has 15 degrees periodicity, while one
LP vane pitch is 22.5 degrees).

The flow leaving the TMTF is subjected to a radial hub-
to-shroud force that pushes the field towards the hub (yellow
arrow in Fig. 8). The pressure distribution induced on the
channel by the second bend will enhance this force, while the
component related to the swirl effect (which is still the pre-
dominant contribution) will decrease proceeding downstream
of the vane passage. In fact, in this section of the machine the
flow is unguided and is moving towards larger radii: the swirl
effect will become weaker following the momentum conserva-
tion law (vt · r = const).

The main visible structures in this plane are the large
wakes generated by the struts: these regions of low momen-
tum induce on one side high losses and on the other side a pe-
riodic discontinuity in the circumferential flow angle and pres-
sure distribution which will influence the aeroelastic response
of the downstream rotor.

Looking at the Mach number distribution of Fig. 8, the
mean flow in both radial and tangential direction is character-
ized by high velocity gradients: the radial gradients of velocity
are due to the diffusing channel and the endwall boundary lay-
ers, while the gradients in the circumferential direction are due
to the turning of the flow induced by the struts. The velocity
vectors superimposed to the experimental Mach number distri-
bution are defined as the difference between the local velocity
vector and a reference flow direction (see for example Chalu-

vadi et al. [29] and Persico et al. [30]). In the present case the
reference flow vector has been determined subtracting from the
local values the averages of the circumferential and radialve-
locity components in radial and circumferential directions re-
spectively. This procedure is necessary because of the very
high velocity gradients that characterize the mean flow in both
directions. They reveal the presence of the vane passage vor-
tex [17, 24] extending over the full channel height. The same
vortex is indicated in the CFD map by means of black arrows.

The effect of the HP rotor can be still visualized in struc-
ture A in Fig. 8 which is a representative trace of the lower
passage vortex. This vortex is co-rotating with the vane pas-
sage vortex. The reader should be aware that the CFD was set
as steady-state simulation and should not think to this feature
in terms of net influence on the flow field since, in reality, the
structure propagation will be triggered by the unsteady field of
the upstream rotor.

The vane upper passage vortex (structure F) can be ob-
served, also in this view, still confined at the casing endwall.

Further remarkable structures on this plane consist of two
vortices indicated as SV in Fig. 8. These are shed vortices
resulting from the interaction between two passage vortices
generated within the vane channel and convected downstream
of the strut trailing edge. Figure 9 tries to clarify this mech-
anism which leads to a non conventional casing shed vortex
counter-rotating with respect to a “traditional” upper shed vor-
tex. These low momentum structures induce two loss cores
visible on the losses map in the wakes upper and lower ends.
Moreover, looking at the spanwise mass-weighted distribution,
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it is interesting to see that the CFD underestimates the losses in
the region concerning the casing shed vortex and overestimates
them where the hub shed vortex is expected to occur.

FIGURE 9: Evolution of total pressure losses at the vane trail-
ing edge and schematic representation of the generated vortices

CONCLUSIONS
The paper described the time-mean flow evolution through

a turning mid turbine frame by means of five-hole probe mea-
surements, oil flow visualization and steady-state CFD results.
Numerical and experimental data showed a good agreement on
catching the main flow features. The typical flow field at the
exit of the HP stage mainly appears altered by the effect of the
first bend of the meridional channel.

The results show that the main flow structures coming
from the upstream stage are convected and transported to the
inlet of the downstream turbine instead of decaying like in a
co-rotating-rotors setup. Moreover, while the upper part of the
TMTF channel shows a confined vane upper passage vortex, no
“traditional” passage vortex is created in the lower part ofthe
channel. Indeed, the swirl induced by the turning struts leads
to a large vortex which, taking into consideration the aft-loaded
design of the vane, develops later on in the passage and extends
over the full channel height.

The radial distribution of the time-mean flow at the LP ro-
tor inlet plane (TMTF exit plane) is subjected to the pressure
gradient induced by the swirled flow as well as by the presence
of the second bend of the meridional flow path. Higher veloc-
ities and lower pressures are located in the lower region of the
channel generating a force which pushes the flow towards the
hub endwall. The main structures observed in the LP rotor inlet
plane are the wakes of the strut, the passage vortex generated
by the TMTF and two intense shed vortices resulting from the
interaction between two adjacent vane passage vortices. More-
over, a clear trace of the HP rotor lower passage vortex was
found in this plane.

The outcome is that a TMTF placed between two counter-
rotating turbines will convect and enforce the vorticitiescom-
ing from the upstream turbine within the vane passage. This
leads to a higher level of complexity of the LP turbine design
due to an increased non-uniformity of the rotor inlet flow field
as well as the consequent rotor-rotor interaction.

The aerodynamic designer who faces a similar situation
should be aware of these problematics and work on solutions
which would limit the development of secondary flows gener-
ated within the TMTF (i.e. 3D blade design, endwall contour-
ing, etc.) or on the application of embedded design (i.e. splitter
vanes within the channel).
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ABSTRACT
The paper discusses the time-averaged and the time-resolvedflow in a two-stage two-spool test
rig located at the Institute for Thermal Turbomachinery and Ma chine Dynamics (ITTM) of
Graz University of Technology. The facility consists of a transonic turbine stage followed by a
counter-rotating subsonic low pressure turbine. The rig wasdesigned and operated within the
EU-project DREAM, where the target was to built up a machine ableto investigate the aerody-
namics of interturbine S-shaped channels. An optimized design of this component represents a
critical goal for the performances of modern and future jet engines.
The turbine design techniques are nowadays still carried outby optimizations based on steady-
state simulations: nevertheless since a long time it is wellknown how the engine performances
are strongly dependent by the unsteady effects. The use of interfaces such as mixing plane or
frozen rotor cuts off the real interactions between successive blade rows so that pressure losses
and aeroacoustic effects are consequently estimated incorrectly. Such considerations are impor-
tant for the designer who has to face a highly three dimensional unsteady flow like in a transonic
turbine stage.
Therefore, the aim of the present paper is to provide a quantitative comparison in terms of per-
formance estimation error whenever a numerical simulationis undertaken in order to catch the
time-mean or the time-resolved flow.
This paper used data part of the EU-project DREAM (ValiDation of Radical Engine Architec-
ture SysteMs, contract No. ACP7-GA-2008-211861).

NOMENCLATURE
C low pressure vane axial chord nr,in Reduced rotational speed, stage inlet
CpT total pressure coefficient pT total pressure
Cp static pressure coefficient p static pressure
H channel height r radial coordinate
HP High Pressure TMTF Turning Mid Turbine Frame
LP Low Pressure v velocity
mr,in Reduced mass flow, stage inlet vt tangential velocity
Ma Mach number x axial coordinate
α Yaw angle (from meridional dir.) η efficiency

INTRODUCTION
Modern civil jet-engine companies have to face ambitious targets in terms of size and weight re-

duction. Therefore, over the last years, a lot of research work was put in getting beyond the standards
of state-of-the-art propulsion systems.
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In large engines, whenever it is required to maximize the pressure ratio at a fixed number of stages
keeping adequate rotational speeds, a conventional solution is to set up the system in multi-shaft con-
figuration (up to 3 shafts in Rolls Royce TRENT engines family). In particular, counter-rotating
spools can be used to compensate the gyroscopic effect of therotating masses as well as to minimize
the aerodynamic losses in the intermediate stage (i.e. General Electric GEnx, Rolls Royce TRENT
1000, Pratt & Whitney PW1500).

In order to increase the engine bypass-ratio and, therefore, the propulsion efficiency, the fan front
section has to be enlarged. This is limited by structural andacoustic limits on the fan tip velocity. At
the same time, the HP-shaft rotational speed should be increased whenever a higher cycle maximum
pressure is required.

The resulting larger difference in the shafts rotational speeds leads to an increasing difference in
the components diameters (compressors and turbines). Therefore, focusing on the turbine, the re-
sulting S-shaped design of the diffuser between the HP and LPturbines is quite important for the
optimisation of the overall engine aerodynamic performance. Such a component is also called mid
turbine frame (MTF).

Since the flow in these diffusers is highly 3D and characterized by a high content of unsteadiness,
it is important for the design engineer responsible for the performance estimation to be aware of how
the different CFD settings influence the solution.

Conventionally, the first step in performing blade row calculation (Tucker (2011)) is represented
by the use of mixing planes interfaces.

The fidelity in modeling the steady flow within the machine could be improved using a frozen ro-
tor interface (Tucker (2011)): here, the wakes are passed tothe downstream domains, but no relative
wake movement is transferred. Anyway, for a good predictionof the aerodynamic efficiency or of the
acoustic tonal noise, the unsteady flow should be modeled. Infact, as noted by Meneveau and Katz
(2002) and Rhie et al (1995) the unsteady stresses resulting from the movement of the wakes will be
typically of a similar or higher magnitude than the turbulent stresses. Starting with Adamczyk (1985),
a lot of effort was put in trying to model unsteady effects.

The use of sliding planes is necessary for prediction distortion transfer, getting the acoustics tonal
noise and generally having high fidelity calculations (Tucker (2011)). Here, every timestep the rotor
mesh(s) slide/rotate in the tangential direction relativeto the stator(s). Modeling a real machine a
problem of computational effort occurs whenever360deg annulus calculation is required (including
all blades). On the other hand, in order to reduce the blade count per domain passage, different hy-
pothesis (i.e. scaling the pitch keeping the same pitch-to-chord ratio) could be stated to resize the
circumferential extent.

In the last years, a lot of papers were presented on the prediction of the unsteady flow field of high
pressure turbines Arnone and Pacciani (1996); Dénos et al (2001); Miller et al (2003b); Gaetani et al
(2007). Lavagnoli et al (2012); Yasa et al (2011) presented an aerodynamic analysis of a low pressure
vane placed in an S-shape duct downstream of a transonic turbine stage. Miller et al (2003a) used the
unsteady CFD to explain the flow evolution through an inter-turbine diffuser placed downstream of a
HP turbine. In none of these cases an inter-turbine diffuserwas modeled between two rotors.

The machine which is object of the present paper is located atthe Institute for Thermal Turboma-
chinery (ITTM) of Graz University of Technology. The aerodynamic design was conducted by MTU
Aero Engines. Details on the test turbine can be found in Erhard and Gehrer (2000); Hubinka et al
(2009, 2011). In this setup turning struts are located within the inter-turbine diffuser (turning mid
turbine frame, TMTF).

Santner et al (2011) presented the influence of the HP turbinesecondary flows and wakes on the
TMTF. Lengani et al (2012b) showed by means of a modal decomposition analysis of the unsteady
flow field that in such machines rotor-rotor interaction can be observed downstream of the LP stage.
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Spataro et al (2012) discussed the flow evolution through theS-shaped channel by means of a steady
simulation and showed how the structures coming from the HP stage propagates through the TMTF
and their influence at the LP rotor inflow.

The aim of this work is to provide a comparison between different numerical setups, whenever
the highly unsteady 3D flow field of a two-Stage two-Spool transonic turbine has to be predicted by
means of simulating both stages.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHODOLOGY
Facility
The transonic test turbine facility is a continuously operating two-stage cold-flow open-circuit

plant, which consists of a transonic HP stage and a counter-rotating LP stage (a schematic drawing
is shown in Fig. 1). Detailed information on the design and construction of the original single stage
facility can be found in Erhard and Gehrer (2000). For the design of the LP-stage together with the
TMTF see Hubinka et al (2009) and for the operation Hubinka etal (2011).

Table 1 summarizes the main parameters for the HP stage and the LP stage (TMTF+LP rotor) and
the operating condition.

Measurement techniques
The experimental investigations were conducted by means of5 hole probes traversed in three

planes: the first one located just downstream of the HP stage (Plane C in Figure 1), the second one
is located downstream of the turning LP vane (Plane E in Fig. 1), while the third plane can be found
downstream of the LP rotor (Plane F in Fig. 1). Moreover one ofthe struts was instrumented with
pressure taps along three spanwise location at25%, 50% and75% span. In the measurements planes
the probe was traversed radially over 95% of the blade heightand over one HP-vane pitch (Plane C)
and over one LP-vane pitch (Planes E and F). Further details about the measurements uncertainities
can be found in Santner et al (2011).

Table 1: Blading parameters and operating conditions.
Blading parameters

HP vane HP blade TMTF LP blade
Vane/ blade no. 24 36 16 72
h/cax 1.15 1.37 0.53 2.94
Re(10−6) 2.38 1.1 1.86 0.46
Tip gap - unshrouded - shrouded

Operating conditions
HP stage LP stage

nr,in [rpm/
√
K] 524.4 195.3

mr,in [kg/s ·
√
K/(bar)] 81.2 214.6

Stagept ratio 3 1.3
Power [kW] 1710 340

Numerical setup
In this paper several numerical simulations with differentsetups are compared. The domain

boundaries and the interface locations are shown in Figure 1. Four steady CFD simulations (Case
A, B, C and D in Table 2) are compared with an unsteady solution (Unsteady CFD in Table 3)).

The measured field at the machine inlet was used as inlet boundary condition for the numerical
simulation, while the outlet boundary was placed at an axialdistance of(xout−xLProtorTE

)/CLProtor =
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Figure 1: Two-Stage two-Spool facility at the ITTM and computational domain

6 downstream of the LP rotor trailing edge. At this coordinatestatic pressure taps within the facility
measure the static pressure of the outflow.

The mesh was generated keeping they+ lower than1 next to the blade surface and lower than
2 next to the endwalls. Details on the mesh sizes can be found inTable 2. A grid independence
study was done as assumption for the numerical investigation. A commercial CFD code (Ansys
CFX c©v12.1) was used as solver. The code solves the Navier Stokes equation system with first or-
der accuracy in areas where the gradients change sharply to prevent overshoots and undershoots and
maintain robustness, and second order in flow regions with low variable gradients to enhance accuracy
(ANSYS (2010)). The turbulence was modeled using a k-ω SST turbulence model (Menter (1994)).
Before proceeding with the discussion of the results, it is important to present the differences between
the setups (Table 3):

Case A In this simulation each domain consists of one blade passagemesh. The outlet domain has
a pitchwise extension of 5 degrees of pitch extension (the same as the LP rotor’s mesh). All
interfaces (I, II, III, IV) are mixing planes.
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Table 2: CFD Setups.
Mesh passage per domain and Mesh size (in million of nodes)

HP Vane HP Rotor TMTF LP Rotor Outlet Tot Mesh size
Mesh size 0.67 0.39 1.03 0.23 0.06
no. Radial points 60 60 60 60 60
no. Blade to blade points 80 60 110 50 50
Case A 1 1 1 1 1 2.38
Case B 1 9 4 1 1 8.59
Case C 1 1 1 1 1 2.38
Case D 1 1 1 1 1 2.38
Unsteady 6 9 4 18 18 16.87

Domain Interfaces for different numerical setups
(I) (II) (III) (IV)

Case A Mix pl Mix pl Mix pl Mix pl
Case B Mix pl Frz rot Mix pl Frz rot
Case C Mix pl Mix pl Mix pl Frz rot
Case D Mix pl Mix pl Mix pl – (*)
Unsteady Slide Slide Slide Slide

(*) counter rotating endwalls for the downstream domain

Case B Interfaces II and IV were changed to frozen rotors. Therefore, the same periodicity is re-
quired for the HP rotor and the TMTF (90 degrees), and for the LP rotor and the outlet domain
(5 degrees). Interfaces I and III were kept as mixing planes.

Case C The mesh setup for this case is the same as for Case A: interfaces I, II and III are mixing
planes, while interface IV was turned to frozen rotor.

Case D For this case the mesh of the outlet domain and the one of the LProtor were merged together
removing interface IV. This leads to one rotational domain (LP rotor + Outlet) where counter
rotating wall velocity was assigned to the hub and shroud endwalls in order to fix them in the
absolute frame. Interfaces I, II and III are mixing planes.

Unsteady In order to simulate the time-resolved flow, an unsteady CFD was performed using sliding
interfaces. Therefore it was required to satisfy the machine full periodicity computing 90 de-
grees for each domain. This leads to a quite heavy calculation where the mesh refinement was
constrained by the server maximal memory (32 GB). The timestep was set to 1/100 of the HP
rotor blade passing period (ts = 1.5e− 6s). The numerical scheme is time marching where the
code solves second order backward equations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section the results from the CFD calculations are presented and compared with the exper-

imental data. The CFD calculations were set in order to provide a guide line for engineers who face
similar problems.

A first baseline configuration (Case A) is set by putting mixingplanes between each domain of
the setup. This is often the first choice for a steady simulation setup because of the low computational
cost, and because it is thought to provide anyway a reasonable prediction even if the flow physics are
not well known.
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A second setup (Case B) was chosen as an alternative solution for calculating the machine per-
formances by a steady run. Here the aim was to improve the prediction by considering the losses
generated by the development of the rotors structures through the channel. Therefore two frozen ro-
tors were placed downstream of the HP stage and of the LP rotorrespectively. Such solution implies
an increased computational cost due to a more extended mesh.

The third and the forth cases (Case C and D) have to be seen as twopossible attempts to improve
performance estimation keeping the same computational cost as Case A.

Finally, the time averaged transient data were analyzed.
A discussion is presented aimed to point out the differencesbetween the CFD data and measure-

ments on the machine performance evaluation. It is shown howin such a setup the prediction firstly
has a significant dependency from the choice of the interfacesettings, and secondly evidence the im-
portance of modeling the structures released by the rotors whenever the maximum agreement with
the experiments is required.
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Figure 2: Plane C - Spanwise mass-averaged distributions atthe TMTF inlet

TMTF Inflow
The upstream HP turbine is a low aspect ratio stage with an unshrouded rotor where secondary

flows are predominant in the stator-rotor interaction Dénos and Paniagua (2005); Persico et al (2010).
Figure 2(a) shows a comparison of spanwise circumferentially averaged total pressure distribution

between measurements (dots) and CFD cases (A, B, C, D and Unsteady).
The total pressure is plotted as total pressure coefficientCpT and defined as:

CpT =
pT − p̄T,C
p̄T,C − p̄C

(1)

wherep̄T,C andp̄C are the experimental mass-weighted total pressure and static pressure in Plane C,
respectively.

Figure 2(b) shows the same comparison in terms of static pressure coefficientCp is defined as
follows:

Cp =
p− p̄C

p̄T,C − p̄C
(2)

Figure 2(c) represent the experiments-numerics comparison in terms of yaw angle (α). Experimental
data show a maximum variation of the yaw angle over the channel height of about 42 deg.

The first bend of the duct induces a tip-to-hub pressure gradient (Figure 2(b)) which pushes the
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low energy structures towards the shroud (wakes and passagevortices) (Figure 2(a)). For a more
detailed description of the flow field of the machine in this region refer to Spataro et al (2012).

Looking at the spanwise distribution in this plane, the CFD shows a vertical shift ofr/H ≈ 0.1
in predicting the location of secondary losses. Figure 2(a)shows how problems with the simulations
can be found in the lower half of the channel, where the HP stator-rotor interaction induces a loss
distribution which is difficult to predict with steady solutions. Case B as well as the unsteady CFD
show anyway a better agreement of the two curves in this region.

When comparing the steady solutions (Case A, B, C, D) in Figure , Case B shows an under pre-
diction of the HP rotor tip leakage losses. Even in this case the unsteady solution shows a better
agreement with the measurements. Betweenr/H = 0.6 andr/H = 0.8, in correspondence of the
HP rotor higher passage vortex, the CFD seems over predictingthe losses.

Looking at the yaw angle distribution in Figure 2(c), it is still possible to identify the vertical
displacement between numerical data and measurements. Moreover, the computed HP rotor upper
passage vortex is also overestimating the flow underturningbetweenr/H = 0.6 andr/H = 0.8,
while at the lower channel half the CFD underestimates the spanwise changes in flow angle. At
midspan Case B (Figure 2(c)) seems to provide the best match with the experiments between the
steady simulations. Looking at the shape of the curve in the lower half of the channel (where sec-
ondary vortices and stator-rotor interaction mechanism influence the distribution) the unsteady run
seems to best predict the trend. This prediction problem wasalready observed by Wallin et al (2011)
which performed numerical simulation on this machine usinganother setup for the TMTF.
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Figure 3: TMTF Blade loading at midspan

Within the TMTF passage
Moving downstream of Plane C, the flow is led towards the LP rotor by turning struts. The

aerodynamics of these wide-chord vanes is quite important for the flow control within the S-shaped
channel. Therefore one of these struts was instrumented with pressure taps.

Figure 3 shows the TMTF blade loading at midspan. Numerical data for each setup (A, B, C,
D and Unsteady) are superimposed to the static pressure measurements. It was already observed by
Santner et al (2011) that the strut at this span position faces negative flow incidence.

Case D in Figure 3 shows the worst agreement with the experimental data. The flow incidence
in Case B is influenced by the frozen rotor placed between the HProtor and the TMTF, but the
dependency from the rotor-strut relative position is anyway negligible. Case B and the unsteady CFD
provide the best overall prediction in terms of blade loading distribution on the vane.
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Figure 4: Plane E - Spanwise mass-averaged distributions atthe TMTF outflow
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Figure 5: Plane F - Spanwise mass-averaged distributions downstream of the LP rotor

TMTF exit flow
In Figure 4 the mass-weighted spanwise distribution of total pressure (a), static pressure (b) and

yaw angle (c) at the TMTF outlet (Plane E in Figure 1) are plotted.
The flow leaving the TMTF is subjected to a radial hub-to-shroud pressure gradient that pushes the
field towards the hub (Figure 4). This gradient is generated by the swirl effect imposed by the turning
strut and by the second bend of the S-shaped diffuser (Spataro et al (2012)).
Unsteady measurements (Lengani et al (2012a)) as well as a steady simulation of the second stage
(Spataro et al (2012)), showed that the structures of the HP rotor are convected through the channel
and can be visualized at the TMTF exit plane.

All the cases provide a good prediction in this plane in termsof total pressure (Table 3 shows an
error below 1%). The static pressure in Figure 4(b) is slightly overestimated for Case B and C, while
Case D shows the maximum displacement with the experimental data. The unsteady CFD provides
the best overall agreement with the measurements in this plane.

The yaw angle distribution in Figure 4(c) shows no remarkable differences between the different
CFD cases. Generally, the CFD appears underestimating the flowturning imposed by the struts. On
the other hand, the simulations show more pronounced effects of secondary structures on the flow
under and over turnings. Such differences in the yaw angle where already highlighted by Wallin et al
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(2011) who presented pre- and post-test prediction resultsabout the flow in this machine together
with another TMTF setup.

LP Rotor exit flow
Moving downstream of the LP rotor, measurements were conducted in Plane F (Figure 1). Figure

5 shows the mass-weighted spanwise distribution of total pressure 5(a), static pressure 5(b) and yaw
angle 5(c) in Plane F.

Figure 5(b) reveals the effect of the second bend of the S-shaped channel as well as of the LP
rotor swirl on the hub-to-shroud pressure gradient responsible for pushing the low energy structures
towards the hub.

Moreover, the flow in this region is characterized by a high level of unsteadiness. The perturba-
tions due to the HP rotor in terms of velocity and flow angle arenegligible in this downstream plane.
Indeed, the largest fluctuations of velocity are due to the TMTF-LP rotor interaction, they occur in
the wake and secondary flows of the TMTF. Large fluctuations ofstatic and total pressure are instead
due to both rotors to the same extent. Details on the flow field in this region can be found in Lengani
et al (2012a,b).

Case B, C and the Unsteady solution appear to provide a very goodagreement on the distributions.
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Figure 6: Streamwise total and static pressure evolution along the duct

Flow quantities distribution along the streamwise direction
In order to make a summary of this analysis and to have an idea of the streamwise loss develop-

ment, Figure 6 reports the comparison between measured and the circumferentially averaged calcu-
lated data of total pressure and static pressure along the duct. It is important to notice here that the
experimental data are obtained averaging over 95% of the full span, that means that the wall boundary
layers are excluded from the averaging process, resulting in a slighty overestimated total pressure.

The axial coordinatex is normalized using the TMTF midspan axial chordC. Generally, the
total pressure curves show two vertical drops forx/C < −0.4 andx/C > 1.6, induced by the work
extracted by the rotors, while the horizontal segment−0.4 < x/C < 1.6 indicates the inter-turbine
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diffuser. In an ideal case (inviscid flow) the total pressurewould not change through the TMTF. In
reality, viscous effects (i.e. wake mixing or structures propagation) take place and they will induce a
slope in this curve. Therefore, the stronger is the slope, the stronger is the local loss.

Comparing the numerical predictions with the experimental data, Figure 6 shows how the trend
in evolution of the total pressure is well captured by Case B and the Unsteady CFD. This is due to
the use of frozen rotor (Case B) or sliding plane (Unsteady case) located atx/C = −0.4 (Interface
II Figure 1), where the idea was to model the evolution of the HP rotor structures (tip leakage vortex,
lower passage vortex,. . . ) entering the duct. All other cases (A,C and D) show a jump at interface
II (Figure 1) caused by the mixing plane. Therefore, performance prediction appears to be overesti-
mated in those cases where the assumption of mixed out flow at the duct inlet is assumed.

The dashed lines in Figure 6 show the propagation of averagedstatic pressure. Looking at the
axial coordinates it is possible to see how the flow recovers pressure within the clean diffusing duct,
while the drop which appears between0 < x/C < 1 is due to the acceleration induced by the turning
TMTF struts.

Table 3: Numerical performance prediction comparison
Total pressure (∆pT%) Static pressure(∆p%) TMTF efficiency (∆η%)

Plane C Plane E Plane FPlane C Plane E Plane F Plane C - Plane E
Case A -2.05% 0.61% 0.01% 0.01% 0.50% 0.82% 8.01%
Case B -0.93% -0.45% 0.03% -0.09% 0.73% 0.81% 1.91%
Case C -1.85% -0.49% 0.10% 0.23% 0.54% 0.81% 7.51%
Case D -2.02% -0.58% -0.02% 0.05% 0.52% 0.78% 8.00%
Unsteady -1.33% -0.71% 0.23% -0.54% 0.39% 0.96% 2.79%

In order to complete the comparison with a quantitative estimation of the errors, Table 3 reports
the percentage difference of total pressure and static pressure for each measurement plane defined as:

∆pT% =
p̄T,cfd − p̄T,exp

p̄T,exp
· 100 (3)

∆p% =
p̄cfd − p̄exp

p̄exp
· 100 (4)

Moreover, in the same table, assuming incompressible flow inthe duct (sinceMaTMTF < 0.6), the
error in estimating the efficiency is reported. This is defined as follows:

η =
p̄T,C − p̄T,E
p̄T,C − p̄E

→ ∆η% =
ηcfd − ηexp

ηexp
· 100 (5)

Table 3 shows how the use of mixing planes in steady simulation (Case A, C and D) leads to the
bigger errors in terms of absolute total and pressure level prediction (difference between experiments
and numerical prediction of the duct efficiency between 7.5%and 8.01%). The setups where the
rotor structures is not assumed to be mixed out at the duct inlet show a consistent improvement for
the performance evalutation: the difference in estimatingthe pressure level is generally below 1%
and for the duct efficiency the error is limited to 1.91% and 2.79% for Case B and Unsteady CFD
respectively.

CONCLUSIONS
Several numerical simulations of a two-stage two-spool transonic turbine with turning struts be-

tween the rotors were undertaken. A special focus was put on the loss development through the LP
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stage. The results were compared with measurements performed in three different planes (down-
stream of the HP stage, at the LP rotor inflow and at the LP rotoroutflow respectively) in terms of
spanwise total pressure, static pressure and yaw angle distribution as well as with the strut blade load-
ing at midspan.

A baseline case where all the interfaces were set as mixing plane (Case A) was compared with
other three steady simulations set with different domain interface options (Case B, C, D). Moreover
the time-averaged flow of an unsteady simulation was analysed.

The comparison of the first measuring plane (Plane C - downstream of the transonic stage) shows
problems for the CFD in predicting the quantities distribution at the lower half of the channel (where
the stator-rotor interaction is more critical) and at the tip leakage region. The best agreement in terms
of quantities distributions in this plane is anyway reachedby the unsteady computation.

The comparison at the TMTF exit flow (Plane E) shows no remarkable differences between the
CFD cases in terms of yaw angle, but a still appreciable offsetcan be seen in the pressure distribu-
tions.

The strut blade loading at midspan is found best predicted byCase B and Unsteady CFD.
The results from this numerical comparison show that beforestarting a simulation aimed to pre-

dict the aerodynamic performance of a similar setup, a careful choice of the CFD settings should be
conducted. In particular, a calculation set in order to minimize the computational cost (i.e. computing
one passage per domain and placing mixing planes) could induce large errors in modeling the real
flow field.

A comparison about the streamwise evolution of mass averaged total pressure and static pressure
show that the use of interfaces which do not mix out the flow field downstream of the rotors (i.e.
frozen rotor, or sliding plane) has a remarkable positive effect on the performance prediction.

A promising research for a correct prediction of unsteady effects as well as a reduction of computa-
tional costs consists in the development of numerical methods which apply chorochronic (time-space)
periodicity in order to reduce the domain extensions (i.e. phase-lagged and time-inclined approaches).
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Counter-rotating turbines represent the state of the art of actual and future aero-engines, built for a con-
siderable reduction of weight and fuel consumption. However, in the open literature there is a limited
number of experimental and computational research about the unsteady interactions in such complex
configurations. The paper presents an experimental investigation on the two-spool counter-rotating tran-
sonic turbine at Graz University of Technology. The rig was designed in cooperation with MTU Aero
Engines and Volvo Aero and considerable efforts were put on the adjustment of all relevant model param-
eters. The test setup consists of a high pressure (HP) stage, a diffusing mid turbine frame with turning
struts and a shrouded low pressure (LP) rotor.

A two-sensor fast response aerodynamic pressure probe (2S-FRAPP) has been employed to provide
time-resolved aerodynamic area traverses downstream of the LP turbine. Structures at the blade passing
frequency of each rotor are resolved by the use of the shaft encoders. Furthermore, a newly developed
phase averaging procedure is introduced to take into account the combined rotor–rotor interactions. Dif-
ferent reconstructions of the time resolved flow field are then presented in the paper, where a detailed
description of the post-processing tools and their interpretation is provided.

� 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Modern turbo-fan engines are designed with a very high by-
pass ratio in order to fulfill different requirements such as small
specific fuel consumption and low emissions. With this geometry
the flow has to be guided from the high pressure (HP) system to
the low pressure (LP) system, and viceversa, by annular ducts with
a respectable radial offset. Intermediate turbine diffusers provided
with turning vanes should guide the flow from the HP turbine to
the LP turbine safely and without disturbances or boundary layer
separations.

As recently reviewed by Göttlich [1], many efforts have been
done in the last years on this field by different research groups
on sophisticated test turbines (Oxford [2], Ohio State University
[3], Von Karman Institute [4], Chalmers University of Technology
[5] and Graz University of Technology [6]). It has been shown that
the unsteady flow features caused by the HP stage, secondary
flows, tip leakage vortex, wakes and trailing edge shocks, influence
considerably the aerodynamics of the turning mid turbine frame
(TMTF). In particular, the vortices produced by the HP rotor close
to the endwalls energize the duct boundary layer there enabling
it to better withstand the adverse pressure gradient. However,
the unsteadiness does not decay within the duct and it influences
ll rights reserved.
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the secondary flows of the turning vanes embedded in the diffuser
and hence its outlet flow.

Therefore, the next step of these researches is to focus on the ef-
fect of the diffusing duct together with up-and downstream com-
ponents [1]. Just recently, Hubinka et al. [7] developed an engine
relevant test setup for turning mid turbine frames with up-and
downstream turbine stages. A further characteristic of this test tur-
bine is that the two shafts are counter-rotating. Even though such
feature represents the state of the art of current aero-engines, the
literature on the unsteady interactions in counter-rotating test tur-
bines is still limited. In the last 10 years, different research groups,
in particular GE Aircraft Engines [8,9] and Pratt and Whitney
[10,11], have performed unsteady measurements in two-spool test
rigs. Similarly, different numerical studies have been recently per-
formed, see for example Qingjun et al. [12]. Most of these works, in
particular Keith et al. [9] and Praisner et al. [11], concluded that the
level of unsteadiness and frequency contents in a counter-rotating
turbine is very high and may not be predicted from classical con-
siderations. There is still a lack of systematic analyses which ac-
count for the different sources of unsteadiness in configurations
relevant for the current and the new engine architectures.

The work presented in this paper includes time-resolved aero-
dynamic area traverses performed on the research facility devel-
oped by Hubinka et al. [7]. A two sensor fast response
aerodynamic pressure probe (2S-FRAPP) in a four-sensor virtual
mode is used to provide the unsteady flow field in different planes
eady interactions in a counter-rotating two-spool turbine rig, Exp. Therm.
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Nomenclature

2S-FRAPP 2 sensor fast response aerodynamic pressure probe
BPF blade passing frequency
cax axial chord
Cpt total pressure coefficient
FHP five hole probe
h channel height
H relative channel height
HP high pressure
LP low pressure
_m mass flow

M Mach number
mr reduced mass flow ¼ _m

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Tt;in

p
pt;in

nr reduced rotational speed ¼ Rotational Speed
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Tt;in

p
p static pressure
pt total pressure
PLA phase locked average
Re reynolds number
REV revolution period
t time

T blade passing period
Tt total temperature
TMTF turning mid turbine frame
v velocity
q flow density
h circumferential coordinate
h i purely periodic component

Subscripts
AVE circumferentially averaged properties
in stage inlet
MEAN area averaged value
MAX maximum value, in the local plane

Superscripts
� time averaged properties
� phase locked properties
0

stochastic fluctuating component
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of the turbine. The paper focuses on the post processing procedures
downstream of the LP turbine, where the unsteadiness of both
rotors influences the flow. In the present case, a classical post pro-
cessing decomposition, developed for unsteady flows in the 1970s
(see for example Hussain and Reynolds [13]), which normally takes
into account the presence of one main unsteady perturbation, does
not provide a global view of the phenomena. It is possible to isolate
just the fluctuations induced by the rotor itself by means of a phase
averaging procedure based on the shaft encoder of one of the two
rotors (e.g. [14,15]). Hence, a procedure for the decomposition of
the original time-signal, which preserves the phases between the
two rotors, has been developed.

The first part of the paper presents the experimental facility and
a detailed description of the data processing tools. In the second
part, after a brief introduction of the mean flow, which is docu-
mented in the works of Santner et al. [16] and Paradiso et al.
[17], the paper focuses on the systematic description and analysis
of the sources of unsteadiness. Different reconstructions of the un-
steady signal are then shown in terms of time snapshots of Mach
number and total pressure in order to identify the relative effects
Fig. 1. Schematic meridional section of the test setup with probe measu
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of the two rotors on the flow field and to verify the validity of
the post-processing procedures that have been proposed.
2. Experimental apparatus and methodology

2.1. Facility

The transonic test turbine facility is a continuously operating
two-stage cold-flow open-circuit plant, which consists of a tran-
sonic HP stage and a counter-rotating LP stage (a schematic draw-
ing is shown in Fig. 1). This unique configuration allows the testing
of rig inserts under aerodynamic conditions relevant for modern
aero-engine. Both turbines are designed with overhung-type tur-
bine shafts and additionally the LP turbine is mounted on an axially
movable frame. This allows easy disk assembly without disman-
tling the bearings and the simple application of transition duct
and TMTF designs with different axial lengths. The facility is driven
by pressurized air delivered by a separate 3 MW compressor sta-
tion. The shaft power of the HP stage drives a three-stage radial
rement planes (C, D, E, F), the results in the paper concern plane F.

eady interactions in a counter-rotating two-spool turbine rig, Exp. Therm.
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Table 1
Blading parameters and operating conditions.

HP vane HP blade TMTF LP blade

Blading parameters
Vane/blade No. 24 36 16 72
Aspect ratio h/cax 1.15 1.37 0.53 2.94
Reynolds number (10�6) 2.38 1.1 1.86 0.46
Tip gap – Unshrouded – Shrouded

HP stage LP stage

Operating conditions

nr ðrpm=
ffiffiffiffi

K
p
Þ 524.4 195.3

mr,in ðkg=s �
ffiffiffiffi

K
p

=ðbarÞÞ 81.2 214.6

Blade passing frequency (Hz) 6640 4260
Stage total pressure ratio 3 1.3
Power (kW) 1710 340
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Fig. 2. Average non-dimensional amplitude spectrum.
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brake compressor. The power of the LP turbine is absorbed by a
water brake with a maximum power of 700 kW. Detailed informa-
tion on the design and construction of the original single stage
facility can be found in Erhard and Gehrer [18]. For the design of
the LP-stage together with the TMTF see Hubinka et al. [7] and
for the operation Hubinka et al. [19].

2.1.1. Test setup
As already mentioned, the investigated test setup consists of a

single stage unshrouded transonic HP turbine, and an S-shaped
turning mid turbine frame (TMTF) followed by a shrouded coun-
ter-rotating LP turbine. Fig. 1 represents a meridional section of
the test facility. The incoming air is accelerated by the HP vanes
in circumferential direction and impinges on the HP rotor designed
with a cylindrical outer contour. Then it is turned by the struts of
the TMTF in negative direction relative to the rotation of the HP ro-
tor and the air enters the counter-rotating LP rotor assembled at a
larger diameter.

Table 1 displays the main design parameters for the HP stage
and the LP stage (TMTF + LP rotor), the design of which was pro-
vided by MTU Aero Engines. The HP turbine consists of 24 choked
vanes and 36 blades. For the LP stage a blade count of 16 struts and
72 blades was chosen in order to minimize the risk of excitation of
the LP turbine.

The HP vanes as well as the outer casing downstream of the
TMTF struts are fully rotatable in circumferential direction. This
enables area traverses for probe and rake measurements in the
four planes identified in Fig. 1. To gain a detailed understanding
of the rotor–rotor interaction downstream of the LP turbine, fast
response aerodynamic pressure probe measurements were
performed.

2.1.2. Operating conditions
Table 1 displays also the main parameters of the operating

point. The investigated aero design has an overall pressure ratio
of 4. The total pressure ratio is 3 for the HP turbine and 1.3 for
the LP turbine. The HP vanes are operating under choked condi-
tions. The absolute Mach number at TMTF inlet with a value of
about 0.5 is representative for realistic duct inlet conditions of
modern jet engines with a single stage HP turbine at cruise operat-
ing point.

2.2. Measuring techniques

Unsteady flow measurements were performed by means of a 2-
sensor fast response aerodynamic probe (2S-FRAPP) [20], operated
as a virtual four sensor probe for 3D aerodynamic measurements.
Flow parameters including total and static pressure, flow angles
and velocity components are derived from three rotations of the
Please cite this article in press as: D. Lengani et al., Analysis tools for the unst
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probe and a set of calibration coefficients (see for example [21]).
The dimensions of each piezoresistive sensor are 0.4 � 0.8 mm,
the distance between the two sensors is approximately 2.2 mm
and the tip diameter of the probe is 1.8 mm. This concludes that
the sensing area of the probe is in the order of 3.9 mm2. The abso-
lute uncertainties of the used probe techniques are equal to
±0.3 deg for the flow angles, ±100 Pa for the total pressure and
±0.4% for the Mach number.

The present paper describes the results obtained by the 2S-
FRAPP in an annular sector in plane F (marked in Fig. 1). Plane F
is a plane perpendicular to the horizontal direction and is located
at 77% of the rotor chord downstream of the blade trailing edge.
Full area traverses were performed over one strut pitch
(22.5 deg) downstream of the TMTF. The measurement grid con-
sists of 21 positions along the blade span and of 46 positions over
one TMTF pitch.

An analog low pass filter (80 kHz) has been applied to the 2S-
FRAPP signals to prevent aliasing. Then, the signal of the probe
and the two shaft encoders were acquired simultaneously. Such
measurement allows the decomposition of the flow with respect
to the phases of one of the two rotors, and hence the effects of
the two rotors on the flow may be observed separately. Further-
more, as it will be shown in the following section, it allows also
the reconstruction of a phase that takes into account the relative
rotor–rotor positions.
2.3. Data reduction method

Data is acquired at 200 kHz for 2 s, it corresponds to more than
100 revolutions of the LP turbine and more than 350 of the HP tur-
bine. The determination of the flow properties is made possible
after phase averaging: the periodic fluctuations of velocity, pres-
sures and flow angles are determined at each phase from the phase
averaged values of the three rotations of the probe [21].

Phase averaging is commonly performed in rotating machinery
by means of one pulse per revolution obtained from a shaft enco-
der (see for example the early papers from Sharma et al. [14] and
Suder et al. [15]). This pulse is used to determine the beginning
of each revolution, which represents also the end of the previous
one. In the present paper each revolution is resampled to a fixed
number of samples in order to correct the small speed variations
of the turbine shafts [22]. The phase averaged values are then com-
puted as the average of the samples at the same phase. Such pro-
cedure is very well established and allows the identification of
the structures correlated to the rotor rotational speed. However,
for the present experiments it is not sufficient, because it does
not provide any informations about rotor–rotor interactions. Since
the two rotors are counter-rotating and their rotational speeds are
uncorrelated, a phase locked average based on the phase of one of
eady interactions in a counter-rotating two-spool turbine rig, Exp. Therm.
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the two rotors removes completely the fluctuations of the flow
quantities induced by the other rotor.

As a preliminary analysis of the relative influence of the two ro-
tors in plane F, an average power spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. The
spectrum is obtained averaging 21 � 46 spectra, namely the whole
measurement area. The spectra were determined from the raw sig-
nal of the probe when aligned with the mean flow. For clarity, the
frequencies of interest, associated with sharp frequency peaks, are
marked over the picture. Such operation allows the identification
of the frequencies and hence the phenomena that characterize this
plane.

The highest amplitude may be identified at the blade passing
frequency of the LP rotor (BPFLP). Significant contributions may be
observed also for the far upstream HP rotor, in particular its blade
passing frequency (BPFHP). Further peaks with lower amplitude cor-
responds to the higher order harmonics of the two rotors. Not only
the multiple of the blade passing frequencies characterize the flow
field, peaks of lower amplitude appear at any linear combination
i � BPFLP + k � BPFHP, with i,k integer numbers. Just BPFLP + BPFHP and
BPFHP � BPFLP are marked over the graph to avoid superposition of
an excessive number of symbols and keep the picture readable.
For the same reason the frequency spectrum has been cut at
15 kHz, a multitude of peaks with decreasing amplitude is traceable
up to 40 kHz according to the linear combination proposed.

2.3.1. Rotor-synchronic averaging, ideal case
To take into account for the full unsteadiness, hence the inter-

actions at the frequencies i � BPFLP + k � BPFHP (with i and k integer),
a special phase averaging procedure has been studied and it is pro-
posed here.

Fig. 3 shows a schematic representation of the shaft triggers.
The time made non-dimensional by the revolution period of the
LP turbine (REVLP) is plotted on the abscissa, and the trigger level
is plotted on the ordinate. The trigger level is a symbolic number
associated to different origins of the trigger. A trigger level equal
to 2 corresponds to the shaft encoder signals and identifies the
beginning and end of the revolutions of each rotor, gray filled dia-
monds for the LP turbine and black filled dots for the HP turbine
(the label REVHP superimposed to the plot helps the identification
of a revolution of the HP rotor, while the revolution period of the
LP turbine may be read on the x-axis). The trigger level equal to
1 corresponds to the identification of the blades within the revolu-
tion, namely every revolution is divided into equi-distant intervals
Coincidence
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of trigger post-processing; the trigger level is a
symbolic number associated to the different origins of the triggers: a value of 2
corresponds to the original shaft encoder triggers, a value of 1 to the interpolated
blade periods within a revolution, and a value of 3 to the new trigger origin as
coincidence positions of the previous levels. The blades of the two rotors are always
in the same absolute position at the trigger ‘‘level 3’’.
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corresponding to the trace of the blade passing period. For read-
ability of the graph the HP rotor has been simplified to 3 blades
(hollow black circles), 3 constant blade period within one revolu-
tion, and 6 blades for the LP turbine (hollow gray diamond) main-
taining the original HP blade to LP blade count ratio (36–72). As
marked over the picture such blade triggers are interpolated. The
identification of equidistant period has the only assumption that
within one revolution the rotational speed of the rotor remains
constant. Considering the very high rotational speed this hypothe-
sis may be considered always verified. A simple algorithm is then
written with the purpose of identifying positions of coincidence
between the triggers of the two rotors at levels 1 and/or 2. The
coincidence is considered as the origin of a new trigger, indicated
as ‘‘level 3’’ in the picture.

From this idealized scheme, it may be shown that the periods
identified with the coincidence positions may be directly corre-
lated to the different sources of unsteadiness. The time interval
Dt between two successive ‘‘level 3’’ triggers is a multiple of the
blade passing periods of the HP and LP rotor. It may be written
that:

Dt ¼ mTHP ¼ nTLP ð1Þ

with m, n non-zero and positive integer numbers. Hence, the
unsteadiness due to the single rotor (BPFLP and BPFHP and their mul-
tiples) is correctly resolved. Furthermore, as previously observed,
the rotor–rotor interactions may be identified for the frequencies
fHP,LP = i � BPFLP + k � BPFHP with i and k non-zero integer numbers.
This frequency may be rewritten considering the blade passing peri-
ods of the HP and LP rotor and their link (TLP = m/n THP) observed
from Eq. (1):

fHP;LP ¼
i

TLP
þ k

THP
¼ i
ðm=nÞTHP

þ k
THP

ð2Þ

Rearranging and considering Eq. (1), the frequency fHP,LP of the ro-
tor–rotor interactions results:

fHP;LP ¼
inþ km

mTHP
¼ inþ km

Dt
ð3Þ

with (in + km) a positive integer number. Eq. (3) proves that the
interaction frequency fHP,LP is always a multiple of the new trigger
frequency 1/Dt.

2.3.2. Rotor-synchronic averaging, real case
In the exemplification of Fig. 3 the ratio of the revolution period

of the two rotors is kept constant and equal to the real one and two
coincidence positions may be identified (t/REVLP = 0.165,1.66 in
Fig. 3). In the real case there are 12 times more blades and then
more coincidence positions. However, in the real case the rota-
tional speed of the rotors may be kept constant within a certain
accuracy, ±1.5/1000 for both rotors in this facility. Even if such
variations are really small, they are taken into account, since the
signals of the two shafts are acquired at a very high frequency.
At the same time, an accuracy for the coincidence of the triggers
has to be chosen. In the present paper the triggers have been con-
sidered to have a coincidence when their time difference was be-
low 1/1000 of the blade passing period of the HP rotor (the
lowest among the two rotors). Under such conditions, for the 2 s
of acquisition time, there are around 600 coincidences, and the var-
iation of such number is within ±2% for all the measurement
positions.

Nevertheless, the small variations of the rotational speed of the
two rotors, unlike the example of Fig. 3, lead to intervals between
each coincidence position that are not constant. To perform a
phase averaging procedure like explained in the beginning of this
section a start and an end of the periodic phenomena has to be
eady interactions in a counter-rotating two-spool turbine rig, Exp. Therm.
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chosen (it is commonly the shaft encoder signal when phase aver-
aging on the revolution period of a rotor). In the present case,
where the phase averaging is meant to be performed out of syn-
chronic positions of the rotor, the beginning of the phase is ob-
tained as previously explained while the end is chosen following
these two criteria:

(1) a fixed number of LP blades is counted after the coincidence
position, this is automatically done as the ‘‘level 1’’ trigger is
interpolated;

(2) within this time interval the ratio of HP blade periods to LP
blade periods is computed, if the ratio is different from the
theoretically predicted (see Eq. (1)) for more than a fixed
uncertainty the period is discarded.

The very stable operating conditions of the facility allowed the
evaluation of 7 LP blade passing periods without discarding any
interval, since the computed blade ratio has variations below 0.5%.

With this procedure the relative position of the HP rotor blades
and the LP rotor blades, in the absolute frame of reference, is coher-
ently preserved at any phase of the newly derived averaging peri-
od. Basically, the positions of the rotors are re-synchronized within
the period of this new phase averaging that will be referred to as
rotor synchronic averaging (RSA) in the followings.

Further, it has to be noted that the parameters discussed up to
now, in particular the accuracy of the coincidence and the accuracy
of the ratio of THP and TLP within one averaging period, are the only
ones to affect the RSA procedure. For example, there is no need to
assume that the blades of the rotors are identical. In fact, when the
RSA is performed over a very large number of periods (600 periods
in the present case) derived from random combinations of HP and
LP blades, the averaging removes the unsteadiness at low frequen-
cies due to the rotor geometrical asymmetries. From the spectral
analysis of the classically phase averaged signal (shown in the last
section of the paper) it emerged that almost the whole signal en-
ergy is included at the blade-passing frequency and its harmonics
for the LP rotor. For the HP rotor, since the blades are transonic, the
generation of shock waves increases the sensitivity to small geo-
metrical asymmetries (see for example [23]) and hence energy
peaks at low frequencies may be also observed in Fig. 2. However,
this does not affect the quality of the results from the RSA.
3. Results and discussion

This section provides time-snapshots of the time resolved evo-
lution of the flow and further power spectra in order to validate the
RSA procedure. Before discussing the time resolved flow structures,
Fig. 4. Time-averaged distributions of the Mach number and total pressure. The main
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the time averaged flow downstream of the LP rotor is briefly intro-
duced. The understanding of the mean flow features is, in fact, nec-
essary to discuss the more complex time resolved flow evolution.

Results are presented in Figs. 4–6 as contour plots of the abso-
lute Mach number and the total pressure in the absolute (station-
ary) reference frame. These quantities are plotted as non-
dimensional coefficients: the Mach number is shown in terms of
M/MMAX, where MMAX is the maximum value of the time averaged
Mach number in the local measurement plane; whereas, the total
pressure is plotted as non-dimensional coefficient Cpt defined as:

Cpt ¼
pt � pMAX

0:5qv2
MAX

ð4Þ

where pMAX is the maximum value of the time averaged static pres-
sure measured in the local measurement plane. According to these
definitions and to the radial pressure gradient induced by the dif-
fusing duct, negative values of the pressure coefficients may be ob-
served. The definitions are applied to both time averaged quantities
(Fig. 4) and time-resolved, phase locked averaged, quantities (Figs. 5
and 6) and are adopted to preserve the original distributions of the
Mach number and total pressure, as they will be referred in the
discussion.

These aerodynamic area traverse plots are views in the down-
stream direction on a sector covering one pitch of the TMTF. Con-
sequently, the pictures cover 4 and 1/2 LP rotor blades and 2 and 1/
4 blades of the HP rotor. In the plots the LP rotor has a clockwise
sense of rotation while it is the opposite for the HP rotor.

3.1. Time averaged flow field

Detailed discussions of the flow through the duct were provided
by Santner et al. [16] and Paradiso et al. [17]. Briefly, they found
that the TMTF exit flow is characterized by large pressure gradients
in the radial and circumferential directions induced by the duct
curvature and by the swirl evoked by the turning struts. Aerody-
namic losses were identified, mainly, in two regions at low
momentum corresponding to the wake of the TMTF and to a large
passage vortex developing in the bottom part of the vane channel.
Similarly, the mean flow at the outlet of the LP rotor is still largely
influenced by these flow structures.

The distribution of the Mach number in plane F (Fig. 4a) shows
large velocity defects in the endwall regions, at the tip the Mach
number is lower than at the hub. The adverse pressure gradient
imposed on the flow by the area expansion leads to such a velocity
distribution. In the circumferential direction, at the tip and at mid-
span, the Mach number distribution is almost uniform. In fact, the
presence of the LP rotor reduces the circumferential velocity gradi-
ents of the upstream plane. However, at the hub there is a local
flow structures evoked by the TMTF are marked over the experimental results.
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Fig. 5. Time-snapshots of the phase resolved Mach number.

Fig. 6. Time-snapshots of the phase resolved total pressure.
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reduction of the Mach number between 0.5 and 0.65 of the TMTF
pitch (Dh/hTMTF).

This structure is the trace of the TMTF passage vortex identified
by Santner et al. [16] which is pushed towards the hub by the ra-
dial pressure gradient. Furthermore, this area, marked over Fig. 4b
as ‘‘TMTF passage vortex’’, is characterized by the lowest values of
total pressure.

The mean flow is characterized by another region at low total
pressure, which starts at Dh/hTMTF ffi 0.8 at the hub, and that, for
periodicity, ends at Dh/hTMTF ffi 0.4 at the tip. This inclined/skewed
region at low total pressure identifies the trace of the TMTF wake,
as marked over Fig. 4b. The wake of the TMTF is in fact skewed by
the swirling motion induced by the TMTF and also by the LP rotor.

3.2. Time resolved flow field

Time-averaging the flow quantities, as provided in Fig. 4, re-
moves completely the effects of the 2 rotors. However, since the
following discussion will be based on the effect of the 2 rotors it
was necessary to briefly present such distributions for comparison.
In this section, to analyze the sources of unsteadiness, the time re-
solved flow field is discussed by means of four different decompo-
sitions of the flow quantities. Phase averaging was performed
triggering the flow with the 2 triggers in order to isolate the effects
of the two rotors. Whereas the RSA procedure, as introduced in
Section 2.3.1, was developed to provide the phase resolved flow
field considering the combined effects of both rotors.

A classical decomposition of the variable p is the so-called triple
decomposition procedure [13]:

pðtÞ ¼ �pþ hpðtÞi þ p0ðtÞ ð5Þ

where hp(t)i is the purely periodic component associated with a
coherent periodic structure and p0(t) is the random fluctuation asso-
ciated mainly with turbulence. This decomposition is valid when a
single source of periodic unsteadiness is characterizing the flow.
However, considering the presence of two rotors at uncorrelated
frequencies (2 uncorrelated coherent periodic structures) the
decomposition may be rewritten:

pðtÞ ¼ �pþ hpðtÞi1 þ hpðtÞi2 þ hpðtÞi1;2 þ p0ðtÞ ð6Þ

where the 2 distinct purely periodic components hp(t)i1, hp(t)i2 have
their own period and frequency, and hpi1,2 (t) indicates the cross-
interactions which generate the frequency peaks at i �
BPFLP + k � BPFHP (with i and k not zero). The rotor synchronic aver-
age provides the following time resolved distribution:

~pðtÞRSA ¼ �pþ hpðtÞi1 þ hpðtÞi2 þ hpðtÞi1;2 ð7Þ

As observed from Eqs. (1) and (3), the energy content at the blade
passing frequencies of the two rotors and their combined interac-
tions is directly linked to this phase averaging procedure. Hence,
the RSA preserves the frequency content of all coherent structures
of the original signal.

A further reconstruction of the signal is also proposed. Even in
such complex flow, the contributions of the time-mean and of
one purely periodic part (e.g. hp(t)i1) give the phase locked average
quantity ~p within the phase of the period of the phenomenon ‘‘1’’:

~pðtÞ1 ¼ �pþ hpðtÞi1 ð8Þ

When such average is performed over a sufficiently high number of
periods of the phenomenon ‘‘1’’ the effects of the fluctuations
hp(t)i2, the random unsteadiness p0(t) as well as the combined inter-
actions hpi1,2(t) are removed. In the present case such operation is
the classical phase average performed considering the shaft encoder
of one of the two rotors. To resolve the unsteadiness of the flow it
may be thought to sum the results of the classical phase averaging
Please cite this article in press as: D. Lengani et al., Analysis tools for the unst
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procedures. In detail, the purely periodic fluctuations hp(t)i1 and
hp(t)i2 may be obtained from Eq. (8) as difference of the phase aver-
age and the time mean value. Then, hp(t)i1 and hp(t)i2 may be added
to the time mean value �p in order to obtain the following time re-
solved distribution:

~pðtÞsum ¼ �pþ hpðtÞi1 þ hpðtÞi2 ð9Þ

However, this distribution resolves partially the unsteadiness of the
flow, it does not account for the rotor–rotor interactions (hpi1,2(t))
when compared to Eq. (7). It has to be noted that ~pðtÞsum is periodic
for the least common multiple of the two periods in analogy with
Eq. (1) which is resolved by the RSA, but it does not capture the
terms observed in Eq. (3). The reconstruction of the original signal
~pðtÞsum will be referred to as sum of the phase averages.

The classical phase averages (LP and HP shaft encoder) and con-
sequently their sum have been further post-processed. The results
obtained from these averages are shown in terms of an average-
blade passing period, which is computed as the average among
the 72 (LP rotor) or (36 HP rotor) blade passages. Due to the high
number of blade passing periods it is possible to compute the aver-
age-representative blade passing period increasing the temporal res-
olution. The sum of the phase averages was then reconstructed as
the sum of the averages on the blade passing periods of the 2 rotors.

Time-snapshots of the Mach number and total pressure distri-
bution downstream of the LP rotor are depicted in Figs. 5 and 6,
respectively, considering the four different decompositions. On
top of the figures the phase locked averages on the LP and HP rotor
triggers are shown on the left and the right side, respectively, while
on the bottom the sum of the phase averages and the RSA are
shown.
3.2.1. Mach number distributions
Clear traces of the LP rotor blades are shown triggering with the

LP rotor shaft encoder (Fig. 5a). The 4 and 1/2 blades of the LP rotor
may be observed as disturbances to the mean flow depicted in
Fig. 4a. There are, in fact, regions at alternately higher and lower
velocities than the mean flow. For example, at the hub the region
of higher Mach are also circumferentially shifted with respect to
the mean flow. Locally, the acceleration inside the blade passage
leads to higher velocities than the mean flow, while the trace of
the blade wake leads to lower velocities.

The effect of this rotor on the flow is way different from what is
classically observed in the open literature of LP turbines (e.g.
[24,25]). The rotor wake seems not to be the main contribution
to loss generation. Instead, the secondary flows at the tip lead to
a particular ‘‘triangle shaped’’ region. Whereas at the hub, the area
at low velocity (0.5 < Dh/hTMTF < 0.7), identified discussing the
mean flow (Fig. 4), is almost undisturbed by the LP rotor blades.
This vortical structure forces the accelerated flow of the blade pas-
sages to lift up.

The Mach number distribution of the mean flow is posed again
in Fig. 5b where the 2S-FRAPP is triggered with the HP rotor. The
picture shows that the effect of the HP rotor on the velocity distri-
bution is less relevant than the one of the LP rotor. Small differ-
ences with the mean flow may be observed just at midspan in
the range of 0.4 < Dh/hTMTF < 0.8. The TMTF passage vortex that
generates the region of low velocity at the hub is influenced by
the unsteadiness of the HP rotor and then small fluctuations, due
to such far upstream bladings, are visible in this area.

These two time snapshots (Fig. 5a and b) are two distinct,
uncorrelated, phases with respect to the LP and HP trigger, respec-
tively. Once summed up the result is provided in Fig. 5c, where the
structures of the LP blades are the main flow features. However, a
local reduction of the velocity may be observed at midspan in the
range of 0.6 < Dh/hTMTF < 0.8 (compare Fig. 5c to Fig. 5a).
eady interactions in a counter-rotating two-spool turbine rig, Exp. Therm.
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Fig. 5d, where the RSA is displayed, presents a result similar to
Fig. 5a and c. This confirms that the influence of the HP rotor on the
velocity distribution is lower than the one of the LP rotor. Further-
more, it provides a first validation for the RSA procedure. In fact,
Fig. 5c and d have small differences that are due to the effects of
the combined rotor–rotor tones. Such interaction is just taken into
account by the RSA, as it will be shown in the last section of the pa-
per, and modifies weakly the velocity distribution.

3.2.2. Total pressure distributions
A different behavior is shown in Fig. 6, where total pressure dis-

tributions are depicted for the four decompositions. The influence
of the LP rotor blades may be observed triggering with the LP rotor
shaft encoder (Fig. 6a). As previously observed for the mean flow
(Fig. 4b), the largest values of the total pressure are measured from
midspan to the tip. The 4 and 1/2 blades of the LP rotor may be
identified as the regions with alternately high and low total pres-
sure, where the high values correspond to the regions at high Mach
number (Fig. 5a).

The effects of the HP rotor are visible in Fig. 6b, where the total
pressure distribution due to this rotor differs from the distribution
of the mean flow (Fig. 4b). In the present view there are 2 and 1/4
blades of the HP rotor, but this number is not clearly correspondent
to what is depicted in the figure. Furthermore, the nuclei at high
total pressure appear at different channel heights. Such structures
are not immediately linked to the number of HP blades but may be
correlated to the interaction between rotors and stators with dif-
ferent blade/vane number, which generates spinning modes
[25,26].

Summing up the two periods (Fig. 6c) or performing the RSA
(Fig. 6d) provides similar and very particular total pressure pat-
terns. Hence, the combined tones (i � BPFLP + k � BPFHP) have a small
influence on the total pressure distribution. In fact, the regions at
low and high total pressure are mostly dependent on the relative
position of both rotors, particularly, on the combination of the ef-
fects of each rotor.

3.2.3. Frequency analysis
Considering Eq. (7), the comparisons between Fig. 6c and d, and

between Fig. 5c and d, reveal that the periodic term hp(t)i1,2 has a
lower amplitude than hp(t)i1 and hp(t)i2. In order to demonstrate
that just the RSA procedure preserves the complete energy content
of the original signal, according to Eq. (7), the Fourier analysis of
the phase locked quantities is provided. As previously discussed
(see Section 2.3), this analysis identifies sharp frequency peaks at
the frequency of interest. Hence, peaks at all the interaction fre-
quencies i � BPFLP + k � BPFHP, which are directly associated to the
purely periodic terms of Eq. (7), may be observed just by the RSA.

For this purpose, average non-dimensional amplitude spectra
are shown in Fig. 7. These spectra are obtained from the phase
locked averages based on the LP rotor shaft, on the HP rotor shaft
and from the RSA, from top to bottom, respectively. In order to pro-
vide accurate Fourier transformation, the criteria to perform the
phase average on the LP and HP rotors and by the RSA has been
changed. In the case of the LP rotor, the phase average is extended
to 3 revolutions of the LP rotor (instead of 1). In the case of the HP
rotor, the phase average is extended to 9 revolutions. In the case of
the RSA 3 revolutions of the LP rotor are counted after the coinci-
dence of the trigger (instead of the 7 LP blade passing periods con-
sidered in Section 2.3.1). Within this interval, since the rotational
speeds of the two rotors have very small fluctuations, the ratio be-
tween HP and LP blade passing periods has variations below 1.5%.
After this further post-processing the frequency resolution is equal
to 21 Hz for the three different spectra.

The FFT performed over the phase average based on the LP rotor
trigger mainly preserves the energy content at the harmonics of
Please cite this article in press as: D. Lengani et al., Analysis tools for the unst
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the LP blade passing frequency (Fig. 7a). Similarly, the phase aver-
age based on the HP shaft encoder preserves the harmonics of the
HP rotor blade passing frequency (Fig. 7b). On the contrary, the RSA
(Fig. 7c) maintains the harmonics of the blade passing frequencies
of both rotors and clearly shows peaks at BPFLP + BPFHP,BPFHP �
BPFLP,2BPFLP � BPFHP and other linear combinations. Furthermore,
at low frequencies (below 1.5 kHz), just one peak is shown and it
corresponds to 2BPFHP � 3BPFLP. This confirms that the RSA aver-
ages out the small asymmetries of the HP rotor blades. In fact,
the amplitude peaks at frequencies lower than 1.5 kHz in Fig. 7b
(for the HP rotor) indicate the presence of small geometrical differ-
ences for the HP blades, as stated in Section 2.3.2, but these peaks
do not appear for the RSA (Fig. 7c).

The relative low influence of the rotor–rotor interactions may
be better understood from Fig. 7c. In fact, the amplitude of
BPFLP + BPFHP, which is the largest contribution to the term hp(t)i1,2,
is three times lower than the amplitudes at the BPFLP and BPFHP.
However, BPFLP + BPFHP,BPFHP � BPFLP,2BPFLP � BPFHP and other lin-
eady interactions in a counter-rotating two-spool turbine rig, Exp. Therm.
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ear combinations are shown as sharp peaks, improving the noise to
signal ratio observed in the FFT of the raw signal (Fig. 2).

It has to be noted that the sum of the phase average, repre-
sented in Figs. 5c and 6c, maintains the peaks at the blade passing
frequencies of the two rotors but not the other interactions
(i � BPFLP + k � BPFHP). In fact, since the reconstructed signal ~pðtÞsum

is obtained adding the purely periodic component of the two clas-
sical phase averages (see Eq. (9)), it may just contain the same en-
ergy contents of Fig. 7a and b.

Therefore, the small differences that may be observed between
Figs. 5c and 6c (sum of the phase averages) and Figs. 5d and 6d
(RSA) are due to the different energy contents. It is only the RSA
that provides a true representation of the periodic flow within
the counter-rotating turbine. The data obtained by means of this
procedure must then be used to compute the correct values of
time-resolved loss evolution. However, the classical phase locked
average provides the relative influence of each rotor on the flow
field and simplifies the identification of the flow structures.
4. Conclusion

Different procedures for the decomposition and analysis of the
unsteady flow field downstream of a two-spool counter-rotating
turbine have been proposed and discussed in the paper. Since the
two rotors of the facility rotate on different spools with uncorre-
lated rotational speeds, a special phase averaging procedure has
been developed. At each phase of this new procedure the HP and
LP rotor blades maintain a coherent relative position. Hence, such
averaging preserves all the possible rotor–rotor interactions. Clas-
sical phase averaging by means of the shaft encoders has been also
performed in order to understand the relative effect of each rotor
on the flow field. Furthermore, the proper sum of these two last
phase averaging procedures has been introduced and compared
to the rotor synchronic average.

Such tools have been used for the analysis of 2S-FRAPP mea-
surements downstream of the LP turbine rotor. In particular, veloc-
ity and total pressure fields have been discussed for the four
different reconstructions of the signal. The LP rotor blades have
the largest influence on the Mach number distribution: locally
there are higher velocities than the mean flow, which are due to
the flow acceleration within the blade passage. In this case the ro-
tor synchronic average is very similar to the phase average per-
formed by means of the LP rotor.

On the contrary the total pressure distribution is affected by
both rotors to the same extent. The fluctuations of total pressure
induced by the LP rotor are still correlated to the local acceleration
induced within the blade passage. Whereas the fluctuations in-
duced by the HP rotor are due to the complex modal interaction
originating from the unequal number of blades and vanes.

The superposition of the fluctuations induced by the two rotors,
represented by the ‘‘sum’’ of the two phase averages, shows distri-
butions very similar to the rotor synchronic average. Briefly, the
influence of the two rotors on the flow may be interpreted by
means of a superposition of effects. However, the energy content
of the original signal is preserved just by the RSA. Even though
the mutual interactions between the two rotors is reduced by the
presence of low aspect ratio turning struts and of a diffusing duct,
the correct reconstruction of the periodic flow is provided just by
the RSA.

To the knowledge of the authors, this is among the first at-
tempts of interpretation of unsteady data in a counter-rotating tur-
bine test rig. The rotor synchronic average was developed to
observe the global evolution of the flow under such complex con-
ditions. Such technique may be used together with the classical
phase locked averaging procedure to isolate the effects of the ro-
Please cite this article in press as: D. Lengani et al., Analysis tools for the unst
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tors, determine the influence of their mutual interactions, and ac-
count for the overall deterministic unsteadiness.
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ABSTRACT
The paper presents an experimental investigation of the

unsteady flow field in the two-spool counter-rotating transonic
turbine at Graz University of Technology. The test setup con-
sists of a high pressure (HP) stage, a diffusing mid turbine
frame with turning struts (TMTF) and a shrouded low pres-
sure (LP) rotor. The two rotors are mounted on mechanically
independent shafts in order to provide engine-representative
operating conditions. The rig was designed in cooperation
with MTU Aero Engines and Volvo Aero within the EU project
DREAM (ValiDation of Radical Engine Architecture SysteMs).

A two-sensor fast response aerodynamic pressure probe
(2S-FRAP) has been employed to provide time-resolved aero-
dynamic area traverses downstream of the LP turbine. Such
measurement allows estimating the total deterministic un-
steadiness transported through the duct. In particular, ithas
been possible to isolate the structures induced by each rotor by
means of the encoders mounted on the two shafts. A global en-
semble averaged field, which takes into account the rotor-rotor
interactions, is also provided. The time resolved distributions
of the flow quantities are then discussed in details. The pertur-
bations due to the HP rotor in terms of velocity and flow angle
are negligible in this downstream plane. Indeed, the largest
fluctuations of velocity are due to the TMTF-LP rotor interac-
tion, they occur in the wake and secondary flows of the TMTF.
Large fluctuations of static and total pressure are instead due
to both rotors to the same extent.

Nomenclature

2S-FRAP 2 sensor fast response aerodynamic
pressure probe

BPF Blade passing frequency
cax Axial chord
Cpt Total pressure coefficient

∗Currently affiliated with Dipartimento di Energia, Politecnico di Milano.

FHP Five hole probe
h Channel height
H Relative channel height
HP High pressure
LP Low pressure
M Mach number
mr,in Reduced mass flow, stage inlet
nr,in Reduced rotational speed, stage inlet
pt Total pressure
PLA Phase locked average
Re Reynolds number
REV Revolution period
RSA Rotor-synchronic average
T Blade passing period
TMTF Turning mid turbine frame
v velocity
ρ Flow density
θ Circumferential coordinate
<> purely periodic component
Subscripts
AVE Circumferentially averaged properties
MAX Maximum value, in the local plane
Superscripts
− Time averaged properties
∼ Phase locked properties
′ Stochastic fluctuating component

INTRODUCTION
The trend for further increasing the by-pass ratio of mod-

ern aero-engines leads to a very large radial off-set between
the high (HP) and low pressure (LP) turbines. The intermedi-
ate turbine diffuser must be able to guide the flow to the low
pressure turbine with low disturbances and avoiding flow sep-
aration. Furthermore, a new concept of integrated design [1],
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FIGURE 1. Schematic meridional section of the test setup with probe measurement planes (C, D, E, F).

which combines the function of a strut with that of a LP-vane,
has been recently developed. The first LP stage is, then, consti-
tuted by the intermediate turbine diffuser provided with turning
vanes (TMTF) and an LP rotor embedded at the outlet of the
duct.

The aerodynamic performances of the diffusing duct and
hence of the first LP stage are influenced by many effects, as re-
cently reviewed by G̈ottlich [2]. Wakes, secondary flows, swirl,
tip leakage flow and trailing edge shocks occurring in the exit
flow of the HP stage and their unsteady interactions with the
struts embedded in the duct generate a very complex flow field.
For these reasons, many efforts have been done in the last years
on this field by different research groups on sophisticated test
turbines (Oxford [3], Ohio State University [4], Von Karman
Institute [5], Chalmers University of Technology [6] and Graz
University of Technology [7]). It has been shown that the vor-
tices produced by the HP rotor close to the endwalls energize
the duct boundary layer there enabling it to better withstand the
adverse pressure gradient. However, the unsteadiness doesnot
decay within the duct and it influences the secondary flows of
the turning vanes embedded in the diffuser and hence its outlet
flow. Particularly, the extent of the unsteadiness at the outlet
of the duct, downstream of the first LP rotor, is critical for the
aerodynamic performances, vibrations and acoustic emissions
of the successive LP stages, and, then, need a careful analysis.

Therefore, the next step of these research is to focus on the
effect of the diffusing duct together with up-and downstream
components [2]. Just recently, Hubinka et al. [8] developedan
engine relevant test setup for turning mid turbine frames with
up-and downstream turbine stages. The work presented in this
paper includes time-resolved aerodynamic area measurements
performed on this research facility. A two sensor fast response
aerodynamic pressure probe (2S-FRAP) in a four-sensor vir-
tual mode has been used to provide the unsteady flow field in
different planes of the research turbine. The paper focuseson
the analysis of the unsteady flow at the exit of the test section
downstream of the LP rotor. The sources of unsteadiness are
identified considering the HP stage-TMTF-LP rotor interaction
by means of the proper analysis of the time signal of the probe.
Thus, the deterministic fluctuations of the flow quantities,ve-
locity, flow angles and total pressure, are quantified in order

to provide the inlet conditions for the design of the successive
stages.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHODOLOGY
Facility

The transonic test turbine facility is a continuously oper-
ating two-stage cold-flow open-circuit plant, which consists
of a transonic HP stage and a counter-rotating LP stage (a
schematic drawing is shown in Fig. 1). This unique configu-
ration allows the testing of rig inserts under aerodynamic con-
ditions relevant for modern aero-engine. Both turbines arede-
signed with overhung-type turbine shafts and additionallythe
LP turbine is mounted on an axially movable frame. This al-
lows easy disk assembly without dismantling the bearings and
the simple application of transition duct and TMTF designs
with different axial lengths. The facility is driven by pressur-
ized air delivered by a separate 3 MW compressor station. The
shaft power of the HP stage drives a three-stage radial brake
compressor. The power of the LP turbine is absorbed by a wa-
ter brake with a maximum power of 700 kW. Detailed informa-
tion on the design and construction of the original single stage
facility can be found in Erhard and Gehrer [9]. For the design
of the LP-stage together with the TMTF see Hubinka et al. [8]
and for the operation Hubinka et al. [10].

Test setup As already mentioned, the investigated test
setup consists of a single-stage unshrouded transonic HP tur-
bine, and an S-shaped turning mid turbine frame (TMTF) fol-
lowed by a shrouded counter-rotating LP turbine. Figure 1 rep-
resents a meridional view of the test section. The incoming
air is accelerated by the HP vanes in circumferential direction
and impinges on the HP rotor designed with a cylindrical outer
contour. Then it is turned by the struts of the TMTF in neg-
ative direction relative to the rotation of the HP rotor and the
air enters the counter-rotating LP rotor assembled at a larger
diameter.

Table 1 displays the main design parameters for the HP
stage and the LP stage (TMTF+LP rotor), the design of which
was provided by MTU Aero Engines. The HP turbine consists
of 24 choked vanes and 36 blades. For the LP stage a blade
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count of 16 struts and 72 blades was chosen.
The HP vanes as well as the outer casing downstream of

the TMTF struts are fully rotatable in circumferential direction.
This enables area traverses for probe and rake measurementsin
the four planes identified in Fig. 1.

Operating conditions Table 1 displays also the main
parameters of the operating point. The investigated aero design
has an overall pressure ratio of 4. The total pressure ratio is 3
for the HP turbine and 1.3 for the LP turbine. The HP vanes are
operating under choked conditions. The absolute Mach num-
ber at TMTF inlet with a value of about 0.5 is representative
for realistic duct inlet conditions of modern jet engines with a
single stage HP turbine at cruise operating point.

TABLE 1 . Blading parameters and operating conditions.

Blading parameters

HP vane HP blade TMTF LP blade

Vane/ blade no. 24 36 16 72

h/cax 1.15 1.37 0.53 2.94

Re(10−6) 2.38 1.1 1.86 0.46

Tip gap - unshrouded - shrouded

Operating conditions

HP stage LP stage

nr,in [rpm/
√

K] 524.4 195.3

mr,in [kg/s·
√

K/(bar)] 81.2 214.6

Stagept ratio 3 1.3

Power [kW] 1710 340

Measuring techniques
Full area traverses with a five-hole-probe (FHP) were per-

formed to obtain the steady flow field. The measurement un-
certainty for the Mach number is within +0.005 and -0.004, for
the total pressure is within±300 Pa, and for the flow angles is
±0.3 deg. These values contain the error due to the approxi-
mation and the systematic error of the multi channel pressure
transducers used to operate the facility.

Unsteady flow measurements were performed by means of
a 2-sensor fast response aerodynamic probe (2S-FRAP) [11],
operated as a virtual four sensor probe for 3D aerodynamic
measurements. Flow parameters including total and static pres-
sure, flow angles and velocity components are derived from
three rotations of the probe and a set of calibration coefficients
(see for example Porreca et al. [12]). This probe is a modified
version of the conventional cylindrical single sensor probe: the
sensor sensible to the yaw angle is classically mounted on the
cylindrical part and the second sensor, sensitive to pitch angle
variation, is mounted on the shaped probe head. The dimen-
sions of each piezoresistive sensor are 0.4× 0.8 mm, the dis-
tance between the two sensors is approximately 2.2 mm and
the tip diameter of the probe is 1.8 mm. This concludes that

the sensing area of the probe is in the order of 3.9 mm2. The
absolute uncertainties of the used probe techniques are equal to
±0.3 deg for the flow angles, and±0.4% for the Mach num-
ber. The uncertainty on the absolute value of the total pressure
is ±300 Pa when the uncertainty of the multi channel pressure
transducers, employed to operate the facility, is also consid-
ered.

The present paper describes the results obtained by the two
probes in annular sectors in planes D and F (marked in Fig. 1).
Plane D is a plane inclined by 110 deg to the horizontal direc-
tion and, at midspan, its distance from the vane trailing edge
is 14% of the TMTF axial chord; whereas, plane F is perpen-
dicular to the horizontal direction and is located at 77% of the
LP rotor chord downstream of the LP blade trailing edge. Full
area traverses were performed over one strut pitch (22.5 deg)
downstream of the TMTF. The measurement grid consists, for
both planes (D and F), of 21 positions along the blade span and
of 46 positions over one TMTF pitch.

Data reduction method
Data is acquired at 200 kHz for 2 seconds, it corresponds

to more than 100 revolutions of the LP turbine and more than
350 of the HP turbine. The determination of the flow proper-
ties is made possible after phase averaging: the periodic fluc-
tuations of velocity, pressures and flow angles are determined
at each phase from the phase averaged values of the three rota-
tions of the probe [12].

Phase averaging was performed triggering the flow with
the 2 shaft encoders according to the triple decomposition pro-
cedure [13], for a generic variablep:

p(t) = p+< p>+p′(t) (1)

where< p> is the purely periodic component associated with
a coherent periodic structure andp′(t) is the random fluctua-
tion associated mainly with turbulence. This decomposition is
used to characterize a single source of periodic unsteadiness
and, in the present case, allows isolating the effects of each ro-
tor. However, considering the presence of two rotors (HP and
LP rotor) at uncorrelated frequencies (2 uncorrelated coherent
periodic structures) the decomposition may be rewritten as:

p(t) = p+< p>HP +< p>LP +< p>HP,LP +p′(t) (2)

where the 2 distinct purely periodic components< p >HP,<
p>LP have their own period and frequency, and< p>HP,LP in-
dicates the cross-interactions which generate energy content at
the frequencies of the linear combinationi ·BPFLP+k ·BPFHP

(with i andk integer and not zero). A particular phase aver-
aging, rotor synchronic average (RSA), has been developed in
order to provide the following time resolved distribution:

p̃RSA= p+< p>HP +< p>LP +< p>HP,LP (3)

The RSA, as described in the following section, preserves the
frequency content of the coherent structures of the original sig-
nal.
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FIGURE 2. On the left, schematic representation of trigger post-processing; the trigger level is a symbolic number: a value of 2 corresponds to
the shaft encoder triggers, a value of 1 to the interpolated blade periods within a revolution, and a value of 3 to the new trigger origin as coincidence
positions of the previous levels. On the right, a scheme of the blade to blade view, the absolute reference for the two rotors (Ref. HP, Ref. LP)
schematically represents the shaft encoder position.

Rotor-synchronic averaging Figure 2 shows a
schematic representation of the shaft triggers. The non-
dimensional time, which is the time divided through the rev-
olution period of the LP turbine (REVLP), is plotted on the ab-
scissa, and the trigger level is plotted on the ordinate. Thetrig-
ger level is a symbolic number associated to different origins of
the trigger. A trigger level equal to 2 corresponds to the shaft
encoder signals and identifies the beginning and end of the rev-
olutions of each rotor, red filled diamonds for the LP turbine
and black filled dots for the HP turbine (the labelREVHP su-
perimposed to the plot helps the identification of a revolution of
the HP rotor, while the revolution period of the LP turbine may
be read on the x-axis). The trigger level equal to 1 corresponds
to the identification of the blades within the revolution, namely
every revolution is divided in equi-distant intervals correspond-
ing to the trace of the blade passing period. For readabilityof
the graph, the HP rotor has been simplified to 3 blades (hollow
black circles), 3 constant blade periods within one revolution,
and 6 blades for the LP turbine (hollow red diamonds) main-
taining the original HP blade to LP blade count ratio (36 to
72), such blade triggers are interpolated. A simple algorithm is
then written with the purpose of identifying positions of coin-
cidence between the triggers of the two rotors at levels 1 and/or
2. When this condition is satisfied the blades of the two rotors
are always in the same absolute position, as it is shown in the
blade to blade view of Fig. 2, on the right. The coincidence is,
then, considered as the origin of the phase averaging procedure
indicated as “level 3” trigger in the picture. The end of the av-
eraging period is instead chosen following these two criteria:
1) a fixed number of LP blades is counted after the coincidence
position;
2) within this time interval the ratio of HP blade periods to LP
blade periods is computed, if the ratio is different from thethe-
oretically predicted for more than a fixed uncertainty the period
is discarded.

The very stable operating conditions of the facility allowed

the evaluation of 7 LP blade passing periods without discarding
any interval since the computed blade ratio has variations be-
low 0.5%. Furthermore, considering an uncertainty of 1/1000
of the blade passing period of the HP rotor for the determi-
nation of the trigger “level 3”, 600 coincidence positions are
found within the 2 seconds of acquisition time. Finally, the600
periods identified following these criteria are phase averaged.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results are presented in this section as contour plots in

the absolute (stationary) reference frame. Mach number and
total pressure are plotted as non-dimensional coefficients: the
Mach number is shown in terms ofM/MMAX, whereMMAX is
the maximum value of the time average Mach number in the
local measurement plane; whereas, the total pressure is plotted
as non dimensional coefficientCpt defined as:

Cpt =
pt − pMAX

0.5ρv2
MAX

(4)

wherepMAX is the maximum value of the time averaged static
pressure measured in the local measurement plane. According
to these definitions and to the radial pressure gradient induced
by the diffusing duct, negative values of the pressure coeffi-
cients may be observed. The definitions are applied to both
time averaged and time-resolved quantities, and are adopted to
preserve the original distributions of the Mach number and to-
tal pressure, as they will be referred to in the discussion.

The aerodynamic area traverse plots (Fig. 3 to 6) are views
in the downstream direction on a sector covering one pitch of
the TMTF. Consequently, the pictures cover 4 and 1/2 LP rotor
blades and 2 and 1/4 blades of the HP rotor. In the plots the LP
rotor has a clockwise sense of rotation while it is the opposite
for the HP rotor.
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Results from the two probes (FHP and 2S-FRAP) agree
very well in the plane downstream of the LP rotor, and hence
the discussion of this plane is based just on the 2S-FRAP. Sim-
ilarly, a good agreement between the two probes was found for
plane D. However, in this upstream plane, the 2S-FRAP was
out of calibration range in a small region; the results shownfor
plane D (Fig. 3) are obtained from the FHP measurements.

Time averaged flow field
Before discussing the time resolved flow structures, the

time averaged flow upstream and downstream of the LP rotor
is introduced (Fig. 3 and 4, respectively). The understanding
of the mean flow features is, in fact, necessary to discuss the
more complex time resolved flow evolution.

In these plots secondary velocity vectors, which help iden-
tifying the secondary flows, are superimposed to the total pres-
sure distribution. Such vectors are defined as the difference
between the local velocity vector and a reference flow direc-
tion (see for example Chaluvadi et al. [14], Persico et al. [15],
and Bagshaw et al. [16]). In the present case the reference flow
vector has been determined subtracting from the local values
the averages of the circumferential and radial velocity compo-
nents in the radial and the circumferential directions respec-
tively. This procedure is made necessary by the velocity gradi-
ents that characterize the mean flow in both directions.

Detailed discussions of the flow in plane D, upstream of
the LP rotor, were provided by Santner et al. [17], Paradiso
et al. [18], and Spataro et al. [19]. They found that high ve-
locity gradients characterize the mean flow in both radial and
circumferential directions: the radial gradients of velocity are
due to the diffusing channel and to the endwall boundary layers
while the gradients in the circumferential direction are due to
the turning of the flow evoked by the struts. The regions with
lower momentum were identified in the TMTF wake.

Figure 3 shows the time mean total pressure, and confirms
that the wake region (marked as “TMTF wake” over the plot)
presents the lowest momentum. Particularly, the lowest values
of total pressure may be observed at the tip on the vane wake

FIGURE 3. Time-averaged distributions of the total pressure coef-
ficient and secondary velocity vectors in plane D.

FIGURE 4. Time-averaged distributions of the total pressure coef-
ficient and secondary velocity vectors in plane F.

suction side (on the left of the wake, marked as “S.S.” on the
plot), and, similarly, low values of total pressure are measured
in the wake suction side close to the hub. Two vortices are su-
perimposed to these two areas at low total pressure in the wake
tip and hub. A third relevant vortical structure that coversthe
lower side of the span may be instead identified as the passage
vortex [19], the core of which (∆θ/θTMTF

∼= 0.2) presents a
local reduction of the total pressure.

This large vortical structure may be observed also down-
stream of the LP rotor (Fig. 4). This vortex is pushed to-
wards the hub by the radial pressure gradient and together with
the TMTF wake hub vortex generates the region at lowest to-
tal pressure. The mean flow is characterized by another large
vortical structure, which leads to another region at low total
pressure. This vortex may be observed at around midspan for
∆θ/θTMTF

∼= 0.1 and it has the same sense of rotation of the
vortex observed at the tip in the suction side branch of the wake
in plane D. The wake of the TMTF is in fact skewed by the
swirling motion induced by the TMTF and also by the rotor,
therefore, the intensity of such vortex is enhanced. The in-
clined/skewed region at low total pressure that is surrounded
by this vortex may be then thought as the trace of the remain-
ing of the TMTF wake.

Time resolved flow field
LP rotor phase As previously discussed, the flow

downstream of the LP rotor is characterized by multiple
sources of unsteadiness (see eq. 2). In order to simplify the
analysis of such complex flow the time resolved results are
discussed at first considering the phase average based on the
LP rotor. As previously mentioned (eq. 1), such phase av-
eraging preserves just the coherent fluctuations due to the LP
rotor. Three time snapshots are extracted from one blade pass-
ing period in order to show the time evolution of the Mach
number, and total pressure (Fig. 5 and 6, respectively). To
allow the identification of the blade wake positions, the iso-
contour lines of the periodic fluctuations of the Mach number
(< M >= M̃−M) are superimposed on the plot of Fig. 5. The
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FIGURE 5. Time-resolved distribution of the absolute Mach number, and iso-contour lines of< M > /MMAX =−2%, plane F.

FIGURE 6. Time-resolved distribution of the total pressure, plane F.

position of one of the rotor wake is marked over the exper-
imental results and it is enclosed by the iso-contour lines of
< M > /MMAX = −2%, and, similarly, the other blade wakes
may be identified enclosed within the iso-contour lines. Hence,
a clear trace of the 4 and 1/2 blades of the LP rotor, which is
moving in the clockwise direction, may be observed. The flow
features caused by the rotor blade are strongly influenced by
the TMTF flow field and the duct geometry. In fact, the largest
velocity defects occur in the tip region and in correspondence
of the TMTF passage vortex.

At the tip, the duct curvature (see Fig. 1) makes the flow
turning, the radial pressure gradient pushes the flow towards
the hub, and, hence, the velocity at the outer casing is re-
duced. At the same time, each blade generates a tip passage
vortex which characterizes the velocity distribution in the re-
gion closer to the tip. Furthermore, a particular “triangular
shape” may be observed in the half top midspan, it arises from
the radial gradients induced by the duct and the circumferen-
tial pressure gradient within each blade passage. These struc-
tures slightly change with the relative circumferential position
of blade and struts (compare the different time steps of Fig.5).
The highest gradients of velocity may be identified in the re-
gion of the TMTF wake, as shown in Fig. 4.

At the hub, the large vortical structure observed in the
mean flow (Fig. 4) characterizes strongly the time resolved
flow field. It generates a strong circumferential gradient ofve-
locity. For example, in the last time snapshot, the Mach num-
ber passes from its minimum value to its maximum between
∆θ/θTMTF

∼= 0.6 and∆θ/θTMTF
∼= 0.95. Due to this struc-

ture it is hard to identify the trace of the blade passage vortex
which is, also, pushed towards the inner casing by the radial
pressure gradient. Furthermore, the blade sweep (see for ex-
ample [20]) should reduce the effect of secondary flows. How-

ever, the trace of the blade velocity defect may be still observed
from the iso-contour line of< M >. This trace is bowed and
becomes thicker while the blade is passing through the TMTF
vortical structure: in the last time step, at∆θ/θTMTF

∼= 0.75
the blade passage seems then thinner, leading to the large gra-
dients of velocity in circumferential direction and in time.

Similar considerations may be obtained from the total
pressure time resolved evolution (Fig. 6). Its largest fluc-
tuations may be observed in this particular position (0.7 <
∆θ/θTMTF < 1.0), where the shape of the total pressure varies
considerably between the different time steps. On the other
hand, the core of low total pressure identified in the time mean
result (Fig. 4) seems just slightly influenced by the unsteady
blade motion. At the tip, as observed for the velocity distribu-
tion, the highest fluctuations of the total pressure may be iden-
tified for ∆θ/θTMTF

∼= 0.35, where the LP rotor is interacting
with the TMTF wake.

To summarize, it has to be noted that this behaviour is dif-
ferent from what is classically observed in the open literature
of LP turbines (e.g., [21, 22]). In fact, in conventional LP tur-
bines, the flow at the outlet of adjacent blade passages is rather
similar, the circumferential gradients are due to the bladeload-
ing, and the thickness and velocity defect of the blade wake
depends on the vane wake-blade interactions (e.g., [23]). Fur-
thermore, such 2D interaction phenomenon is the predominant
in the generation of losses. Instead, in the present case, the
rotor is interacting with a strut of completely different solidity
and aspect ratio (see Table 1). In particular, adjacent blade pas-
sages present different velocity and total pressure distributions.
The regions with lower momentum may be then found within
the blade wake, and mostly in large portion of plane where the
rotor interacts with the large vortical structures evoked by the
TMTF.
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FIGURE 7. Temporal evolution of the coherent fluctuations of the Mach number, at selected locations (right); and their root mean square
computed from the RSA (left), plane F.

Overall unsteadiness The flow field presented in the
previous plots (Fig. 5 and 6) is related just to the structures,
coherent fluctuations, induced by the LP rotor. However, the
unsteadiness in the second stage of a counter rotating turbine is
related also to the HP rotor and the rotor-rotor interactions (see
eq. 3). The overall periodic unsteadiness is captured just by the
RSA, which preserves the energy content of the original signal
and separates it from the stochastic unsteadiness (turbulence).
As described before, the phase average field computed by the
RSA is constituted of 7 LP blade passing periods. The flow
over the blade passing periods identified with this procedure is
not exactly periodic. In fact, it is influenced by the HP rotor
which has a periodicity different from the LP rotor. In orderto
provide informations about the overall periodic unsteadiness,
the root mean square (RMS) of the coherent periodic fluctua-
tions of different flow quantities is then provided in the follow-
ing figures (Fig. 7 to 9). This quantity, computed as described
by Tiedemann and Kost [24], represents an integral measure
for the purely periodic component of the signal. Considering
eq. 3, the periodic part obtained by the RSA (< p>RSA), for a
generic variablep, may be computed as ˜pRSA− p:

< p>RSA=< p>LP +< p>HP +< p>LP,HP (5)

The RMS of this quantity is represented by one value for each
measurement position. It estimates the amplitude of the tem-
poral fluctuations induced by the unsteady interactions with the
upstream rows, namely the HP stage and the TMTF (similar
considerations may be found in [24, 25]). Furthermore, it may
provide informations for the design of the successive stageas
it will be discussed in the followings.

Figure 7 shows the contour plot of the RMS of the Mach
number periodic component (< M >rms) computed from the
RSA. The largest fluctuations may be observed in correspon-
dence of the trace of the TMTF wake and at the tip. The first
region is the inclined line, which starts at∆θ/θTMTF

∼= 0.8 at

the hub, and that, for periodicity, ends at∆θ/θTMTF
∼= 0.4 at

the tip. The contour of this area matches quite well with the
region at low mean total pressure identified in Fig. 4. The sec-
ond region extends over the whole TMTF pitch for 15% of the
blade height at the tip, and its maximum may be observed when
it intersects the TMTF wake. This effect is due to the blade tip
passage vortex which extends its fluctuations when it interacts
with the TMTF structure from upstream. Another core of high
fluctuations may be also identified at∆θ/θTMTF

∼= 0.6, close
to the hub, where the remainings of the TMTF vortices are lo-
cated (see Fig. 4), however, the magnitude of its fluctuations is
lower than in the previous two regions.

However, for the largest portion of the measurement plane
the fluctuations of Mach number are rather small, below 3% of
the local time mean valuēM. It is now important to note that in
this large region the< M >rms is not only due to the periodic
fluctuations induced by the LP rotor but also to the fluctua-
tions of the HP rotor and their interaction. The top right plot

FIGURE 8. Root mean square of the coherent fluctuations of the
flow yaw angle computed from the RSA, plane F.
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FIGURE 9. Temporal evolution of the coherent fluctuations of total pressure, atselected locations (bottom), and their root mean square (top),
plane F.

of Fig. 7 shows the temporal evolution of the purely periodic
Mach number due to two different decompositions, the LP ro-
tor phase in black and the RSA in red. It shows that the oscilla-
tions induced by the LP rotor are lower than the one due to the
overall unsteadiness (RSA). However, in the region with the
highest level of RMS (TMTF wake and tip passage vortex) the
situation is different, there the TMTF-LP rotor interaction gen-
erates the highest contribution to the overall unsteadiness. As
an example, the temporal fluctuations are shown for the TMTF
wake region in the bottom right plot of Fig. 7. In this case,
the oscillations are due to the LP rotor and its interaction with
the TMTF. The temporal evolution of the< M > due to the
overall unsteadiness (< M >RSA) is, in fact, very similar to the
unsteadiness of the LP rotor alone. Hence, the unsteady rotor-
rotor interaction plays a minor role in determining large RMS
of coherent fluctuations of velocity.

Similar considerations may be done for the coherent fluc-
tuations of the flow yaw angle on the cross-section plane shown
in Fig. 8. In this figure, the temporal evolution of the coherent
fluctuations is not represented, since its behaviour is similar to
the one discussed above. However, some differences may be
identified in the distribution of the RMS. The yaw angle fluctu-
ations close to the center of the remaining of the TMTF passage
vortex are now of the same order of magnitude of the fluctua-
tions in the trace of the TMTF wake. Whereas, the largest fluc-
tuations may still be identified in the tip region, where the tip
passage vortex of the LP blades interact with the TMTF. Simi-
larly, in this same region, the pitch angle (not shown) presents
its highest fluctuations.

This plot provides also a very important information. The
successive vane row will experience, in the particular positions

previously identified, very large, unsteady, variations ofthe in-
cidence. Considering that for a sinus the maximum amplitude
is equal to the

√
2 of its RMS, a measured RMS of 5 deg corre-

sponds to a minimum to maximum oscillation of circa 14 deg.
Such incidence deviation is considerably high and may lead
not only to reduced performance but also to very high unsteady
loading and hence excessive vibrations.

A further and non negligible contribution to the unsteady
loading comes from the total and static pressure fluctuations.
In the present configuration the oscillations of total and static
pressure, and their radial time mean distributions have been
found similar and, hence, in the next figure (Fig. 9) just the
total pressure is shown. The considerations that will be done
discussing the total pressure may be considered valid also for
the static pressure, which, of course presents lower valuesand
oscillations.

The behaviour of the RMS of total pressure is different
from what previously observed. For this reason, Fig. 9 shows
the RMS of total pressure (made non-dimensional by the max-
imum dynamic pressure) for two different decompositions and
not just for the RSA. On the top left part of the picture, the
RMS of< pt > is computed from the LP rotor phase and, in-
deed, it shows the same characteristics of the RMS of< M >
computed from the RSA (Fig. 7 on the left). On the top right
part of Fig. 9, the RMS of< pt > is instead computed from the
RSA, and it shows larger values than the RMS of< pt > just
due to the LP rotor. The pressure fluctuations propagating from
the HP stage, which are caused by the strong shock waves gen-
erated by the stator and rotor rows and by their unsteady inter-
action (e.g., [26]), do not decay within the duct. As described
by Göttlich [2], the trailing edge shocks emanating from the
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upstream HP vanes and blades cause pressure waves entering
the duct periodically. These pressure waves cause, then, a sig-
nificant contribution in the pressure fluctuations at the exit of
the duct.

Furthermore, the area at high fluctuations may not be im-
mediately linked to the TMTF structures. However, as it is
shown in Lengani et al. [27], they may be correlated to the in-
teraction between rotors and stators with different blade/vane
number, which generates spinning modes [22,28].

As performed for Fig. 7, the temporal evolution of the
purely periodic total pressure, at selected locations, is shown
in the bottom of Fig. 9 for the two different decompositions
(LP rotor phase in black, and RSA in red). Even in the point
marked as “A”, where the RMS is low for both decompositions,
it is possible to observe a strong influence of the structuresem-
anated by the HP stage. The RSA temporal evolution in this
point is, in fact, characterized by fluctuations at high frequency,
not correlated to the LP rotor, which corresponds to two times
the BPF of the HP rotor. In point “B” the influence of the rotor-
rotor interaction is clear. Large peaks of< pt >RSAappear at
a particular periodicity which depends also on the linear com-
bination of the two blade passing frequencies. Indeed, in this
position, the fluctuations are due to the HP stage-TMTF-LP ro-
tor modal interactions [27]. However, the largest fluctuations,
point “C”, are still measured in correspondence of the TMTF
structures, the trace of its wake in this case. In this position
the rotor-rotor interaction, which may be observed as the en-
ergy content at high frequencies in the RSA (red line), plays
a minor role in determining such large fluctuations. The LP
blade-TMTF wake interaction, still, shows the highest contri-
bution to the RMS of total pressure. However, for the pressure
fluctuations, the rotor-rotor interaction may not be neglected.

CONCLUSIONS
The development of the unsteady flow downstream of a

two-stage counter-rotating turbine has been reported in the pa-
per. The two stages are representative of modern jet-engine
intermediate turbine ducts in realistic two spool conditions.
Thus, the data set provided may be applied for computational
code validation. Furthermore, the time resolved measurements
have been adopted to characterize the sources of unsteadiness
and their relative influence at the exit of the two stages. In fact,
in such a configuration the outlet flow field is characterized by
energy contents which are associated to the blade passing fre-
quencies of the two rotors and their linear combinations.

It has been shown that the velocity and angle coherent fluc-
tuations are determined, mainly, by the interactions of theLP
blade with the structures emanated by the TMTF, namely its
vortical structures and wake. In fact, in the region where the
rotor-rotor interactions are measured, the overall unsteadiness
presents very low fluctuations. Hence, in such positions, the
unsteadiness will not represent a problem for the following
stages. On the other hand, in the regions of LP blade-TMTF
interaction the fluctuations of the flow angle and, hence, of the
incidence of the following vane row are quite large. Due to
the low aspect ratio of the TMTF these regions are extended
for more than 15 % of the pitch and may, then, lead to large
unsteady forcing and vibrations. However, the present investi-

gation identified these areas and the causes which provoke such
high angle fluctuations. According to this, it may be thoughtto
have special design for the vane row downstream of a diffus-
ing duct, or eventually to control, by means of active or pas-
sive devices, the flow exiting the TMTF. Different methods for
reducing the wakes of airfoils have been proposed in literature
(e.g., [29,30]) and they may be eventually applied to the TMTF,
the low aspect ratio of which may facilitate their application.

Furthermore, it has been shown that total and static pres-
sure fluctuations are also caused by the rotor-rotor interactions.
Their highest fluctuations still depend on the TMTF-LP blade
interaction. However, the rotor-rotor interactions lead to a
larger area at high fluctuations. Indeed, fluctuations of pres-
sure may lead to acoustic and vibrational problems. A careful
design of the following stages has then to be done in order to
damp out these excitations. On the other hand, flow control,
duct and vane shape optimization, and endwall contouring are
promising actions to optimize the design of the LP stage em-
bedded in the duct and eventually reduce the extent of unsteadi-
ness at its outlet.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the results of a modal decomposition

method applied to the time resolved data of two different test
turbines. The analysis is carried out on the measurements per-
formed by fast response aerodynamic pressure probes as well
as on CFD simulations. As shown in the earlier aeroacous-
tic theory, a plurality of rotating patterns, also called spin-
ning modes, are generated by the rotor-stator interactions. The
modes may be computed from the flow quantities, such as to-
tal pressure, velocity and flow angles, through Fourier decom-
positions performed in time and space. The deterministic un-
steadiness is then simplified to a limited number of Fourier
coefficients. At a fixed radial position, circumferential lobes
are identified for any multiple of the blade passing frequency.
Therefore, the flow may be described as the superposition of
rotating patterns, the spatial characteristics of which are cor-
related to the linear combinations of blade/vane number.

This analysis has been applied to a one and a half stage
low pressure turbine and to a two-stage counter-rotating tran-
sonic turbine. In the former test case there is a limited number
of modes that characterize the flow field. Hence, the decom-
position in modes simplifies considerably the evaluation ofthe
sources of unsteadiness and deterministic stresses. The sec-
ond test case presents more complex interactions. In fact, the
presence of two rotors induces oscillations at frequenciesthat
corresponds to the linear combinations of the two blade pass-
ing frequencies. Circumferential modes are identified for the
most characteristic frequencies and their physical meaning is
discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The unsteady interactions between stator and rotor rows

affect considerably the aerodynamic performances of turbo-
machinery. As recently reviewed by Adamczyk [1], He [2]

and Tucker [3], the accuracy of computational models depends
on their ability to account for deterministic and stochastic un-
steadiness. Similarly, since the 80s, many studies have been
performed in turbine research facilities (e.g. [4–7]) in order to
increase the knowledge and understanding of the unsteady flow
interactions. Furthermore, not only the aerodynamic perfor-
mances, but also the blade fatigue life and the acoustic noise
emissions depends strongly on this inherently unsteady flow.

In the pioneering work of Tyler and Sofrin [8] it has been
shown that stator-rotor interaction represents a prime mecha-
nism of noise generation. The application of their theory re-
vealed that the sound propagation of tones at the blade passing
frequency (BPF) of a rotor may be effectively cut-off, and then
reduced, with a proper choice of the blade to vane count ra-
tio (see for example [9, 10]). Similarly, the amplitude of the
aeromechanical excitations of a rotor blade depend consider-
ably upon the stator/rotor blade count (e.g. Li and He [11]).

A design that requires a different count of blades and vanes
should be, then, properly interfaced with the aerodynamic de-
sign. Numerical investigations have shown that the unsteady
flow is inaccurately predicted by blade count modification tech-
niques (e.g. [12, 13]). Conventional unsteady solvers repre-
sent a quite time consuming and costly solution to simulate
turbomachinery with unequal blade/vane count. Hence, in the
last years many efforts have been done to provide reliable fre-
quency domain or time-domain Fourier methods (e.g. [14–16]
among many others). Furthermore, as reviewed by He [2], all
such methods are based on a Fourier approach to model the
unsteady interactions which are also suited to the analysisof
vibration and acoustic. These works have been done to provide
a multi-disciplinary design of a turbomachine.

Recently, the modal decomposition proposed by Tyler and
Sofrin [8] have been applied to the unsteady aerodynamic data
obtained in compressors by Arnaud et al. [17] and Courtiade
et al. [18]. They computed spatial and temporal Fourier coef-
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ficients that account for the deterministic unsteadiness ofthe
flow. As also identified by the aerodynamic investigation of
Lengani et al. [19], the flow, in the absolute (stationary) refer-
ence frame, may be considered as the superposition of rotat-
ing patterns. Coherently, circumferential modes were identi-
fied by Moser et al. [20] for an aeroacoustic investigation in
the same test rig of Lengani et al. [19]. Furthermore, Dorney
and Sharma [21] suggested to reduce the flow in Fourier coeffi-
cients to provide boundary condition for computational investi-
gations. The analysis of experimental data in terms of temporal
and spatial Fourier coefficients may then increase the physical
understanding of the unsteady interactions and improve their
applicability to CFD design tools.

The present paper extends the analysis proposed by
Lengani et al. [19]. A double Fourier decomposition is de-
scribed and applied to the data obtained in this previous work.
Namely, area aerodynamic measurements from a fast response
aerodynamic pressure probe (FRAPP) were performed in a
1 and 1/2 stage low pressure turbine. The paper describes
the post-processing procedure adopted to compute the double
Fourier decomposition and, then, its application to the exper-
imental data. A further test case, the experimental resultsof
which have been presented in [22–24], is also discussed. Time
resolved aerodynamic measurements, obtained from a counter
rotating turbine rig [25], are analyzed by means of experimen-
tally validated CFD results. The modal decomposition is ap-
plied to the CFD results in order to explain the unsteady flow
field downstream of the two-spool counter rotating turbine rig.

NOMENCLATURE

A Fourier coefficient of the circumferential mode
B Number of blades
BPF Blade passing frequency
Cpt Total pressure coefficient
CRT Counter-rotating turbine
exp. Experiment
EGV Exit guide vane
f Frequency
H Relative channel height
HP High pressure
LP Low pressure
m Circumferential mode
M Mach number
n Index of the harmonic of the BPF
nc Number of circumferential points
nt Number of points within the revolution period
ps Static pressure
pt Total pressure
q Generic flow variable
r Radius
STTF Subsonic test-turbine facility
t Time
T Blade passing period
TMTF Turning mid turbine frame
v Absolute velocity
V Number of vanes
w Relative velocity
α Flow angle in the blade to blade plane
ρ Flow density

θ Circumferential coordinate
Ω Rotor angular velocity
<> Deterministic periodic component
Subscripts
AVE Circumferentially averaged properties
MAX Maximum value, in the local plane
r relative
Superscripts
− Time averaged properties
∼ Ensemble-averaged properties
′ Stochastic fluctuating component

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
A classical method for the decomposition of unsteady

flows is the triple decomposition procedure [26], for a generic
variableq:

q(t) = q+< q(t)>+q′(t) (1)

whereq is the time average value,< q(t) > is the purely pe-
riodic component associated with a coherent periodic structure
andq′(t) is the random fluctuation associated mainly with tur-
bulence. In rotating machinery, a shaft encoder is commonly
used (see for example the early works of [6, 7]) to provide the
fluctuations induced by the rotor by means of a phase averaging
procedure. The phase averaged value ˜q is equal to:

q̃= q+< q(t)> (2)

Hence, the unsteadiness not linked with the rotor rotational
speed is removed by this operation.

Inside a turbomachine, this expression has been further
decomposed by Adamczyk [27], in particular, the time mean
valueq is evaluated as the sum of two contributions:
1) an axisymmetric term, which is computed as the circumfer-
ential average value over the machine circumference.
2) an average passage to passage flow field (stator-stator in the
absolute reference frame) which arises from circumferential
gradients induced by the stator rows.
The periodic fluctuating component< q(t) > is associated to
the relative motion between the blade rows. In the stationary
reference frame, it is possible to decompose this quantity as the
sum of an average rotor blade passage flow and the stator/rotor
interactions. Similarly, in a simulation based on Fourier meth-
ods the rotor blade flow is solved in the relative frame of refer-
ence and phase lag periodic conditions are applied to account
for stator/rotor interactions [2].

Modal theory
An apparently different decomposition of a variable in

time and space was provided by Tyler and Sofrin [8]. In or-
der to describe the sound generating mechanisms, they wrote
the pressure fluctuations at any circumferential positionsdown-
stream of a compressor stage as a sum of harmonics. The theo-
retical model that they proposed has been verified by numerous
aeroacoustic experimental investigations, and it is validalso for
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turbines (e.g. [20]). In particular, for an ideal rotor withidenti-
cal blades the pressure fluctuations at a circumferential position
θ are represented as the following Fourier series [10]:

p(θ , t) =
∞

∑
n=0

∞

∑
m=−∞

A(m,n)einBΩt−imθ (3)

wheren is the harmonic index (1 for the BPF, 2 for the 2*BPF,
etc.),Ω the rotor angular velocity,A(m,n) the coefficient of the
Fourier series for each harmonicn and for each circumferential
modem.

The pressure field is constituted by a superposition of an
infinite number of rotating patterns, where the number of lobes
is given by successive values ofm. Eachm-lobed pattern ro-
tates at the speednB

m Ω required to generate thenth multiple of
the BPF. According to this convention, positive modes corre-
spond to pattern rotating with the rotor direction, while, nega-
tive modes are related to pattern rotating in the opposite direc-
tion. Furthermore, Tyler and Sofrin [8] showed that the mode
mof the spatial Fourier decomposition is restricted just to some
particular values:

m= nB+kV, with k= ...,−1,0,1, ... (4)

where a simple stator-rotor interaction is considered,B is the
number of rotor blades andV is the number of stator blades.

It is possible to consider the interactions of the rotor witha
complete vane assembly by simply superimposing the effect of
the single event. For example, in a turbine, a modem∗ gener-
ated by a stator-rotor interaction will be scattered in the modes
m= m∗+kV2, with k= ...,−1,0,1, ... by the following stator
rows. Hence, for a stator-rotor-stator assembly the following
modes are predicted:

m= nB+k1V1+k2V2, with k1,k2 integer (5)

whereV1 andV2 are the number of vanes of the first and second
stator row, respectively. A further extension of the present the-
ory was provided by Holste and Neise [28]. They described the
possible modes which may propagate in case of rotor-rotor in-
teraction with different rotational speed, counter or co-rotating.

Modal decomposition of the flow field
The modal theory has been developed for the pressure

field. However, as experimentally observed by Lengani et al.
[19], rotating patterns characterize all the aerodynamic quan-
tities, the components of the velocity, the flow angles, and
the pressure fluctuations. Hence, the decomposition of eq. 3
may be applied to the aerodynamic field. For example, Hall
et al. [15], represented the flow variables as a Fourier series in
time with spatially varying coefficients in order to satisfythe
temporal periodicity of the flow in a time-harmonic balance
computational method.

On the basis of the modal theory, a double Fourier de-
composition method was developed by Courtiade et al. [18].
They perform a spatial Fourier decomposition of a generic flow

quantityq in space in order to obtain a spatial mode for differ-
ent time steps. Then, they apply a second Fourier transform
in time of the spatial modes. The information obtained from
the first decomposition is the structure of the spatial lobes. The
second transformation is then necessary to understand the rota-
tional speed of the lobes and the stator/rotor interactionswhich
generate the mode.

In the present paper a similar double Fourier decomposi-
tion is proposed. However, the order of the decompositions
is the opposite of the method of Courtiade et al. [18]. For
every radial and circumferential position of the measurement
mesh a discrete Fourier transform is applied to the phase aver-
aged generic flow quantityq (normalization factor are volun-
tary omitted in the formulation):

q( f )θ ,r = ∑
nt

q(t)θ ,re
−int f (6)

where the limits of the integration are defined by the number of
pointsnt within the revolution period, obtained from the phase
averaging procedure. This is the classic discrete Fourier trans-
form in time which reveals the frequencies that characterize the
flow field.

Thereafter, a discrete Fourier transformation in the circum-
ferential direction is applied to the complex numberq(θ , r, f ):

A(m)r, f = ∑
nc

q(θ)r, f e
−incm (7)

where the limit of the integration are defined now by the num-
ber of pointsnc in the circumferential direction. The operation
is performed at any fixed frequencyf and radiusr and now the
variableq(θ)r, f is integrated over the circumferential position
θ . The Fourier coefficientsA(m)r, f are, then, a set of complex
numbers which are functions of the frequency and of the ra-
dius at which the data are obtained. Further, a similar Fourier
decomposition was performed along the radial direction. How-
ever, radial modes may not be easily correlated to the turbine
geometry like the circumferential modes and for this reasonthe
following discussion will focus just on circumferential modes.

In this last formulation the fluctuations of the generic
variable q(θ)r, f are written as complex numbers in the fre-
quency domain. According to the Fourier transform theory a
transformation of complex numbers leads to values ofA(m)r, f

which are not symmetric with respect to the spatial frequency
(namely, the modesm). Modes, as predicted by the modal the-
ory, are, then, positive or negative, spinning in the same di-
rection or in the opposite direction of the rotor, respectively,
following the convention previously adopted.

Equation 7 may be applied to different circumferential
boundaries, where the spatial extension of the boundary de-
fines the minimum mode computable. In fact, the minimum
mode computable, except for the mode 0, is directly propor-
tional to the circumferential arc adopted in the decomposition.
For example, measurements across a sector of 15 deg will lead
to a minimum computable mode equal to 24. Similarly, the
number of circumferential points define the maximum mode
computable. Therefore, it is easy to demonstrate that all the
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modes of interest are computed when eq. 7 is applied to the
blade/vane count periodicity condition of a test rig.

Analogy with conventional decomposition
At any frequency and radial position a set of coefficients

A(m)r, f is defined. Comparing eq. 3 and eq. 7, it turns out that
the contribution to the deterministic unsteadiness is constituted
by the multiple of the blade passing frequency. Performing an
analogy with the Adamczyk’s decomposition [27], this set of
coefficients is the sum of different contributions:
1) the frequency 0 (time mean value) and circumferential mode
0 corresponds to the axisymmetric term;
2) the frequency 0 (time mean value) and circumferential mode
different from zero corresponds to the average stator to stator
flow field;
3) the unsteadiness due to the rotor and its interactions with the
stator rows correspond to the sum of the modesA(m)r, f at all
the multiple of the blade passing frequency.
This last contribution may be further decomposed, considering
eq. 5, in the following two terms:
3’) for k1,k2 equal to zero: the modesm= nB at the rotational
speednB

m Ω correspond to the average rotor blade passage flow.
For example, at the BPF a mode corresponding to the blade
number is observed, at 2 times the BPF a mode corresponding
to 2 times the blade number is observed and so on. All these
modes rotate at the rotational speed of the rotor (eq. 3), there-
fore, they are the trace of the rotor signal.
3”) for k1,k2 not zero: all the lobed structures arising from the
stator/rotor interactions are identified.

TEST CASES
Experimental test facilities

The Institute for Thermal Turbomachinery and Machine
Dynamics (ITTM) at Graz University of Technology operates
a 3 MW compressor station to supply a couple of test facili-
ties with pressurized air. Experiments were carried out on two
continuously operating cold-flow turbines, namely, a subsonic
test turbine facility (STTF) and a transonic counter-rotating test
turbine facility (CRT). In the next two subsections a brief de-
scription of the two test turbines is provided. A full description
of the STTF-test facility is given in Moser et al. [29], whereas,
a full description of the CRT-facility is provided by Hubinka et
al. [25,30].

Subsonic (LP) turbine The subsonic low pressure
turbine is constituted by 1 and 1/2 stage, which is represen-
tative of the last stage of a commercial engine with turbine exit
casing. The test section is provided with a LP stage (stator
and rotor with 96 vanes and 72 blades, respectively) followed
by low aspect ratio exit guide vanes (EGV), constituted by 15
vanes (Tab. 1).

The aerodynamic design of the low pressure turbine was
performed by MTU Aero Engines. Considerable effort was put
into the adjustment of all relevant model parameters to repro-
duce the full scale LPT situation. The operating points were
defined according to a current LP turbine design practice us-
ing scaling along reduced speed, mass flow and pressure ratio.

The present paper reports the result obtained for an operating
condition representative of take-off (see Lengani et al. [19] for
more details). At the rotor exit mid-span, the Reynolds number
is equal to 240000 and the relative Mach number is equal to
0.53.

Counter-rotating transonic turbine The transonic
test turbine facility consists of a transonic HP stage and a
counter-rotating LP stage, where an S-shaped turning mid tur-
bine frame (TMTF) guides the flow from the unshrouded HP
rotor to the LP rotor. The HP turbine consists of 24 choked
vanes and 36 blades (Tab. 1). For the LP stage, a blade count
of 16 turning struts and 72 blades was chosen in order to mini-
mize the risk of excitation of the LP rotor.

This unique configuration allows the testing of rig in-
serts under aerodynamic conditions relevant for modern aero-
engine, the operating condition was provided by MTU Aero
Engines. The investigated aero design has an overall pressure
ratio of 4. The total pressure ratio is 3 for the HP turbine
and 1.3 for the LP turbine. The HP vanes are operating under
choked conditions. The absolute Mach number at the TMTF
inlet is 0.5. This is representative for realistic duct inlet con-
ditions of modern jet engines with a single stage HP turbine at
cruise operating point.

Measurement technique
Unsteady flow measurements were performed by means

of two different fast-response aerodynamic pressure probes. In
the subsonic turbine a cylindrical one sensor probe has been
used, see Persico et al. [31] for more details. In the transonic
turbine a 2-sensor probe, operated as a virtual four sensor probe
for 3D aerodynamic measurements [32], has been used. For
both probes, the extended uncertainty is in the order of±0.5%
of the kinetic head for the pressure measurements and of±0.3
deg for the flow angles.

The present paper focuses its discussion on the measure-
ment carried out in annular sectors downstream of the rotor
of the STTF facility and downstream of the second rotor (LP
rotor) of the counter-rotating turbine. Measurements are per-
formed for 24 deg (EGV pitch) for the STTF facility, and 22.5
deg (TMTF pitch) for the CRT facility. Table 1 summarizes
these data and provides further information such as the dis-
tance of the measurement plane from the rotor trailing edge,
the circumferential resolution of the traversing, and the num-
ber of points per measurement mesh.

For the STTF, the area of investigation is larger than the
stator/rotor periodicity of the LP turbine, which is 15 deg.In
the case of the CRT, the area of investigation is smaller thanthe
turbine periodicity, which is 90 deg. However, in the CRT, due
to the complexity of the test rig, it is not possible to continually
traverse, with a probe, more than one TMTF pitch.

Data is acquired for more than 100 revolutions of the ro-
tor upstream of the measurement planes. The determination
of the flow properties is made possible after phase averaging.
The periodic fluctuations of velocity, pressures and flow angles
are determined from the phase averaged values obtained from
the three rotations of the probes and a set of calibration coeffi-
cients (see for example Porreca et al. [33]). The final resolution
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TABLE 1 : Configurations of the turbines and summary of measurement/CFD investigations.

Subsonic LP turbine (STTF) [19] Counter-rotating turbine (CRT) [24]

Blade rows: Stator/Rotor/EGV HP Stator/HP Rotor/TMTF/LP Rotor

Number of blades/vanes: 96/72/15 24/36/16/72

Rig periodicity: 120 deg 90 deg

Measurement/CFD plane: downstream of rotor, exp. downstream of theLP rotor, exp. and CFD

Distance of plane from rotor trailing edge: 60% of rotor axial chord 77% of rotor chord

Annular sector investigated (exp.): 24 deg 22.5 deg

Measurement circumferential resolution: 0.7 deg 0.5 deg

Measurement mesh (circumferential x radial): 35 x 28 points 46 x 21 points

Interactions analyzed: stator/rotor, 15 deg, exp. all rows, 90 deg, CFD

in time of the measurements is up tot/T = 0.025.
The interested reader may find more details on the mea-

surement campaigns, the probes and the data post-processing
method in Lengani et al. [19] for the subsonic turbine, and in
Lengani et al. [24] for the transonic turbine.

Computations, CRT
The numerical investigation on the two shaft facil-

ity (CRT) was performed by a commercial CFD code
(CFX c©v12.1). The computational grid consists of 14 mil-
lions elements divided in five domanins (two rotating for the
rotors and three stationary for the vanes and the outflow), all of
them with 90 degrees periodicity. The mesh adopted for the un-
steady computation is similar to the mesh provided in Spataro
et al. [34] for a steady computation but extended to the 90 de-
grees periodicity and to the HP stage. A grid refinement study
was performed for the steady CFD, as described by Spataro et
al. [34].

The unsteady simulation required about 28 gigabyte of
memory. They+ was kept below 1 next to the blade sur-
face and below 2 next to the endwall. The code solves the
Navier Stokes equation system with first order accuracy in ar-
eas where the gradients change sharply to prevent overshoots
and undershoots and maintain robustness, and second order
in flow regions with low variable gradients to enhance accu-
racy [35]. The turbulence model used was the SST−k−ω by
Menter [36]. The unsteady flow was computed by second order
backward equations: the timestep was chosen as 1/100 of the
high pressure rotor blade passing period. The conditions atthe
inlet and outlet boundaries were taken from the experimental
measurements performed by Santner et al. [22] and Hubinka et
al. [30].

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The present section discusses the results of the modal de-

composition applied to the two test turbines described above.
Table 1 provides a small summary of the investigated cases and
details of the measurements and CFD. In particular, the STTF
results have been used to describe the method. Whereas, the
modal decomposition of the CFD results of the CRT facility

have been used to describe the flow features of the experimen-
tal results.

Low pressure turbine
The time-resolved evolution of the flow downstream of the

STTF turbine rotor is discussed in this section. A brief sum-
mary of the flow features is provided in order to introduce the
results of the modal analysis. A more detailed discussion of
the flow is given in Lengani et al. [19], where the modal theory
was introduced in order to explain the spinning modes which
characterize the flow. Averages in different relative reference
systems were used to quantify the influence of the unsteadi-
ness due to the stator/rotor interaction. However, the present
discussion will show that the modal decomposition simplifies
and completes this analysis. Such decomposition reduces the
problem of the unsteady flow features to circumferential modes
of known amplitude and rotational speed.

Results are presented in Fig. 1 as contour plots of the rela-
tive Mach number in the absolute (stationary) reference frame.
These plots are views in the downstream direction on a sector
covering one pitch of the exit guide vane and consequently 6.4
pitches of the stator vane and 4.8 rotor blade passages.

The flow features that are caused by the rotor blades, hub
secondary vortex, the tip leakage vortex and the rotor wake,
are identified in Fig. 1. The largest velocity defects may be
observed in the endwall regions. In particular, the tip leakage
vortex shows a nucleus with considerably lower relative Mach
numbers than the hub secondary vortex.

Due to the high aspect ratio of the rotor blade the re-
gion between 15% and 80% passage height is characterized
by velocity defects related to the blade wakes. This is the re-
sult of two-dimensional interaction mechanisms such as vane
wake-blade interaction [4, 5]. Furthermore, due to the unequal
vane/blade count (see Tab. 1) the shape and the strength of the
wake and consequently of the rotor core flow is not circumfer-
entially constant. Similarly, circumferential variations in the
vane/blade mutual potential interactions are due to the varia-
tions of incidence induced by the relative motion. In fact, the
rotor blades during their motion are facing different viscous
effects from the stator vanes. These complex interactions gen-
erate spinning modes [19].
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FIGURE 1: Time-resolved distribution of the relative Mach number, STTF.

To help the reader following the evolution of the blade ve-
locity defects and underline the spinning mode the iso-contour
line of the relative total pressure coefficient is superimposed
on each plot of Fig 1. The relative total pressure coefficientis
here defined as the difference between the ensemble averaged
relative total pressure and its circumferential average and made
non dimensional:

C̃ptr =
p̃tr − ptr,AVE

0.5ρw2
AVE

(8)

This definition allows the identification of the blade wake
and secondary flows within one region, delimited by two iso-
contour lines, along the whole span. A value ofC̃ptr = −5%
has been chosen to represent the low momentum areas.

An area enclosed within the iso-contour lines, marked with
the letter “S” superimposed on the plot identifies a blade wake
with very low width at a circumferential position of around 44
deg in the first time step (t/T = 0). A similar flow configuration
is visible at the circumferential position of around 40 deg in the
time stept/T = 0.25 and successively at 35 deg in the time in-
stantt/T = 0.5. From this last position it leaves the measure-
ment plane. It is evident that this flow feature rotates clock-
wise in the area under investigation. This phenomenon char-
acterizes the whole flow field. For example, the wake with the
largest width identified here with the letter “L” rotates clock-
wise of around 4 degrees each quarter of the blade passing pe-
riod. Furthermore, all these flow features are repeated every
three blade passages at a fixed time snapshot, see for example
the iso-contour lines marked as L and L′ for t/T = 0 and the
lines marked as L and L′′ for t/T =0.75.

Modal decomposition, analysis The rotating pat-
tern here identified is rotating clockwise and it moves 15 deg
while one blade moves counterclockwise by about 5 deg dur-
ing the blade passing period. It means that this pattern “spins”
three times faster than the rotor and in the opposite direc-
tion. This spinning mode corresponds to the modem= −24,
and the modal theory (see eq. 3) predicts its rotational speed
B
mΩ = 72

−24Ω = −3Ω, and the sign confirms the sense of rota-
tion (opposite to the rotor). To demonstrate the existence of
such spinning mode a simple sketch, adapted from the original

work of Tyler and Sofrin [8] (cf. Fig. 16A and 16B of their
paper), was provided in Lengani et al. [19]. However, the de-
composition by means of the mathematical formulations of eq.
6 and 7 provides a larger amount of detailed data.

The results of the modal decomposition are shown in Fig.
2 for three different flow quantities and two frequencies of in-
terest, namely, the blade passing frequency (BPF) and its har-
monic (2BPF). As reported in Tab. 1, the unsteady aerody-
namic measurements were performed for 24 deg, while the sta-
tor/rotor periodicity is 15 deg. Hence, the measurement do-
main has been reduced to 15 deg. Under such condition, the
resolution of the modal decomposition is 24 modes and, then,
the decomposition is set to resolve correctly the modes of in-
terest (m= 72i +96k, multiples of 24). According to the mea-
surement mesh and considering the Nyquist-Shannon sampling
theorem the maximum mode computable is±264. However, it
is well known that the circumferential fluctuations with a very
large number of lobes (small circumferential wave length) have
the fastest decay rate (see, for example, He et al. [37]), and,
hence, they are negligible.

Figure 2a shows the amplitude of the modal decomposi-
tion of the Mach number for three different radial positions:
tip (H = 0.95), mid-span (H = 0.5), hub (H = 0.125). These
positions are selected to highlight the effect of the flow struc-
tures identified from Fig. 1: interaction of the stator tip sec-
ondary flows with the tip leakage vortex (tip), the stator wake
and rotor (mid-span) and the stator hub secondary flow with ro-
tor hub secondary flow (hub). The Fourier coefficientsA(m)r, f ,
computed from equations 6 and 7, are complex numbers. Their
amplitude is sufficient to describe the stator/rotor interactions,
and then their phase is not shown or commented in the follow-
ing sections of the paper. The amplitude is plotted as relative
amplitude with respect to the fluctuations induced at the tip
by the rotor tip leakage vortex (mode 72 at the BPF). The cir-
cumferential mode is plotted on the abscissa dividing it by 24,
hence a value of−1 corresponds to the mode−24, a value of 3
to the mode 72 and so on. To avoid confusion in the discussion,
the actual mode number will be referred to (−24,72, ...).

In this picture, the dominant unsteady fluctuation is due to
the rotor trace itself (mode 72 for the BPF and mode 144 for the
2BPF). Coherently with the results of Fig. 1, the fluctuations
induced by the tip leakage vortex are much higher than the one
due to the wake (mid-span) or to the hub passage vortex (hub).
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(a) Mach number
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(b) Static pressure
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(c) Flow angle

FIGURE 2: Circumferential mode amplitudes, STTF; from top to
bottom of each subfigure: tip, mid-span, hub.

Furthermore, stator/rotor interactions with a lower amplitude
are observed for the modesm= 72+96k= −120,−24,168 at
the BPF, and for the modem= 2∗72−96= 48 at the 2BPF.
Therefore, the flow field may be interpreted as superpositionof
more modes than just the modes−24 and 72. In particular, at
mid-span the mode 168 has an amplitude larger than the mode
−24. Since its wave length is smaller than the one of the rotor,
such mode will decay along the machine axis faster than the
rotor structure. At mid-span and at the hub, the distribution of
the Mach number could be approximated just considering the
viscous effect of the rotor and not its interactions with thesta-
tor.

The modal decomposition of the static pressure is associ-
ated to the same modes (Fig. 2b). However, the stator/rotor
interaction plays a different role: at mid-span the largestcon-
tribution to the fluctuations of the static pressure is due tothis
interaction (modem= 2∗72−96= 48 at the 2BPF) and not
to the structures of the rotor itself. Furthermore, at the hub, the
amplitude of the mode−24 is now comparable to the amplitude
of the rotor induced unsteadiness. Just at the tip, the rotoritself
represents the largest contribution to the unsteadiness, but the
contributions due to the stator/rotor interaction are still relevant
(modes−24,168 at the BPF and modes±48 at the 2BPF).

Similar considerations are obtained from Fig. 2c, where
the amplitude of the flow angle modal decomposition is plot-
ted. The unsteadiness at the tip is mainly determined by the
rotor, namely, by the mode 72 due to the deterministic fluctu-
ations induced by the tip leakage vortex. On the contrary, at
mid-span and at the hub, the overall fluctuations caused by the
stator/rotor interaction overcome the fluctuations of the rotor
alone.

The results of the modal decomposition show that the am-
plitude of the circumferential modes associated to the flow vari-
ables depicted in Fig. 2 does not present a clear trend. Each
variable is, in fact, the solution of different equations ofthe
Navier-Stokes set of equations. Hence, as also observed by the
computational method proposed by Hall et al. [15], different
spatial and temporal Fourier coefficients are associated tothe
different flow variables.

However, the circumferential modes that characterize the
deterministic unsteadiness are well defined by this analysis, in
particular, only the modes predicted by eq. 4 have a large am-
plitude. The overall deterministic unsteadiness of any variable
is constituted just by contributions at specific temporal frequen-
cies (BPF and 2BPF in this case) and spatial frequencies (e.g.
modes−24,72,168 at BPF and modes±48 and 144 at 2BPF)).
Normally, CFD methods based on Fourier coefficients account
for temporal or spatial periodicity [2], while the decomposi-
tion of experimental results proposed here shows spatial and
temporal periodicity. Any flow quantity may be interpreted as
a superposition of a limited number of spinning modes (e.g. 6
relevant modes in this case) the sense of rotation and spatial
wave length of which are predictable (see eq. 3 and 4).

Counter-rotating turbine
The time-resolved evolution of the the flow downstream of

the CRT low pressure rotor is described in this section. Before
discussing the modal decomposition, a brief summary of the
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FIGURE 3: Time-resolved distribution of the total pressure, LP rotor induced fluctuations downstream of the LP rotor, CRT.

FIGURE 4: Time-resolved distribution of the total pressure, HP rotor induced fluctuations downstream of the LP rotor, CRT.

flow features is provided. Detailed results of the unsteady flow
behaviour were provided in Lengani et al. [24].

Results are presented as contour plots of the total pres-
sure in the absolute (stationary) reference frame (Fig. 3 and 4).
These plots are views in the downstream direction on a sector
covering one pitch of the TMTF and consequently 4.5 LP rotor
blade passages and 2.25 HP rotor blade passages (see table 1).
In the figures, the total pressure is plotted as a non dimensional
coefficientCpt defined as:

Cpt =
pt − ps,MAX

0.5ρv2
MAX

(9)

whereps,MAX is the maximum value of the time averaged static
pressure measured in the local measurement plane. According
to this definition and to the radial pressure gradient induced by
the diffusing duct, the pressure coefficients may present nega-
tive values. This definition has been adopted in order to pre-
serve the original distribution of the total pressure, as itwill be
referred to in the discussion.

Downstream of a counter-rotating turbine the flow is char-
acterized by multiple sources of unsteadiness, namely, the
structures arising from the HP rotor, from the LP rotor, and
from their interactions. The results are shown in Fig. 3 and
4 considering the phase average on the LP rotor and on the
HP rotor, respectively, in order to simplify the analysis ofsuch
complex flow. Considering eq. 1, the phase average on one of
the two rotor shaft removes the coherent fluctuations due to the
other rotor.

Three time snapshots are extracted from one blade passing
period of the LP rotor (Fig. 3) and of the HP rotor (Fig. 4)
in order to show the time evolution of the total pressure. The

influence of the LP rotor blades, which rotates clockwise, is
shown in the first figure. The flow features caused by the 4 and
1/2 blades of the LP rotor may be identified as the regions with
alternately high and low total pressure along the circumferen-
tial direction.

The effects of the HP rotor are visible in Fig. 4. In each
time step there should be the trace of 2 and 1/4 blades of the
HP rotor. However, this number is not clearly correspondent
to what is depicted in the pictures. Furthermore, the nucleiat
high total pressure appear at different radial positions and it is
not possible to identify a clear sense of rotation (as markedover
the picture the HP rotor rotates in the counterclockwise direc-
tion). The fluctuations of the flow induced by the HP rotor are
a sum of rotating patterns due to the interactions with the stator
rows. Hence, the modal decomposition may provide a better
analysis of the interactions that are observed.

As previously mentioned, the constructive complexity of
the rig did not allow a continuous traversing of the pressure
probe for the full periodicity of the rig (90 deg). Therefore, a
CFD unsteady simulation considering the rig periodicity was
performed. Disregarding the time mean term, the modal de-
composition is focused on the unsteady fluctuations (< pt >,
of eq. 1). Hence, to verify the validity of the CFD simula-
tion in comparison with the experimental results, average am-
plitude spectra are provided in Fig. 5. The amplitude spectra
are obtained as average values over different circumferential
positions at mid-span. A similar method of validating CFD
was used by Peters and Spakovszky [38] for a counter-rotating
propfan.

The plot provides information on the frequencies and
hence the phenomena that characterize the flow. In fact, as
marked over the picture, sharp frequency peaks correspond to
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FIGURE 5: Average non-dimensional amplitude spectra at mid-span,
downstream of CRT LP rotor. Comparison between experimental and
CFD results.

the blade passing frequencies of the two rotors and their lin-
ear combinations. The two higher contributions correspond
to the blade passing frequencies of the two rotors (BPFLP and
BPFHP). Further peaks at lower amplitude appear at any linear
combinationi ·BPFLP + k ·BPFHP, with i,k integer numbers
(justBPFLP+BPFHP andBPFHP−BPFLP are marked over the
graph to keep the picture readable).

At selected, characteristic frequencies the CFD results are
superimposed on the graph. The mean amplitude of the fluctu-
ations, and their relative magnitude, computed from the CFD
show a good agreement with the experimental results. Hence,
the results from the CFD are further analyzed by means of the
modal decomposition in the followings, in order to better un-
derstand the flow interactions inside the turbine.

Modal decomposition, analysis The results of the
modal decomposition performed from the CFD are shown in
Fig. 6 considering the frequencies of interest marked in Fig.
5. As reported in Tab. 1, the simulation was performed for
90 deg, that corresponds to the rig periodicity. As previously
explained, the resolution of the decomposition is set to resolve
correctly the modes of interest, multiples of 4, in this case. The
domain for the decomposition was set to compute a maximum
mode equal to±360.

Figure 6 shows the amplitude of the modal decomposi-
tion of the total pressure at mid-span. The amplitude is plotted
as relative amplitude with respect to the maximum amplitude
computed in this radial position. The circumferential modeis
plotted on the abscissa dividing it by 4, according to the resolu-
tion of the decomposition. However, the actual mode number
will be referred to in the discussion (e.g. the mode−72 cor-
responds to the value -18 read on the graph axis). To make
the graph more readable the modes of interest are labeled over
the picture. It has to be noted that, in this particular case with
counter-rotating rotors, the convention that the sense of rota-
tion of the first (HP) rotor is positive has been adopted.

On the top of the figure the modal decomposition is plot-
ted for the blade passing frequency of the LP rotor and its har-
monic. As also observed in Fig 3, the trace of the LP rotor
blades, mode−72, is the predominant fluctuation. However, it
is possible to identify a direct interaction of the LP rotor with
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FIGURE 6: Circumferential mode amplitude of total pressure for
different frequencies obtained from CFD data, CRT. The main modes
are marked over the plot

the TMTF. The amplitude of the mode−72+16= −56 is in
fact around half of the fluctuations induced by the rotor itself.
On the other hand, the fluctuations at the 2BPFLP are negligible
and the modes at this frequency are not relevant.

The spatial lobes induced by the HP rotor are plotted in
the mid of the figure. In agreement with the time resolved evo-
lution of Fig. 4, there is no direct trace of the HP rotor blades
(mode 36). The unsteady flow induced by the HP rotor is a
complex pattern due to stator/rotor/stator interactions.Particu-
larly, eq. 5 predicts, for theBPFHP, the following modes:
a) HP stator-HP rotor interaction consists of the modes 36+
k ·24= ...36;12;−12;−36...
b) HP rotor-TMTF interaction consists of the modes 36+
k ·16= ...36;20;4;−12;−28...
c) HP stator-HP rotor-TMTF interaction consists of the modes
36+k1 ·24+k2 ·16= ...28;20;12;4;−4;−12;20;28...
All these different interactions are shown in the plot. The
largest amplitude is observed in the middle plot of Fig. 6 for
the mode 12 which suggests that the HP rotor-TMTF interac-
tion is not the predominant one. In fact, the mode 12 appears
just in the HP stator-HP rotor interactions or in the ones of the
three rows together. Similar considerations may be done for
the 2BPFHP, however, their amplitude, as computed from the
CFD, is less relevant.

On the bottom of Fig. 6, the modal decomposition is
shown for the sum of the blade passing frequencies of the two
rotors (BPFLP+BPFHP). The amplitude of the modes at this
frequency (see also Fig. 5) is smaller than the amplitude at
the blade passing frequencies of the rotor alone. However,
some predominant modes characterize the rotor-rotor interac-
tion. According to the theory of Holste and Neise [28], a mode
−36 should be observed. This mode is computed directly from
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the number of blades and sense of rotation of the two rotors,
−36= −72+ 36. A mode−60 is instead observed as pre-
dominant in the picture. Considering the possible linear com-
binations between the blade counts, this mode is obtained if
the HP vane number (24 vanes) is subtracted to the mode−36.
Hence, this term is mainly due to the interactions between the
HP stage and the LP rotor. As observed by other authors (e.g.
Göttlich [39]), the pressure fluctuations of the HP stage, which
are caused by the strong shock waves, do not decay within the
duct.

These results confirm the finding of Lengani et al [24]. In
that paper, with a more conventional analysis of the unsteady
experimental data, a large overall unsteadiness at the outlet of
the LP rotor due to both stages has been observed. However,
the present analysis extend the results discussed there, identi-
fying and quantifying the amplitude of any source of determin-
istic unsteadiness.

CONCLUSIONS
The modal decomposition introduced by Tyler and Sofrin

[8] has been applied for the analysis of experimental and nu-
merical results obtained in two different test turbines. The
paper summarizes the theoretical background behind the de-
composition and its capability to isolate the effects of theaero-
dynamic unsteady interactions between stator and rotor rows.
The flow unsteadiness is decomposed in circumferential lobed
patterns for the harmonics of the blade passing frequency. It
has been shown that the number of lobed patterns or spin-
ning modes is limited and they are associated to two differ-
ent sources of unsteadiness: the unsteadiness due to the rotor
alone is identified for patterns with a number of lobes multiple
of the rotor blade number, while the unsteadiness due to the
stator/rotor interaction is identified for different, but well de-
fined, spatial modes.

In the simpler case presented, a 1 and 1/2 stage LP turbine,
the modal decomposition shows that the amplitude of the fluc-
tuations induced by the stator/rotor interaction is sometimes
comparable to the unsteadiness induced by the rotor alone. A
different trend has been shown for a multistage configuration (a
two stage counter-rotating test turbine). The downstream plane
is characterized by spinning patterns with a spatial periodicity
different from that of the rotor. In fact the trace of the upstream
rotor decays within the flow path and the largest deterministic
stresses are due to the unsteady interactions of both stagesof
the turbine.

With the present analysis method, the overall determin-
istic unsteadiness of the flow is simplified, even for complex
multistage configurations, to a limited number of Fourier coef-
ficients in time and space. Similarly, many CFD methods have
been recently developed on the basis of the Fourier analysisin
order to consider the spatial or temporal periodicity of therows
in relative motion. Hence, the paper propose a link between
experimental results and CFD simulations. The results from
this analysis may be, in fact, used as boundary conditions, as
Fourier coefficients, for a multi-disciplinary design. Forthis
same purpose, flush mounted microphones are currently em-
ployed in both test turbines to complement the aerodynamic
measurements with aeroacoustic data.
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ABSTRACT

The paper presents a new setup for the two-stage two-
spool facility located at the Institute for Thermal Turboma-
chinery and Machine Dynamics (ITTM) of Graz University of
Technology. The rig was designed in order to simulate the flow
behavior of a transonic turbine followed by a counter rotating
low pressure stage like the spools of a modern high bypass aero
engine. The meridional flow path of the machine is character-
ized by a diffusing S-shaped duct between the two rotors. The
role of turning struts placed into the mid turbine frame is to
lead the flow towards the LP rotor with appropriate swirl.

Experimental and numerical investigations performed on
the setup over the last years, which were used as baseline for
this paper, showed that wide chord vanes induce large wakes
and extended secondary flows at the LP rotor inlet flow. More-
over, unsteady interactions between the two turbines were ob-
served downstream of the LP rotor.

In order to increase the uniformity and to decrease the un-
steady content of the flow at the inlet of the LP rotor, the mid
turbine frame was redesigned with two zero-lifting splitters em-
bedded into the strut passage.

In this first part paper the design process of the splitters
and its critical points are presented, while the time-averaged
field is discussed by means of five-hole probe measurements
and oil flow visualizations. The comparison between the base-
line case and the embedded design configuration shows that
the new design is able to reduce the flow gradients downstream
of the turning struts, providing a more suitable inlet condition
for the low pressure rotor. The improvement in the flow field
uniformity is also observed downstream of the turbine and it
is consequently reflected in an enhancement of the LP turbine
performance.

In the second part of this paper the influence of the embed-
ded design on the time-resolved field is investigated.

NOMENCLATURE

C strut axial chord
CpT total pressure coefficient
Cp static pressure coefficient
H relative channel height
h/C aspect ratio
HP High Pressure
k ideal gas specific heat ratio
LP Low Pressure
LPV low passage vortex
mr,in Reduced mass flow, stage inlet
M Mach number
MAX Maximum value in the local plane (in

the embedded design case)
MID midspan
nr,in Reduced rotational speed, stage inlet
pT total pressure
p static pressure
P normalized pitch
r radial coordinate
Re Reynolds number
TLV tip leakage vortex
UPV upper passage vortex
v velocity
vt tangential velocity
x/C normalized axial coordinate
α Yaw angle (from meridional dir.)
γ Pitch angle (from axial dir.)
η efficiency
θ circumferential coordinate
ζ total pressure loss
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Superscripts

∧ mass-weighted average in the local
plane

INTRODUCTION
Modern civil aero engine companies have to face ambi-

tious targets in terms of size and weight reduction. Therefore,
over the last years a lot of research effort was put in getting
beyond the standards of state-of-the-art propulsion systems.

In large engines, whenever it is required to maximize the
pressure ratio at a fixed number of stages while keeping ad-
equate rotational speeds, a conventional solution is to setup
the system in multi-shaft configuration (up to 3 shafts in Rolls
Royce TRENT engines family).

In order to increase the engine bypass-ratio and, therefore,
the propulsion efficiency, the fan front section has to be en-
larged. This is limited by structural and acoustic limits onthe
fan tip velocity. At the same time, the HP-shaft rotational speed
should be increased whenever a higher cycle maximum pres-
sure is required.

The resulting larger difference in the shafts rotational
speeds leads to an increasing difference in the components di-
ameters (compressors and turbines). Therefore, focusing on
the turbine, the resulting S-shaped design of the transition duct
between the HP and LP turbines is quite important for the op-
timisation of the overall engine aerodynamic performance and
weight.

The fundamental work by Dominy et al. [1] on swan-
necked diffusers identified the influence of the cross-passage
pressure gradients in S-shaped ducts. In particular, experimen-
tal and numerical data clearly revealed the effects of the two
bends on the generation of secondary flows as the flow devel-
ops through the diffuser. Swirl was found to influence the char-
acter of the flow [2] particularly through the skewing of the
wakes.

In modern engines bulky struts are located within the tran-
sition duct in order to support the engine shaft and to lead ser-
vice pipe lines. The flow through the inter turbine diffuser is
then disturbed by the presence of these vanes which contribute
to increase the level of losses. Recently Göttlich [3] published
a review on the present state of the research of these compo-
nents.

Among the different solutions aimed to shorten the transi-
tion duct, an integrated concept such as the turning mid turbine
frame represents a remarkable example. Such architecture has
been studied in a one-and-half-stage [4,5] and a two-stage [6,7]
configuration. Here the idea was to replace the first LP vane
row with aerodynamically optimised turning struts. The op-
eration of such setups showed that the LP rotor inlet flow is
characterized by large structures such as wakes and secondary
flows generated by the struts. These structures on the one hand
contribute to reduce the performance of the rotor, while on the
other hand they represent a potential source of vibration for the
rotor blades.

State of the art for the turbine center frame is non-lifting
strut followed by separate first LP vane row. To the authors

knowledge there is no serial commercial engine yet flying with
a turning mid turbine frame architecture even if it is foreseen
for the PW1000G [8] geared turbofan and in several future en-
gine studies (i.e. Seda [9]).

A further problem in shortening the components is that the
engine performance is highly affected by the blade row inter-
action. Aerodynamic performance, vibrations, acoustic emis-
sions of LP turbines are sensibly influenced by the unsteadiness
of the flow field propagating downstream the first LP blade row.
Therefore, the stator-rotor interaction of the first LP stage needs
a careful analysis.

Lengani et al. [10] showed by means of unsteady measure-
ments performed downstream of a two-stage counter-rotating
rig (with turbines connected via mid turbine frame) that the
unsteadiness content observed downstream of LP rotor is con-
siderably affected by the fluctuations generated by HP stage.

A step forward in the development of mid turbine frames
could be represented by the application of an embedded de-
sign concept. The basic idea is to merge the strut and the LP
vanes in one multisplitter component. Such a concept was al-
ready investigated by Lavagnoli et al. [11] and Yasa et al. [12]
in the one and half stage short duration test facility located at
the Von Karman Institute (VKI). In that facility, starting from a
pre-existing LP vane row, the bulky struts were shaped extend-
ing every fourth vane, while the meridional flow path was kept
the same. The authors observed that the struts cause an evident
blockage effect and worsen the circumferential non-uniformity
of the aerovane inlet flow field. The combined effect of mul-
tisplitter configuration and clocking was found to modify the
spatial periodicity of the unsteadiness structure shed by the up-
stream stage. On the other hand no dramatic influence of the
strut was found on the global unsteady performance.

In the present paper a novel and opposite to the VKI ap-
proach has been developed. This setup embeds two splitters
into an existing turning mid turbine frame placed between two
counter-rotating turbines. In this case, the baseline configura-
tion uses turning struts with aft-loaded design. The readerin-
terested in the experimental and numerical investigationscon-
ducted on the baseline configuration can refer to Santner et
al. [6,13], Spataro et al. [14,15] and Lengani et al. [10,16].

The new setup was designed and tested in the two-stage
two-spool continuously operated facility located at the Insti-
tute for Thermal Turbomachinery of Graz University of Tech-
nology.

The design goal was to reduce the extension of the strut
wakes and the secondary flows at the LP rotor inlet as well as to
reduce the unsteady interaction observed in the time-resolved
flow field downstream of the stage.

In the remainder it is shown that the operating points used
to test the baseline and the embedded design provide compara-
ble LP stage inlet conditions. Since the aim of this first partis
to compare the time-mean flow of both setups the comparison
is carried out by means of spanwise mass-averaged distribu-
tions.

A discussion about the influence of the splitters on the ho-
mogeneity of the flow field is presented, which lead to obser-
vation of a more suitable inlet condition for the LP rotor.

Part one of this paper concludes with a stage performance
analysis, while in the second part of this paper (Spataro et
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al. [17]) the influence of the embedded design on the unsteady
fluctuation is investigated. In addition, the paper by Faustmann
et al. [18] showed how such a concept influences the propaga-
tion of the acoustic field downstream of the stage.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHODOLOGY

Facility

The transonic test turbine facility is a continuously oper-
ating two-stage cold-flow open-circuit plant, which consists
of a transonic HP stage and a counter-rotating LP stage (a
schematic drawing is shown in Fig. 1). This unique configu-
ration allows the testing of rig inserts under engine representa-
tive conditions. Both turbines are designed with overhung-type
turbine shafts and additionally the LP turbine is mounted onan
axially movable frame. This allows easy disk assembly without
dismantling the bearings and the simple application of transi-
tion ducts and integrated designs with different axial lengths.
The facility is driven by pressurized air delivered by a separate
3 MW compressor station. The shaft power of the HP stage
drives a three-stage radial brake compressor. The power of the
LP turbine is absorbed by a water brake with a maximum power
of 700 kW. Detailed information on the design and construc-
tion of the original single stage facility can be found in Erhard
and Gehrer [19]. For the design of the LP-stage together with
the integrated concept see Hubinka et al. [20] and for the op-
eration Hubinka et al. [21]. Downstream of the test turbine a
gas-turbine-driven suction blower was used to reduce the back
pressure of the test setup and to increase the overall pressure
ratio. Thus, with this device it is possible to run the test tur-
bine facility with stable operating conditions without day-to-
day variations. The suction blower uses a Rolls Royce Gnome
helicopter engine via a flat belt drive as power source and al-
lows a very precise adjustment of the turbine exhaust pressure
by means of speed control.

Table 1 summarizes the main parameters for the HP stage
and the LP stage (duct + LP rotor), and the operating condition.

Design of the splitters

The design process of the splitter vanes was based on a
numerical investigation undertaken on the baseline configura-
tion [14, 15]. The axial extension of the splitters as well asthe
splitter count represent a compromise between aerodynamicef-
fectiveness and solid blockage, while the meridional flow chan-
nel was kept the same as for the baseline case. The two splitters
axes have been located atP= 0.33 andP= 0.67 respectively
in order to obtain equispaced wakes at the LP rotor inlet.

The generation and evaluation of several designs defined
the final shape which was manufactured and tested.

For each splitter seven control sections located at differ-
ent spanwise locations (H=0.00, H=0.05, H=0.25, H=0.50,
H=0.75, H=0.95, H=1.00) were chosen. For each section, the
same spanwise metallic angle and thickness distribution asthe
strut trailing edge was imposed. At the leading edge the split-
ter inlet blade angle was adjusted targeting to a zero-incidence
condition.

Measurement techniques
The experimental investigation was conducted by means

of 5 hole probes traversed in three measurement planes (Plane
C, E and F in Fig. 1). Moreover, one of the strut passages
was instrumented with pressure taps along five lines locatedat
10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 90% over the vane span, and five
lines located at 10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 95% pitch over the
hub and shroud endwalls (see Fig. 2). In Plane C the probe was
traversed radially over 85% of the blade height and over one
HP-vane pitch. At each measurement point the probes were
turned into the flow to reach the highest accuracy and to ensure
they were within the calibration range of the probe. Due to the
variation in flow direction relative to the measurement loca-
tion, in some planes specially developed five-hole-probes (IST,
RWTH Aachen) with an inclined probe head of 2.5mmdiame-
ter were used. The probes were calibrated for Mach numbers
between 0.1 and 0.8, yaw angles between -20 deg and +20 deg
and pitch angles between -16 deg and +20 deg.

The correlation between the calibration characteristic and
the value to be measured is given by a multi-parameter approx-
imation.

The uncertainty of the Mach number is 0.005, while for the
yaw and pitch angle the measurement error is±0.3 and±0.5
degrees respectively. Negative values of the yaw angle indicate
a counter-rotating flow (with respect to the HP rotor circumfer-
ential speed) and negative values of the pitch angle indicate the
flow direction towards the machine axis.

The measurement system consists of eleven multi chan-
nel pressure transducers PSI 9016 with a total amount of 176
channels and an accuracy of 0.05% full scale and four National
Instruments Field Point FP-TC-120 eight-channel thermocou-
ple input modules and one FP-RTD-122 resistance thermome-
ter input module. The measurement uncertainties of the static
pressure taps on the vane surface are±100Pa.

A mixture of synthetic motor oil and titanium oxide is used
to visualize the topology of the shear stress at the walls. The
mixture has been uniformly painted in the whole passage sur-
faces of different struts in order to verify the periodicityof the
flow and the reliability of the results. The applied oil film was

TABLE 1 : Blading parameters and operating conditions.

Blading parameters

HP vane HP blade Struts Splitters LP blade

Vane/ blade no. 24 36 16 32 72

h/cax 1.15 1.37 0.53 3.5 2.94

Re(106) 2.38 1.1 1.86 0.4 0.46

Tip gap - unshrouded - - shrouded

Operating conditions

HP stage LP stage

nr,in [rpm/
√

K] 524.4 195.3

mr,in [kg/s·
√

K/(bar)] 81.2 214.6

Baseline Stagept ratio 3 1.3

Baseline Power [kW] 1710 340

with Splitters Stagept ratio 2.83 1.36

with Splitters Power [kW] 1425 353
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FIGURE 1: Two stage - two spool facility at the ITTM and measurement section

FIGURE 2: Pressure taps position at the hub and casing endwalls

exposed to the flow for approximately one hour after reaching
the stable operating condition.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section the steady measurements performed

through the low pressure stage are presented. A special focus
is on the comparison between measurements with and with-
out splitters. The blockage induced by the splitters required a
different pressure ratio than the baseline case. An assumption
for the comparability between the two setups was necessary.
The chosen matching condition was reached aiming for both
the turbines to the same reduced speed and reduced mass flow
(essential for the flow angle at the duct inlet) in order to have
struts with the same inflow angle.

In the following the results from five hole probe measure-
ments through the duct (Plane C, E and Plane F) will be pre-

sented and discussed. Static pressure measurements at the duct
endwall and on the strut surfaces are also shown.

LP stage inlet flow
The HP turbine is a low aspect ratio stage with an un-

shrouded rotor, therefore secondary flows are predominant in
the stator-rotor interaction [22,23].

Figure 3 shows the time-averaged distribution of normal-
ized Mach number (M/MMAX), yaw angle (α), normalized to-
tal pressure (CpT) and normalized static pressure (Cp) in Plane
C, downstream of the HP stage. The contour plot shows the dis-
tribution of the total pressure and yaw angle over the measure-
ment plane. The spanwise mass-averaged flow quantity distri-
butions show the comparison between the baseline case and the
multisplitter design. The spanwise location is plotted in terms
of radial coordinate normalized with the channel height (H).
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FIGURE 3: Plane C - Five hole probe measurements at the duct inlet (view from downstream)

The total pressure coefficient was defined as:

CpT =
pT − p̂T,C

p̂T,C− p̂C
(1)

wherep̂T,C andp̂C represent the mass-weighted total and static
pressure on Plane C respectively.

In a similar way, the static pressure was normalized as:

Cp =
p− p̂C

p̂T,C− p̂C
(2)

The valueMMAX used to normalize the Mach number repre-
sents its local maximum in the multisplitter case.

Downstream of this type of turbines, the main flow fea-
tures which dominate the downstream time-resolved flow field
are shocks and secondary flows (e.g. Denos et al. [24], Ur-
bassik at al. [25], Schennach et al. [26]). Since these structures
generate total pressure losses and induce changes in the mean
flow angle, looking at the charts in Fig. 3, they can be identi-
fied with a spanwise trend variation of yaw angle, total pressure
and Mach number. Therefore, it is possible to locate the conse-
quences of the rotor tip leakage vortex atH = 0.8 (TLV), of the
rotor upper passage vortex atH = 0.65 (UPV) and of the rotor
lower passage vortex atH = 0.3 (LPV) (co-rotating with the
TLV [27, 28]). Any visible circumferential variation of these
features in the contour plots derives then from the stator-rotor

interaction between the HP vanes and the HP rotor.
The comparison between the baseline case and the embed-

ded design in Fig. 3 shows that for both cases the main struc-
tures are located at the same radial position and thus they ap-
pear to have the same influence on the flow field.

From Table 1 it is possible to see that it was not possible
to reach the same pressure ratio for the HP stage due to facil-
ity limitations. This explains the slightly lower Mach number
measured in Plane C, upstream of the splitters.

Nevertheless, the possibility to match the same reduced
mass flow and reduced rotational speed allowed to have very
similar flow angle distributions. Therefore the struts facea very
similar flow (∆αMID < 5deg).

Flow within the strut passage
Figure 4 (a), (b) and (c) show the static pressure distribu-

tion measured on the casing, on the hub and on the strut sur-
faces respectively. The axial coordinate is normalized on the
strut axial chord of each considered section. The static pres-
sure at the endwalls are plotted along lines distributed at differ-
ent pitchwise positions (P= 0.5, P= 0.25,P= 0.50,P= 0.75,
P= 0.95 in Fig. 2). Two more tap rows were added in the split-
ter central passage in order to visualize the suction-to-pressure
side gradient at the hub section (P = 0.35 P = 0.65 in Figure
4 (b)). The blade loading distribution is plotted at five differ-
ent span positions (H = 0.10, H = 0.25, H = 0.50, H = 0.75,
H = 0.90).
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FIGURE 4: Static pressure measurements within the strut pas-
sage

Santner et al. [6, 13] and Paradiso et al. [7] already pre-
sented and discussed these distributions for the baseline setup.
In particular, in that case it was observed the aft-loaded design
of the strut and how this faces negative incidence at the lower
half of the channel, zero-incidence at midspan and positivein-
cidence at the upper part of the channel.

The distributions in Fig. 4 (a) and (b) show that at the
front part of the strut channel (0< x/C < 0.2), the suction-to-
pressure side gradient is relevant just at the casing. At thehub
endwall, the flow accelerates late in the passagex/C ≈ 0.3.
Moreover, the pressure taps located within the splitters pas-

FIGURE 5: Comparison of oil flow visualizations on the strut
suction side for baseline and multisplitter setups (view from
downstream)

sages show a maximum overspeed in the central channel.
Looking at Fig. 4 (c), except for the rear part of the strut,

the blade loading distribution over the strut shows a similar
shape to the one already observed in the baseline setup (Fig.
4 (c)). This is due to the very similar incidence faced by the
strut in both cases (as already observed in the comparison of
the yaw angle distribution in Figure 3).

As already mentioned, the biggest difference between both
setups in the blade loading distribution can be found in the rear
part of the strut suction side exactly were the splitters arelo-
cated (0.8 < x/C < 1.0). Because of the splitter blockage, a
different flow area is distributed through the duct. Therefore,
the flow is strongly accelerated into the splitter passages (note
the underpressure on the strut suction side in Fig. 4 (c)).

This means that, in the design phase of such embedded
concept, the engineer should take steps aimed to correct the
splitter solid blockage. This could be carried out iterating the
meridional flow path (known as area ruling and which also im-
plies for each step a redesign of the strut), or applying 3D end-
wall contouring techniques.

Looking at the maximum overspeed point on the profile,
it is interesting to notice that the hub-to-shroud gradientin the
splitter passage is consistent with the baseline case.
1) the corner separation between the strut hub trailing edgeand
the hub endwall is reduced in the multisplitter design;
2) the strong downwash observed in the baseline configuration
is also reduced with the consequence that the flow is better
guided along the suction surface (white arrow in Fig. 5);
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FIGURE 6: Plane E - Five hole probe measurements at the LP rotor inlet flow (view from downstream)

LP rotor inlet flow

Figure 6 shows five-hole probe measurements in Plane E
which is located atx/C = 1.28. The contour plots show to-
tal pressure (on the left side) and yaw angle (on the right side)
distributions. The yaw angle was defined positive in the direc-
tion of the HP rotor angular speed, which means that the blue
color identifies area of higher turning, while the red color the
ones of lower turning. The comparison between baseline and
multisplitter setups in terms of spanwise distributions ofmass-
weighted Mach number, yaw angle, pitch angle, total pressure
and static pressure is plotted at the bottom of the figure. The
Mach number is normalized on its local maximum, while for
the total and static pressure coefficient the definitions in Equa-
tion 1 and 2 were used respectively.

The contour plot of total pressure allows the identification
of the position of the main structures such as strut and splitter
wakes (dashed lines: Strut, Splitter A and Splitter B in Figure
6) as well as the main loss cores (L1, L2). L1 is representative
of the strut shed vortex, while L2 is effected by the strut corner
separation observed in the baseline case.

The secondary velocity vectors superimposed on theCpT

distribution are defined as the difference between the localve-
locity vector and a reference flow direction (see for example

Chaluvadi et al. [29] and Persico et al. [30]). In the present
case, the reference flow vector has been determined by sub-
tracting from the local values the averages of the circumferen-
tial and radial velocity components in the radial and circum-
ferential directions respectively. This procedure is necessary
because of the very high velocity gradients that characterize
the mean flow in both directions.

Focusing now on the flow angles, the effect of the splitter
vanes in this plane is quite relevant since the mean turning and
the pitch angles are enhanced by 5degand 8degrespectively.
Such a trend in the pitch angle is confirmed by the oil flow vi-
sualization in Fig. 5.

Moreover, looking at the yaw angle distribution in Fig. 6
a notable effect of the splitters can be seen on the shape of the
yaw angle distribution. This is driven by the modified pattern
of the secondary flow structures off the struts.

In order to better understand this effect, a simplified
scheme is proposed in Fig. 7. The sketch shows the tangen-
tial velocities, where the contribution of a flow led throughthe
vane without generating any vortices (“vortex-free” field) and
the effect of secondary vorticities were separated. Finally, their
combination is shown.

Regarding thevortex-freefield, it has to be noticed that
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the strut was designed to have, in first approximation, a lin-
ear spanwise variation of blade angle at the trailing edge (more
turning at the shroud and lower turning at the hub). The result
of this is thevt(r) distribution in Fig. 7 (a).

For the baseline case in Fig. 7 it was found out that, due to
a negative incidence at the lower half channel of the strut, no
lower passage vortex is generated at the strut leading edge.In-
stead, a large passage vortex extending over the full span starts
to develop atx/C ≈ 0.3. On the other hand, the upper passage
vortex was seen confined in the shroud endwall region. The
yaw angle distribution in this plane was observed to be con-
stant for 0.2< H < 0.8 (Fig. 6).

Figure 7 (b) clarifies how such a distribution can be ex-
plained by the major role played by the strut passage vortex.
This vortex induces an overturning in the lower half channel
and an underturning in the upper one, therefore leading to a
roughly constant distribution in this region (Fig. 7 (c)). For
H < 0.2 andH > 0.8 the spanwise variation in the mean angle
distribution is driven by the strut shed vortices (not sketched in
Fig. 7).

The velocity vectors and the vortices sketches in Fig. 6
reveal the presence of the vane passage vortex [13, 14, 16] ex-
tending over the full channel height and of small vortices (two
at the hub and one at the shroud) that can be seen at the end-
walls.

Referring to the multisplitter configuration in Fig. 7 (b) the
extended passage vortex is cut and reduced by the splitters.On
the other hand, whenever the splitters are designed as turning
vanes, within each channel new upper and lower passage vor-
tices are generated (UPVs and LPVs). The existence and the
strength of such a vortices is related to the splitter deflection
rate.

As a result, whenever an engineer faces the design of such
component with splitter located in the rear part of the passage,
he should be aware of two limit conditions which will define a
trade-off for the performance optimisation:

Aft loaded strut The development of secondary vortices asso-
ciated with the wide chord vane is delayed in the passage. The
level of losses connected to the rolling up of these structures
through the duct is lowered. With such a design the stream-
wise point of maximum suction-to-pressure side gradient is
moved downstream in the passage. This means that the split-
ters would face a less uniform flow and therefore they have to
be optimized by a highly 3D design in order to reach the zero-
incidence condition for the whole span (profile losses mini-
mization). Likely, this will lead to turning splitters, which
implies on the one hand the need to optimise uneven flow
passages, on the other hand the generation of new secondary
structures that will be found at the inlet of the following rotor.

Front loaded strut Secondary vortices develop earlier in the
passage but a more uniform pitchwise pressure gradient can be
reached at the splitter inlet. The splitters design could bemore
easily optimised due to the reduced transverse pressure gradi-
ent in front of the vanes. The target would be to design the
splitter vanes under zero-incidence zero-lift condition.Such a
design would minimize the profile losses as well as avoid the
generation of splitter secondary structures. It is necessary to
point out that the three-dimensionality of a flow field confined

in such a strut passage would need an unavoidable complex
design of the splitters.

FIGURE 7: Embedded design concept: schematization of the
strut secondary vortex suppression and splitter vortex genera-
tion mechanisms

LP rotor exit flow
Figure 8 shows five-hole probe measurements in Plane F

which is located atx/C = 1.71 downstream of the LP rotor.
Similar to Fig. 6, the contour plots show total pressure (left
side) and yaw angle (right side) distributions. The yaw angle
was defined positive in the direction of the HP rotor angular
speed, which means that, referring to the LP rotor geometry,
the blue color identifies the area of lower turning, while thered
color the ones of higher turning.

The comparison between baseline and multisplitter se-
tups in terms of spanwise distributions of mass-weighted Mach
number, yaw angle, pitch angle, total pressure and static pres-
sure is plotted in the lower charts. The Mach number is nor-
malized on its local maximum, while for the total and static
pressure coefficient the definition in Equation 1 and 2 were
used respectively. The total pressure contour allows the iden-
tification of the trace of the strut wake convected through the
rotor (dashed line in Fig. 8). L3 represents the loss core due
to the strut passage vortex. This structure was already seenin
the baseline design, but here, in the multisplitter setup, it is
strongly reduced. L4 is a loss core due to the convection of
the splitter B wake (see Fig. 6) through the rotor, which it can
be better visualized in the time resolved flow field (Spataro et
al. [17]).

SimilarCpT distributions are observed upstream of the ro-
tor (Plane E in Fig. 6). A marked total pressure offset between
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FIGURE 8: Plane F - Five hole probe measurements at the LP rotor exit flow (view from downstream). L3 loss core due to the strut
passage vortex. L4 trace of the splitter B wake

baseline and multisplitter cases seen in this plane suggests that
more work is extracted by the rotor in the splitter setup thanin
the baseline configuration. In the following section the twoLP
stage performances are presented.

Looking at the flow angle contour plot in Fig. 8, it is pos-
sible to see that the greatest non uniformities are located in the
lower half channel. The comparison between the time-mean
field measured in both setups shows that the multisplitter setup
is more homogeneous in the both circumferential and radial
directions (the interested reader can refer to [6,10] for the five-
hole probe measurements in the baseline case).

LP stage performance analysis
Before comparing the performance of both setups, it is im-

portant to notice that total and static pressure coefficientas de-
fined in Eq. 1 and 2 respectively cannot be considered direct
indicators of the stage performance, since the flow area through
the duct is heavily affected, in this special case, by the splitter
blockage.

Therefore, the following loss coefficient is used:

ζduct =
p̂T,C− p̂T,E

p̂T,C− p̂E
(3)

from which the definition of the duct efficiency follows:

ηduct = 1−ζduct (4)

In Fig. 9 the spanwiseζduct distribution is plotted for Plane E.
The comparison shows in general a lower level of losses gen-
erated through the duct for the splitter setup. In particular a
strong reduction is visible in the shroud region, where the in-
tense loss core due to the strut shed vortex plays a major role
on the losses generation.

The stage efficiency was computed between Plane C
(Stage inlet) and Plane F (Stage outlet), using the following
definition:

ηLPstage=

T̂T,C

T̂T,F
−1

(

p̂T,C
p̂T,F

)
κ−1

κ −1

(5)

The efficiency difference for duct and stage was computed as:

∆η i =
ηi,Splitter−ηi,Baseline

ηi,Baseline
(6)
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with i = duct,LPstage. The results of such a comparison are
reported below:

∆ηduct ∆ηLPstage

+3.71% +6.08%
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FIGURE 9: Losses through the duct for baseline and embedded
design setups

CONCLUSIONS
The paper presented a new setup for a turning mid turbine

frame where a novel approach to an embedded design was ap-
plied.

The discussion on the flow field is carried out by com-
paring steady measurements performed on a baseline case (no
splitters within the strut passage) and the embedded setup.

Due to the increased blockage, a new operating point for
the new setup is selected. At the LP stage inlet, five hole probe
measurements performed in both cases show very similar dis-
tributions, while the stage pressure ratio is increased forthe
new setup.

Static pressure measurements within the channel show a
similar trend between the two setups, though in the embedded
design, a strong flow acceleration is seen as soon as the flow
is guided into the splitter passage. The authors note the pos-
sibility to avoid this effect in the design phase reshaping the
meridional flow path or applying 3D endwall contouring tech-
niques.

For the embedded design, oil flow visualizations show a
better distribution of the flow leading into the next rotor. This
is also confirmed by five hole probe measurements performed
in planes located upstream and downstream of the rotor. It turns
out that the increased uniformity of the flow field (reduced strut
wakes and secondary vortices) at the low pressure rotor inlet is
responsible for the improvement of the overall LP stage perfor-
mance.

Moreover, a scheme is proposed in order to help in under-
standing the mechanism by which the suppression of the strut
secondary vortex enhances the flow turning and, in general, in-
creases the homogeneity of the flow field downstream of the
component.

A special focus in this paper is given to the design crite-
ria for the turning mid turbine frame, whenever splitter blades
have to be inserted within the strut passage. In the authors opin-
ion the distribution of the strut blade loading along the chord
is a critical design parameter for the aerodynamic optimisa-
tion of the component. A control of the suction-to-pressure
side gradient would ease the splitter shaping in order to reach a
zero-incidence (profile losses minimized) zero-lift (splitter sec-
ondary losses minimized) operating condition.
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ABSTRACT
The paper, which is constituted by two parts, presents a

new setup for the two-stage two-spool facility located at the
Institute for Thermal Turbomachinery and Machine Dynamics
(ITTM) of Graz University of Technology. The rig was designed
in order to reproduce the flow behavior of a transonic turbine
followed by a counter rotating low pressure stage like thosein
high bypass aero-engines. The meridional flow path of the ma-
chine is characterized by a diffusing S-shaped duct betweenthe
two rotors. The role of wide chord vanes placed into the mid
turbine frame is to lead the flow towards the LP rotor with ap-
propriate swirl.

Experimental and numerical investigations performed on
this setup over the last years showed that the wide chord struts
induce large wakes and extended secondary flows at LP inlet
flow. Moreover, large deterministic fluctuations of pressure,
which may cause noise and blade vibrations, were observed
downstream of the LP rotor. In order to minimize secondary
vortices and to damp the unsteady interactions, the mid tur-
bine frame was redesigned to locate two zero-lifting splitters
into the vane passage.

While in the first part paper the design process of the split-
ters and the time-averaged flow field were presented, in this
second part the measurements performed by means of a fast re-
sponse probe will support the explanation of the time-resolved
field. The discussion will focus on the comparison between the
baseline case (without splitters) and the embedded design.

Nomenclature

BPF Blade passing frequency
H Relative channel height
HP High pressure
LP Low pressure
M Mach number

pt Total pressure
PLA Phase locked average
RSA Rotor-synchronic average
t time
T Blade passing period
v velocity
ρ Flow density
θ Circumferential coordinate
<> deterministic periodic component
Subscripts
AVE Circumferentially averaged properties,

in the local plane
ax Axial component
MAX Maximum value, in the local plane
RMS Root mean square
Superscripts
− Time averaged properties
∼ Phase locked properties
′ Stochastic fluctuating component

INTRODUCTION
The diffusing duct, which connects the HP with the LP tur-

bine frame, has a critical impact on the overall performances
of modern and future generation aero-engines. In fact, in high-
bypass ratio turbofan and eventually in the new open rotor tech-
nology the diffusing duct may be a key component which could
function as engine mount structure to the aircraft. This would
lead to shorter and lighter engines. Furthermore, a new concept
of integrated design, which combines the function of a strut
with that of a LP-vane, has been recently developed according
to these design trends (e.g., [1, 2]). In this configuration,the
diffusing duct is provided with large vanes which have a struc-
tural function and have to properly lead the flow to the first LP
rotor. The first LP stage is, then, constituted by the intermedi-
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ate turbine diffuser provided with these turning vanes and an
LP rotor at the outlet of the duct.

In such configurations the analysis of the unsteady flow
features is critical for the understanding of the physical mech-
anisms that occur through the diffusing duct. This has been
pointed out by a large amount of studies performed in the last
15 years. These works are too many to be exhaustively men-
tioned here, however, the interested reader may find a complete
literature review in the paper of G̈ottlich [3]. Particularly, it has
been shown that the unsteadiness generated by the HP stages
influences the secondary flows of the turning vanes in the dif-
fuser and hence its outlet flow. In fact, the pressure fluctuations,
and hence the entropy waves, generated by the shock waves
and velocity defects of the HP stages do not decay within the
duct. The extent of the unsteadiness at the outlet of the duct,
downstream of the first LP rotor, is critical for the aerodynamic
performances, vibrations and acoustic emissions of the succes-
sive LP stages, and, then, need a careful analysis.

However, there is still a limited amount of openly pub-
lished works that could present the impact on the aerodynamic
performances of the diffusing duct together with up-and down-
stream components. This is due to manufacturing costs and
design complexity of two-spool test turbines. Recently, re-
sults from a two-stage test turbine [4, 5] have shown that an-
gle and velocity fluctuations of the first stage decay quicklyin
the former part of the diffusing duct. Whereas, the unsteady
pressure perturbation from the stage upstream of the duct con-
tributes considerably to the overall pressure fluctuationsat the
exit of the second stage. A non-negligible contribution to this
unsteadiness is generated also by the interactions of the rotors
even though there is a diffusing flow between them.

Flow control, duct and vane shape optimization, and end-
wall contouring are promising actions to optimize the flow at
the outlet of duct and eventually reduce the extent of such un-
steadiness at its outlet. A further solution is representedby
merging the strut and the LP vanes in one multi-splitter com-
ponent (e.g., Lavagnoli et al. [6] and Yasa et al. [7]). This em-
bedded design approach has been designed and implemented
in the counter-rotating two-spool facility of Graz University
of Technology as documented in the first part paper [8]. This
second part of the paper is aimed at the description of the un-
steady effect and their propagation through the second stage
of the facility. Time-resolved aerodynamic measurements have
been performed on this research facility by means of fast re-
sponse aerodynamic pressure probes. The sources of unsteadi-
ness are identified considering the HP stage-strut-LP rotorin-
teraction by means of the proper analysis of the time signal
of the probe [5]. Thus, the deterministic fluctuations of the
measured flow quantities and the stochastic fluctuations of to-
tal pressure are quantified. These results are discussed forthe
splitter configuration and compared with the baseline configu-
ration without splitters [4].

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHODOLOGY
Facility

The transonic test turbine facility installed at the Graz Uni-
versity of Technology is a continuously operating two-stage
cold-flow open-circuit plant, which consists of a transonicHP

FIGURE 1: Schematic meridional section of the test setup with
probe measurement planes (D, F).

stage and a counter-rotating LP stage. This unique configura-
tion allows the testing of rig inserts under aerodynamic con-
ditions relevant for modern aero-engine. The part 1 paper [8]
provides the description of the design parameters and operat-
ing conditions of the two configurations tested. This second
part paper maintains the same nomenclature, particularly,the
splitter vanes facing the suction and pressure side of the strut
will be referred to as splitter “A” and splitter “B”, respectively.
Further details on the facility and on the baseline configuration,
without splitters, may be found in Hubinka et al. [9,10].

For completeness, a sketch of the measuring planes
adopted in the present paper is reported in Fig. 1. The plane
F, downstream of the LP rotor, is the same plane employed for
the investigation with the five hole prob in part 1 [8]. Whereas,
the plane D, the plane immediately downstream of the struts
and splitter vanes, differs from plane E of part 1 [8]. This in-
clined plane is, in fact, more suited for the fast response pres-
sure probes adopted in the unsteady flow investigation. It helps
reducing the region of out of calibration range of the probe be-
cause of the large radial component of velocity within the duct.

Measuring techniques
Unsteady flow measurements were performed by means

of two different fast-response aerodynamic pressure probes. In
the former studies with the baseline configuration [4, 5], a 2-
sensor probe, operated as a virtual four sensor probe for 3D
aerodynamic measurements [11], has been used. In the present
paper a cylindrical one sensor probe has been used, see Persico
et al. [12] for more details. Unsteady measurements with the
one sensor have been repeated in the baseline setup and pro-
vided results in very good agreement with the 2-sensor probe.
Limits of the one sensor probe have been observed in regions
of the measurement plane with large radial components, where
the error on static pressure increases when compared with the
2-sensor probe. It has to be noted that also the 2-sensor probe is
at the limits of the calibration range in the same regions. Other-
wise, for both probes, the extended uncertainty is in the order
of ±0.5% of the kinetic head for the pressure measurements
and of±0.3 deg for the flow angles.
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The present paper describes the results obtained by the fast
response probes in annular sectors in planes D and F (marked in
Fig. 1). Plane D is a plane inclined by 110 deg to the horizon-
tal direction and, at midspan, its distance from the vane trailing
edge is 14% of the strut axial chord; whereas, plane F is perpen-
dicular to the horizontal direction and is located at 77% of the
LP rotor chord downstream of the LP blade trailing edge. The
full area traverses were performed over one strut pitch (22.5
deg) up-and downstream of the LP rotor. The measurement
grid consists, for both planes (D and F) and both configura-
tions, of 19 positions along the blade span and of 46 positions
over one pitch of the strut (∆θstrut).

Data reduction method
Data is acquired at 200 kHz for 2 seconds, it corresponds

to more than 100 revolutions of the LP turbine and more than
350 of the HP turbine. The determination of the flow proper-
ties is made possible after phase averaging: the periodic fluc-
tuations of velocity, pressures and flow angles are determined
at each phase from the phase averaged values of the three rota-
tions of the probe [13].

The 2S-FRAPP signals, and the two shaft encoders were
acquired simultaneously, in order to provide the frequencies of
rotation of the two shafts. Such measurement allows the de-
composition of the flow with respect to the phase of one of
the two rotors, hence, the effects of the two rotors on the flow
may be observed separately. Furthermore, it allows also the
reconstruction of a phase that takes into account the relative
rotor-rotor positions (see Lengani et al. [5]).

Phase averaging was performed triggering the flow with
the 2 shaft encoders according to the triple decomposition pro-
cedure [14], for a generic variablep:

p(t) = p+< p>+p′(t) (1)

where< p> is the purely periodic component associated with
a coherent periodic structure andp′(t) is the random fluctua-
tion associated mainly with turbulence. This decomposition is
used to characterize a single source of periodic unsteadiness
and, in the present case, allows isolating the effects of each ro-
tor. However, considering the presence of two rotors (HP and
LP rotor) at unrelated frequencies, the decomposition may be
rewritten as [5]:

p(t) = p+< p>HP +< p>LP +< p>HP,LP +p′(t) (2)

where the purely periodic components< p >HP,< p >LP,
namely the coherent structures due to the HP and LP rotor
respectively, have their own period and frequency. The term
< p>HP,LP indicates the rotor-rotor interactions which gener-
ate energy content at the frequencies of the linear combination
i ·BPFLP+k ·BPFHP (with i andk integer and not zero), which
are observed in two shaft facilities (e.g., [5, 15]). A particular
phase averaging, rotor synchronic average (RSA), has been de-
veloped [4, 5] in order to provide the following time resolved
distribution:

p̃RSA= p+< p>HP +< p>LP +< p>HP,LP (3)

Considering eq. 1, the stochastic fluctuating component is clas-
sically computed subtracting from the instantaneous valuep(t)
the phase averaged value ˜p = p+ < p(t) >. When two ro-
tors are interacting, eq. 2 should be considered and hence the
stochastic fluctuating componentp′(t) could be obtained as:

p′(t) = p(t)− (p+< p(t)>HP +

+< p(t)>LP +< p(t)>HP,LP) (4)

However, as discussed in Lengani et al. [16], a faster solution
to this problem is the use of Fourier filtering to determine the
stochastic fluctuating component. This is based and extends
the method of previous works (e.g., [17–19]). The fluctuating
part of a variable directly measured from a probe, total pres-
sure in the present case, may be determined with the following
steps [16]:
1) FFTs are performed over sufficiently large blocks of sam-
ples in order to have a good frequency resolution;
2) the amplitude of the deterministic periodic components is
digitally filtered out setting it to zero;
3) the “chopped” spectrum is transformed back into the time
domain to provide directly the random fluctuating signal.

The final result of the post-processing procedure is the
time resolved evolution ofp′t(t). This data is further post-
processed in order to provide the root mean square valuep′t,RMS
of its time or phase average. The time average is performed
over≈ 250000 samples, while the phase average is performed
over≈ 8500 samples (these numbers include the reduction of
the original samples due to the post-processing procedures).

The stochastic fluctuations are further post processed com-
puting their root mean square (RMS value,p′t,RMS). The uncer-
tainty on this quantity depends on the capability of the probe
in measuring directly the instantaneous total pressure. This has
been checked from the probe calibration. When the instan-
taneous flow direction exceeds the angle insensitivity range,
the uncertainty on the phase averaged stochastic fluctuations
can go up to 20% otherwise it remains within 8%. The areas
with the highest uncertainty corresponds to the areas wherethe
probe do not directly reads the total pressure. In these partic-
ular zones, the fluctuating part, because of the filtering proce-
dure, may just underestimate the value of the stochastic fluctu-
ations. Hence, the error on the stochastic fluctuations is higher
in the regions of the minimum values.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results are presented in this section as contour plots

in the absolute (stationary) reference frame. Time averaged
distribution have been used for plane D, while time resolved
distribution are displayed for plane F. The following plotsrep-
resent views in the upstream direction on a sector covering one
pitch of the struts. Consequently, the pictures cover 4 and 1/2
LP rotor blades and 2 and 1/4 blades of the HP rotor. In the
plots the LP rotor has a clockwise sense of rotation while it is
the opposite for the HP rotor.

The absolute Mach number and the stochastic fluctuations
of total pressure are depicted in the following figures. These
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quantities are plotted as non-dimensional coefficients. The
Mach number is shown in terms ofM/MMAX, whereMMAX is
the maximum value of the time averaged Mach number in the
local measurement plane. Whereas, the stochastic fluctuations
of total pressurep′t,RMSare made non-dimensional byρv2

ax,AVE,
the mass averaged axial velocity in the plane has been adopted
in the definition in order to compare the two different setups.
This term (p′t,RMS/ρv2

ax,AVE) is used to provide a quantity as
close as possible to the turbulence intensity. Particularly, the
term p′t,RMS/ρv2

ax,AVE is proportional to the turbulence inten-
sity (see for example [13,20]) and it helps, indeed, identifying
the causes of loss generation.

Furthermore, in order to provide information about the
overall periodic unsteadiness, the root mean square (RMS) of
the coherent periodic fluctuations of different flow quantities is
provided in the following figures for both measurement planes.
This quantity is computed as described by Tiedemann and Kost
[21] and it represents an integral measure for the purely peri-
odic component of the signal. Considering eq. 3, the periodic
part obtained by the RSA (< p>RSA), for a generic variablep,
may be computed as ˜pRSA− p:

< p>RSA=< p>LP +< p>HP +< p>LP,HP (5)

The RMS of this quantity is represented by one value for each
measurement position. It estimates the amplitude of the tem-
poral fluctuations induced by the unsteady interactions with the
upstream blade and vane rows (similar considerations may be
found in [21,22]). Furthermore, it may provide informationfor
the design of the successive stage as it will be discussed in the
followings.

Flow upstream of LP rotor
The detailed description of the time averaged flow down-

stream of the turning struts is provided in the part 1 of the pa-
per [8]. The results of the FRAPP measurements provide more
information on deterministic and stochastic stresses. Before
discussing these results, since the FRAPP was used in a differ-
ent plane than the five hole probe, the time averaged distribu-
tion of the Mach number in plane D is also reported in Fig. 2
and briefly discussed.

This contour plot of the non-dimensional Mach number
distribution shows a large velocity gradient in the radial direc-
tion, which is mainly due to the diffusing channel. The regions
at low momentum are associated to the wakes of the strut and
of the two splitters vane as discussed in part 1 [8]. Furthermore,
iso-countour lines of the RMS of the deterministic fluctuation
of the flow angle are superimposed on the plot. The regions
enclosed by these lines corresponds to the areas at low mo-
mentum and they help identifying the wakes of the three vanes.
It has to be mentioned that these iso-contour lines represent the
maximum value of the deterministic fluctuations of the flow
angle. However, this fluctuating component is very low, it has
a minimum to maximum angle variation that do not exceed 3
degrees and it is fluctuating just at the frequency of the HP ro-
tor.

The termp′t,RMS/ρv2
ax,AVE (Fig. 3, on top) shows a sim-

FIGURE 2: Time averaged distribution of Mach number in
plane D, splitter setup.

ilar result. The highest stochastic fluctuations are, in fact,
identified in correspondence of the three vane wakes. Partic-
ularly, the strut wake and the pressure side splitter present the
largest value. Whereas, the wake of the suction side splitter
shows lower values with a local maximum in the tip region.
The difference in the behaviour of the two splitters is due to
the large vortical structures that characterize the strut passage
which cause a region of high turbulence. This effect is clearly
shown in the stochastic fluctuations plot of the baseline setup
(Fig. 3, on bottom), which has been documented in Lengani et
al. [16]. The strut passage without splitters present, in fact, a
large region at high turbulence which is associated to the pas-
sage vortex. In the case of the splitter setup, the strength of this

FIGURE 3: Time-averaged distributions of the RMS of the
stochastic fluctuations of total pressure in plane D for the two
configurations
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(a) Total pressure (b) Static pressure

FIGURE 4: Contour plots of the RMS of the deterministic fluctuations of pressure in plane D for the two configurations

vortical structure, and its associated turbulence, is reduced by
the presence of the splitter vanes. However, the presence ofthe
splitters leads to higher local turbulence in their wake, this is
more noticeable for the splitter close to the strut pressureside
(splitter “B”, as marked over the plot). On the other hand, the
level of turbulence intensity of the wake of the strut itselfis
reduced in the splitter configuration. This is probably because
the growth of the boundary layers on the aft-portion of the strut
is reduced by the presence of the splitters.

As also observed in Lengani et al. [16], these regions of
high stochastic fluctuations are correlated to the mean flow
structures of the exit flow of the vanes. In fact, there is a very
low impact of the HP rotor unsteadiness on the generation of
losses. The phase averaged map of the termp′t,RMS/ρv2

ax,AVE
looks completely similar to the time averaged map shown in
Fig. 3, and for this reason it is not shown.

A different behaviour is shown by the deterministic fluc-
tuations of pressure which are depicted in Fig. 4. This picture
reports the contour plots of the RMS of the total and static pres-
sure periodic components computed from the HP rotor phase
(in this plane there are no significant contributions from the LP
related structures or rotor-rotor interactions). As for Fig. 2,
iso-countour lines of the RMS of the deterministic fluctuation
of the flow angle are superimposed on the plot to help identify-
ing the vane wakes.

The RMS of total pressure for the splitter setup (Fig. 4a
on top) shows an almost uniform distribution with local mi-
minima in correspondence of the splitter “A” wake. However,
it is difficult to associate the areas at high fluctuations to the
structures of the flow emanated by the vanes. A similar consid-
eration may be done for the baseline case (Fig. 4a on bottom).
In this case the RMS of< pt > does not present an uniform
distribution, and its largest values are shown in proximityof
the strut wake. The comparison of the two setups reveals that
the baseline case has the largest fluctuations in half portion of
the plane, while the splitter case has lower fluctuations butuni-
formly distributed within the strut pitch. It has to be reminded

that the deterministic fluctuations are due to the vane-rotor-
vane interaction, which generates spinning modes (e.g., Tyler
and Sofrin [23]). Furthermore, it is known that the circum-
ferential modes with small spatial wavelength tends to decay
whereas mode with small wavelength propagates (e.g., He et
al. [24]). A map of the RMS of the fluctuation which is less
uniform (baseline case) suggests that modes at small spatial
wavelength characterize the flow and vice-versa for the splitter
case. This suggests that the propagating pressure fluctuations
will be reduced by the presence of the splitters, hence, low vi-
brations and low acoustic emission have to be expected with
this former setup. The paper of Faustmann et al. [25], which
deals with an aeroacoustic investigation on the two setups,con-
firms that dowsntream of the facility the noise emission at the
HP blade passing frequency and its harmonics are reduced with
the splitter. Figure 4b shows the RMS of the deterministic fluc-
tuation of static pressure. The picture is reported for complete-
ness but it has to be noted that the measurement error on the
phase resolved static pressure is larger than the error on total
pressure. The error on the static pressure is higher for the split-
ter configuration which presents an overall larger pitch angle
(see part 1 [8]). However, this last picture confirms the trend
discussed for the RMS of total pressure and it clearly shows
the reduction in static pressure fluctuations, hence the lower
vibrations and acoustic emissions due to the HP rotor with the
splitter setup.

Flow downstream of LP rotor
LP rotor phase As previously discussed, the flow

downstream of the LP rotor is characterized by multiple
sources of unsteadiness (see eq. 2). In order to simplify the
analysis of such complex flow the time resolved results are dis-
cussed at first considering the phase average based on the LP
rotor. As previously mentioned (eq. 1), such phase averag-
ing preserves just the coherent fluctuations due to the LP rotor.
For the splitter case, three time snapshots are extracted from
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(a) Mach number (b) Stochastic fluctuations

FIGURE 5: Time resolved distribution of Mach number and stochastic fluctuations of total pressure in plane F. LP rotor phase.

one averaged blade passing period in order to show the time
resolved evolution of the Mach number, and of the stochastic
fluctuations of total pressure (Fig. 5a and 5b, respectively). For
completeness, on the bottom of the figures one time step for the
same quantity is also shown for the baseline case, which was
discussed in more details in [4]. To allow the identification
of the blade wake positions, the iso-contour lines of the peri-
odic fluctuations of the Mach number (< M >= M̃ −M) are
superimposed on the plot of Fig. 5a. The position of one of
the rotor wake is marked over the experimental results and itis
enclosed by the iso-contour lines of< M > /MMAX = −2%,
and, similarly, the other blade wakes may be identified en-
closed within the iso-contour lines. Hence, a clear trace ofthe 4
and 1/2 blades of the LP rotor, which is moving in the counter-
clockwise direction, may be observed: alternately high andlow
velocity areas (the latter identified by the iso-contour lines) are
representative of the blade passage flow and blade wake, re-
spectively.

In the lower half of the channel (H < 0.5), the different
blade passages present circumferential non uniformities which
are due to the inlet condition. Particularly, in part 1 [8], it has
been shown that the largest difference in the inlet yaw angle
at the rotor is observed in the lower half portion of the chan-
nel. This variation in the incidence angle, which is caused by
the vortical structures developing in the strut passage, leads
then to the non-uniform flow observed along the circumferen-
tial direction. This effect is not relevant in the upper halfof
the channel (H > 0.5), where the only notable circumferential
non-uniformities are due to the blade structures, namely their
wakes and tip passage vortices.

The blade velocity defects, that may be identified within
the iso-contour lines of<M >/MMAX =−2%, slightly change
with the relative circumferential position of blade and struts
(compare the different time steps of Fig. 5a). The largest dif-
ference within the time resolved evolution are shown close to
the endwall regions. In particular at the hub, the iso-contour
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lines of < M > /MMAX are bowed passing in particular cir-
cumferential positions (see for example the hub region at 0.7<
θ/∆θStrut < 0.9 for t/TLP = 0.33 or at 0.2< θ/∆θStrut < 0.35
for t/TLP = 0.67).

This behaviour is different from what is classically ob-
served in the open literature of LP turbines (e.g., [26, 27]).
In fact, in conventional LP turbines, the flow at the outlet of
adjacent blade passages is rather similar, the circumferential
gradients are due to the blade loading. Moreover, the thick-
ness and velocity defect of the blade wake depends on the vane
wake-blade interactions (e.g., [28]). Such 2D interactionphe-
nomenon is predominant in the generation of losses. In the
present case, the rotor is interacting with a strut of completely
different solidity and aspect ratio. However, the presenceof
the splitters improves the flow uniformity when compared with
the baseline case. This aspect is clearly revealed when the time
resolved evolution of the splitter setup is compared with the
one of the baseline setup (bottom of Fig. 5a). For this time
step the circumferential gradients of velocity are much larger
in the lower half of the channel. Here, a large velocity defect
is identified in the range 0.3 < θ/∆θStrut < 0.5 which is due
to the variation of incidence induced by the large strut passage
vortex (the trace of which is marked over the picture as strut
vortical structure). For the splitter case the intensity ofsuch
vortex is reduced and hence the LP outlet flow is more uni-
form. Furthermore, because of the large passage vortex of the
baseline configuration, the regions within the blade passages at
high velocity change their radial position according to thecir-
cumferential position. This effect is not visible in the splitter
configuration, while it is clearly observed for the setup with-
out splitters (the interested reader may consider the different
time steps of the baseline configuration presented in Lengani
et al. [4]).

A similar effect is observed in the time resolved evolu-
tion of the stochastic fluctuation RMS (p′t,RMS/ρv2

ax,AVE) de-
picted in Fig. 5b. In the splitter setup (on top), the largest
stochastic fluctuations are measured in the lower half of the
channel. A local maximum is observed at the hub in the re-
gion 0.8< θ/∆θStrut < 1.0. This maximum value slightly de-
pends on the time step, hence it is related to the structures of
the upstream vanes, namely the wakes of the strut. Another lo-
cal maximum of the stochastic fluctuations is detected around
0.2< θ/∆θStrut < 0.4 for the different time steps. This is orig-
inated by the interaction of the blade with the upstream splitter
“B” (as marked over the plot). In the upper half of the chan-
nel, the stochastic fluctuations follow the iso-countour lines of
low velocity regions of Fig. 5a. Hence, in this position, thelo-
cal maxima ofp′t,RMS/ρv2

ax,AVE are generated by the local shear
layers of the blade wakes and tip passage vortex.

As observed for the velocity field, the distribution of the
stochastic fluctuations is more uniform with splitters thanwith-
out. The termp′t,RMS/ρv2

ax,AVE is shown for one time step of the
baseline case measurements in the bottom plot of Fig. 5b. A
large area at high random fluctuations is measured in the region
0.1< θ/∆θStrut< 0.5 and it characterizes the 80% of the chan-
nel height. Similar considerations were obtained in Lengani et
al. [16] for the full time resolved evolution within one blade
passing period. Hence, the analysis of the random fluctuations
of total pressure leads to the same conclusion observed for the

time resolved velocity distribution.
To summarize, for both setups similar phenomena are re-

sponsible for the random fluctuations and, therefore, for the
loss generation. The first cause may be identified in the un-
steady interaction of the vanes with the LP rotor, which gener-
ates the regions at the highest turbulence intensity. Theseare
localized for the splitter setup in the lower half of the channel,
whereas it influences a larger part of the channel in the baseline
setup. A second cause may be identified within the structures
of the LP rotor, such as its wake and secondary flows. This
leads to areas at lower stochastic fluctuations and it is of com-
parable intensity between the two setups even though the LP
rotor is more loaded for the splitter case.

Overall unsteadiness The flow field presented in the
previous plot (Fig. 5) is related just to the structures (coherent
and stochastic fluctuations) induced by the LP rotor. As ob-
served in Lengani et al. [16], this is sufficient to describe the
time resolved evolution of the stochastic fluctuations, which
depend, for the largest part, on the LP unsteadiness. Similarly,
the deterministic fluctuations of velocity and flow angle de-
pend mostly on the unsteadiness induced by the LP rotor, as
it has been shown by Lengani et al. [4] for the baseline setup.
However, the deterministic fluctuations of pressure are related
also to the HP rotor and to the rotor-rotor interactions (seeeq.
5). The RSA was applied to all the measured quantities. Par-
ticularly, for the splitter setup the velocity and angle fluctua-
tions have been found to depend mostly on the LP unsteadi-
ness, since no significant differences where observed between
RSA and the phase average based on the LP rotor. To provide
a summary of these results, the RMS of the angle fluctuation
is shown and discussed in the following considering the RSA.

FIGURE 6: RMS of the coherent fluctuations of the flow yaw
angle computed from the RSA, plane F.
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(a) LP phase (b) RSA

FIGURE 7: RMS of the coherent fluctuations of the total pressure in plane F.

The different behaviour of the pressure fluctuations is instead
analyzed considering the two different phase averaging proce-
dures (LP rotor phase and RSA).

Figure 6 shows the contour plot of the RMS of the flow an-
gle periodic component (< α >rms) computed from the RSA.
The largest fluctuations may be observed in correspondence of
the trace of the strut wake and at the tip. The first region is the
inclined line, which starts atθ/∆θStrut

∼= 0.2 at the hub, and
that, for periodicity, ends atθ/∆θStrut

∼= 0.4 at the tip. The
second region extends over the whole strut pitch for 20% of
the blade height at the tip, and its maximum may be observed
when it intersects the strut wake. This effect is due to the blade
tip passage vortex which extends its fluctuations when it in-
teracts with the strut structure coming from upstream. The
wakes of the two splitters may be also identified as the 2 ar-
eas at relativily high fluctuations between the strut passage.
However, the fluctuations induced by the interaction between
the splitters and the LP rotor blades are of lower intensity than
the ones induced by the interaction with the strut wake. The
largest difference between splitter and baseline setup is ob-
served in this area. In fact, the baseline setup (bottom of Fig.
6) shows higher fluctuation than the splitter setup at the hub
for 0.1< θ/∆θStrut < 0.4. This is a further effect of the reduc-
tion of the large passage vortex of the baseline case because
of the presence of the splitters. Furthermore, the trace of the
strut wake presents slightly lower fluctuations in the case of the
splitter setup. This is coherent with the slight reduction of the
stochastic fluctuations in the strut wake for plane D observed
in the splitter case (Fig. 3). In the rest of the area, particularly
at the tip region, the two setups show very similar results.

It has to be noted that the term< α >rms, provided in this
plot, is proportional to the variation of the incidence angle of
the following vane row. Hence, in the lower half of the channel
the vane following the first LP rotor would experience a lower
unsteady loading in the case of the splitter vane. In the upper
half of the channel the two different configurations show simi-
lar effects in terms of angle fluctuations. This is because, there,

the angle fluctuations are mainly induced by the upper passage
vortex of the LP blades.

As previously discussed the< α >rms is shown just for
the RSA, in order to discuss the overall unsteady effects on
the flow angle. The term< α >rms computed with the phase
averaging based on the LP rotor shows a perfectly similar dis-
tribution with slightly lower values therefore it is not shown.
The behaviour of the RMS of total pressure is instead differ-
ent. For this reason, Fig. 7 shows the RMS of total pressure
(made non-dimensional by the the termρv2

ax,AVE) for the two
configurations and for the two different decompositions. Fig-
ures 7a and 7b show the RMS of< pt > computed from the
LP rotor phase and from the RSA, respectively. The splitter
configuration is depicted on top of the pictures, and on bottom
there is the baseline one.

The contour plot computed with the LP rotor phase clearly
resembles the contour plot of< α >rms (Fig. 6). The same
areas at high fluctuations may be identified and they are mostly
due to the strut and splitter wake for the splitter case and tothe
strut wake and the passage vortex for the baseline case. Rather
low fluctuations of pressure are measured at the tip for both
setups. The contour plot computed from the RSA show a dif-
ferent distribution with larger values of the RMS of< pt >.
The different regions with higher fluctuations are due to phe-
nomena that are related to the HP rotor passing frequency and
to the rotor-rotor interaction. In fact, the strong shock waves
generated by the HP stator and rotor and by their unsteady in-
teraction (e.g., [3, 29]), do not decay within the duct as shown
in Fig. 4 upstream of the LP rotor. These pressure waves prop-
agate further downstream and cause a significant contribution
in the pressure fluctuations at the exit of the test section. It is
then important to observe that the pressure fluctuations arere-
duced by the presence of the splitters up-and downstream of
the LP rotor.
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CONCLUSIONS
The paper described the time-resolved measurements per-

formed in the second stage of a counter-rotating turbine fortwo
different configurations of a mid turbine frame. The diffusing
duct which connects the HP and LP rotor is operated at realistic
aerodynamic conditions. Hence, the comparison between the
two different designs of the mid-turbine frame is relevant for
current two-spool aero-engines. This second part paper is fo-
cused on the characterization of the sources of unsteadiness and
their relative influence for the two different configurations. The
discussion have been classically carried on considering deter-
ministic and stochastic stresses up-and downstream of the LP
rotor.

Upstream of the LP rotor the time resolved measurements
confirm the trend shown in the first part paper. The sources of
losses in the baseline setup are due to the strut wake, passage
vortex and shed vortices. This sources are identified as the re-
gion at high stochastic fluctuations of total pressure and their
intensity is reduced in the splitter setup. However, new local
maxima of stochastic fluctuations are induced by the splitter
wakes, particularly by the pressure side splitter. Hence, the
loss generation rate in this plane is not increased by the split-
ters. Moreover, the most important effect of the splitters have
been observed on the coherent fluctuations of pressure. They
have been identified to be due to the HP rotor unsteadiness,
namely by the HP rotor shock system which propagates within
the duct. The presence of the splitters reduces the maximum
fluctuations at the blade passing frequency of the upstream ro-
tor when compared with the baseline case.

In the first part paper, it has been shown that the split-
ter configuration leads to a different radial and circumferen-
tial flow angle distribution. With this distribution the LP rotor
performs better than in the baseline configuration. As a conse-
quence, downstream of the LP rotor, adjacent blade passages
show lower circumferential gradients of velocity than the base-
line case. A similar consideration may be done for the deter-
ministic fluctuations of flow angle and the stochastic fluctua-
tions which depend mostly on the interaction of the LP blade
with the upstream vanes.

A different behaviour has been shown for the deterministic
fluctuations of pressure. The total and static pressure fluctua-
tions are also caused by the HP rotor unsteadiness which has
not decayed and by the rotor-rotor interaction. The presence
of the splitter reduces the extent of the pressure fluctuations
propagating from upstream and, hence, reduces the overall un-
steadiness. These reduction mechanism is particularly done on
the HP rotor unsteadiness, which is among the largest contri-
bution of pressure fluctuation. The damping out of this contri-
bution leads then to a significant reduction of the aero-acoustic
and vibrational problems.
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ABSTRACT 
The paper deals with the investigation of the noise 

generation in the two-stage two-spool test turbine located at the 

Institute for Thermal Turbomachinery and Machine Dynamics 

(ITTM) at Graz University of Technology. The rig went into 

operation within the EU-project DREAM, where the target was 

to investigate the aerodynamics of interturbine flow ducts. The 

facility is a continuously operating cold-flow open-circuit plant 

which is driven by pressurized air. The flow path contains a 

transonic turbine stage (HP) followed by a low pressure turbine 

stage consisting of a turning mid turbine frame and a counter-

rotating LP-rotor. 

Downstream of the low pressure turbine a measurement 

section is instrumented with acoustic sensors. The acquisition 

system consists of a fully circumferentially traversable 

microphone array located at the outer casing, while at the hub 

endwall a stationary flush mounted microphone is placed as a 

reference. 

Additionally a new embedded concept for the turning mid 

turbine frame was tested. Here, two zero-lift splitters were 

located into the vane passage. 

In order to evaluate the noise emission of the turbine the 

facility was instrumented with a new acoustic measurement 

setup which is presented in the paper. Therefore the emitted 

sound pressure level and the microphones signal spectra are 

compared for both configurations. The acoustic field was 

characterized by azimuthal modes by means of a microphone 

array traversed over 360 degrees.  

In the multisplitter configuration, the propagating modes 

due to the HP turbine are found suppressed by 5 dB, while the 

increase in amplitude of the modes related to the LP turbine is 

negligible. The overall effect is a reduction of the acoustic 

emission for the turning mid turbine frame with embedded 

design. 

NOMENCLATURE 
A  Fourier coefficient of the  

  circumferential mode 

B  Number of Blades 

BPF  Blade passing frequency 

cax  axial chord length 

f  frequency 

FWF Austrian Science Fund 

h  channel height 

HP  High pressure 

LP  Low pressure 

m  circumferential mode 

mr,in  Reduced mass flow, stage inlet 

n  Index of the harmonic of the BPF 

nr,in  Reduced rotational speed, stage inlet 

nc  number of circumferential points 

pt  total pressure 

q  generic flow variable 

r  radius 

Re  Reynolds number 

SPL  sound pressure level 

STTF Subsonic Test Turbine Facility 

t  time 

T  blade passing period 

TTTF Transonic Test Turbine Facility 

V  Number of vanes 

θ  Circumferential coordinate 

Ω  Rotor angular velocity 

< >  Deterministic periodic component 

Superscripts 

-  time averaged properties 

~  Ensemble-averaged properties 

‘  stochastic fluctuating component 
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INTRODUCTION 
Among the different sources of aerodynamic noise 

stemming from the flow around an airplane, the acoustic tonal 

emission generated by an aero engine provides the most 

significant contribution. Over the last years a lot of effort has 

been put in reducing the jet engine tonal emission, as for 

example replacing turbojets with turbofan engines, or adapting 

acoustic liners for the combustion chamber. Following, the 

targets declared in the document ACARE 2020 (Advisory 

Council for Aeronautics Research in Europe) the performance 

improvement in terms of fuel consumption (reduction by 50%) 

and NOx-emissions (reduction by 80%) has to be followed by a 

decrease of 10 dB effective perceived noise level. To reach 

these targets researchers put high emphasis on the improvement 

of the intermediate turbine ducts guiding the flow from the HP 

to the LP turbine. 

In modern engines bulky struts are located within the 

transition duct in order to support the engine shaft and to lead 

service pipe lines. These wide chord vanes induce an obstacle 

for the fluid flowing towards the LP turbine causing higher 

losses in this part of the machine. Recently Göttlich [1] 

published a review on the present state of the research of these 

components. 

Among the different solutions aimed to shorten the 

transition duct, an integrated concept such as the turning mid 

turbine frame represents a remarkable example. Such 

architecture has been studied in one and a half stage [2, 3] and 

two stage [4, 5] configuration in the Transonic Test Turbine 

Facility (TTTF) located at Graz University of Technology. Here 

the idea was to replace the first LP vane row with 

aerodynamically optimized turning struts.  

The facility is a continuously operating cold-flow open-

circuit plant which is driven by pressurized air. The flow path 

contains a transonic turbine stage (HP) followed by a low 

pressure turbine stage consisting of a turning mid turbine frame 

and a counter-rotating LP-rotor. 

The operation of such intermediate duct setups showed that 

the LP rotor inlet flow is characterized by large structures such 

as wakes and secondary flows generated by the struts. These 

structures on the one hand cause a performance reduction of the 

rotor, while on the other hand they represent a potential source 

of vibration for the rotor blades. 

A further problem in shortening the duct is that the engine 

performance is highly affected by the blade-row-interaction. In 

particular, the extent of the unsteadiness at the outlet of the duct 

is critical for the aerodynamic performances, vibrations and 

acoustic emissions of the successive LP stages, and, therefore it 

needs a careful analysis. Additionally, the pressure fluctuations 

from the stage upstream of the duct contribute considerably to 

the overall pressure fluctuations at the exit of the second stage 

(Lengani et al. [6]). 

Consequently, as a next step the two-spool facility at the 

Institute was instrumented with microphones placed 

downstream of the LP rotor in order to perform acoustic 

measurements. The acquisition system consists of a fully 

circumferentially traversable microphone array located at the 

outer casing downstream of the low pressure turbine, while at 

the hub endwall a stationary flush mounted microphone is 

placed as a reference. For the characterization of the azimuthal 

and radial modes, the microphone array has to be traversed over 

360 degrees. In the TTTF Faustmann et al. [7] performed 

acoustic measurements, which were repeated for different HP 

vane-strut clocking position. The modal decomposition and 

Fourier analysis of the unsteady flow field showed that there is 

a small influence of the various clocking positions on the sound 

pressure level. 

A step forward in the development of mid turbine frames 

could be represented by the application of an embedded design 

concept. The basic idea is to merge the strut and the LP vanes in 

one multisplitter component. The setup without splitters was 

redesigned embedding two zero-lift splitters in the strut passage 

in order to minimize secondary vortices and to damp the rotor-

rotor interaction. The design process and the results of the 

aerodynamic measurements on the setup with splitters can be 

found in [8] and [9]. 

The aim of this paper is at first to present the acoustic 

measurement section and to discuss the comparison of the noise 

generated by the setup with and without splitters. It was 

observed that the mean value of the modes related to the HP 

rotor is reduced by 5 dB, whereas the mean value of the modes 

related to the LP rotor increases by 3dB in the setup with 

splitters. Moreover, the contribution of the predominant HP 

rotor is much higher than the one of the LP rotor. Hence, the 

increase due to the LP rotor in case with the splitters is 

negligible.  

Adding splitter vanes between the struts in the mid turbine 

frame has not only a positive effect on the performance of the 

LP stage but also on the acoustic emissions. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODOLOGY 

Facility 
The Transonic Test Turbine Facility (TTTF) is a continuously 

operating two-stage cold-flow open-circuit plant, which 

consists of a transonic HPT stage and a counter-rotating LPT 

stage. This unique configuration allows the testing of rig inserts 

with a diameter up to 800 mm under engine-representative 

conditions. Both turbines are designed with overhung-type 

turbine shafts and additionally the LPT is mounted on an 

axially moveable frame. This allows easy disk assembly 

without dismantling the bearings and the simple rig 

modification between setups with transition duct and turning 

mid turbine frame designs of different axial lengths. The 

facility is driven by pressurized air delivered by a separate 3 

MW compressor station. The shaft power of the HP turbine 

stage drives a three-stage radial brake compressor. This brake 

compressor delivers additional air mixed to the flow from the 

compressor station and increases the overall mass flow. The air 

temperature at turbine stage inlet can be adjusted by coolers 

between 40 °C to 185 °C. The maximum shaft speed of the 

HPT stage is limited to 11550 rpm. Depending on the stage  
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Figure 1: Meridional and blade to blade sections of the two-spool facility 

 

characteristic a maximum coupling power of 2.8 MW at a total 

mass flow of 22 kg/s can be reached. The power of the LP 

turbine is absorbed by a waterbrake with a maximum power of 

700 kW. Detailed information on the design and construction of 

the original single stage facility can be found in [10], on the 

operation in [11]. For the design of the LP-stage together with 

the turning mid turbine frame see [12]. Hubinka et al. [13] 

show first results from the rig behavior, whereas Santner et al. 

[14] discuss the results of an experimental investigation of the 

flow at the duct inlet and exit as well as downstream of the 

LPT. 

 

Test setups 

As already mentioned, the investigated test setups consists 

of a single-stage unshrouded transonic HP turbine, and an S-

shaped turning mid turbine frame followed by a shrouded 

counter-rotating LP rotor. Figure 1 represents a meridional and 

blade to blade view of the test section. The incoming air flows 

at first through a transonic HP turbine with unshrouded rotor. 

Afterwards, the air is guided by turning struts towards the LP 

rotor with appropriate swirl angle. The HP turbine consists of 

24 choked vanes and 36 blades. In the turning mid turbine 

frame 16 struts are chosen, while for the setup with splitters 32 

splitter vanes were added (blading parameter see Table 1). The 

additional functions of the TMTF structures lead to constraints 

like a minimum required strut thickness leading to a maximum 

possible number of struts. Therefore a highly three-dimensional 

design of the airfoils and the duct, respectively, is necessary to 

reduce strong secondary flow effects and further to provide 

suitable flow angle and Mach number for the following low 

pressure rotor (LPT). A future area of application for mid 

turbine frames with turning struts, may be a geared turbo fan 

(GTF) engine. The LP rotor mounted in the test rig is shrouded 

and has 72 blades. Vane and blade count were chosen on one 

hand to have engine-like blade/vane ratios for the turbine 

components, while, on the other hand, to ease clocking effect 

studies [5] as well as rig modeling for CFD simulations. In fact 

the spacial periodicity of the whole machine is 90° and this 

allows to significantly reduce the computational cost whenever 

unsteady calculations have to be performed to investigate the 

full components interactions [6]. 

The HP vanes as well as the outer casing downstream of 

the struts are fully rotatable in circumferential direction. This 

allows to traverse circumferentially probes and microphones 

downstream of the low pressure turbine (Figure 1). 

 

Operating conditions 

Table 1 also displays the main parameters of the operating 

point. The HP vanes are operating under choked conditions. 

The absolute Mach number at the inlet of the turning mid 

turbine frame with a value of about 0.5 is representative for 

duct inlet conditions of modern jet engines with a single stage 

HP turbine at cruise operating point. Since the flow in the 

embedded design is changed by the splitter blockage, a new 

operating condition was selected in order to maintain the same 

reduced mass flow and the same reduced speed as for the setup 

without splitters. Due to facility limitations, it was not possible 

to reach a higher pressure ratio for the HP turbine. 

Nevertheless, measurement performed downstream of the HP 

stage showed good flow similarity between the two setups [8]. 

acoustic measurement

grid with 2 deg resolution

Section of microphones

Reference

microphone
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Measurement techniques 

The microphone array, which was used to instrument the 

rig, consists of 24 microphones type 40DB from the company 

G.R.A.S.. This type of microphone is a ¼-inch prepolarized 

pressure microphone with a dynamic range upper limit of 170 

dB and a frequency response from 10 Hz to 25 kHz (±1 dB). 

The preamplifier type 26AC has a very low inherent noise level 

as well as a dynamic range and a frequency response from 

below 2 Hz to 200 kHz (±0.2 dB). Pressure microphones have a 

so called sphere characteristic, which means, that every sound 

wave, independent from the angle of impingement on the 

diaphragm, has nearly the same intensity. There are two ways 

of mounting the microphones for acoustic investigations in 

flow ducts, either mount as microphone rake in the flow [15], 

or with flush mounted microphones on the wall [16]. A study 

was done for aligning the microphones behind the LP turbine in 

one of four exchangeable wall plates. The challenge was to 

design a microphone array, where the sensor accessibility and 

count as well as the spatial resolution would be optimized. In 

total 25 microphones are used, one as a reference microphone 

at the hub, which is fixed, and 24 microphones staggered and 

flush mounted at the outer casing downstream of the LP 

turbine, which are fully circumferentially movable. The angular 

displacement between the microphones is 6° and can be seen in 

Figure 2. The first 12 microphones are placed in the non-

cylindrical part of the flow duct with an axial displacement of 6 

mm with respect to the center of the diaphragm. The acoustic 

measurement data out of this region will be used to extend the 

post processing also to non-cylindrical ducts. Since the 

established acoustic post processing tools are developed for 

 

Table 1: Blading parameters and operating conditions 

Blading parameters 

 HP vane HP blade Struts Splitters LP blade 

Vane/ blade no. 24 36 16 32 72 

ℎ/𝑐   1.15 1.37 0.53 3.5 2.94 

Re(106) 2.38 1.1 1.86 0.4 0.46 

Tip gap        -          unshrouded -        -          shrouded 

Operating conditions 

  
  HP stage LP stage 

𝑛    [𝑟𝑝𝑚/√𝑘]   524.4 195.3 

𝑚    [𝑘𝑔 𝑠⁄ ∙ √𝑘 𝑏𝑎𝑟⁄ ]   81.2 214.6 

Baseline Stage 𝑝  ratio 3 1.3 

Baseline Power [kW] 1710 340 

with Splitters Stage 𝑝  ratio 2.83 1.36 

with Splitters Power [kW] 1425 353 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 2: Meridional and axis-orthogonal views of 

microphone array I and II 

 

 

flows in cylindrical ducts (e.g. [16] and [17]), it was important 

to maximize the microphone number in the straight part of the 

measurement section (Figure 2). The results presented in this 

paper are taken from microphone array II. Due to the desired 

frequency resolution and the space limitations the distance 

between the microphones is 5 mm (see Figure 2). 

 

 

Data acquisition 

For the data acquisition National Instruments equipment is 

used. The sampling frequency is 60 kHz. The post processing is 

done up to a frequency of 15 kHz. 26 of 32 channels are 

allocated to the 24 microphones plus 1 reference microphone as 

well as the HP- and the LP-trigger. The trigger signal was used 

to reconstruct the unsteady sound field by the rotors phase. The 

microphone array is traversed in steps of 2°. The signal from 

every channel is contemporary acquired and stored. The data 

acquisition period is 20 seconds per measurement point. It 

corresponds to more than 1000 revolutions of the LP turbine 

and more than 3500 of the HP turbine. In total 180 

measurement positions are recorded in one and a half hours. 

During this time the operating condition is maintained perfectly 

stable. 
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Data reduction method 

Azimuthal decomposition 
In order to describe the sound generation mechanisms, 

Tyler and Sofrin [18] composed the pressure fluctuations at any 

circumferential position downstream of a compressor stage as a 

sum of harmonics. The theoretical model that they proposed has 

been verified by numerous aeroacoustic experimental 

investigations, and it is valid also for turbines (e.g. [16]). In 

particular, for an ideal rotor with identical blades the pressure 

fluctuations at a circumferential position θ are represented as 

the following Fourier series [19]: 

 

 
𝑝(𝜃 𝑡) = ∑ ∑ 𝐴(𝑚 𝑛)𝑒  𝐵Ω − 𝑚𝜃

∞

𝑚=−∞

∞

 =0

 (1) 

 

where n is the harmonic index (1 for the BPF, 2 for the 2 

BPF, etc.), Ω the rotor angular velocity and A(m, n) a complex 

number defined for each circumferential mode m and for each 

harmonic n. Furthermore, Tyler and Sofrin [18] showed that the 

mode m of the spatial Fourier decomposition is restricted to 

some particular values: 

 

 𝑚 = 𝑛𝐵 + 𝑘𝑉 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑘 =. .  −1 0 1 .. (2) 

 
where a simple stator-rotor interaction is considered and B 

is the number of rotor blades and V the number of stator vanes. 

It is possible to consider the interactions of the rotor with a 

complete vane assembly by simply superimposing the effect of 

the single event. For example, in a turbine a mode 𝑚∗ generated 

by a stator-rotor interaction will be scattered in the modes 

𝑚 = 𝑚∗ + 𝑘𝑉2 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑘 =. .  −1 0 1 .. by the following stator 

rows. Hence, for a stator-rotor-stator assembly the following 

modes are predicted: 

 

 𝑚 = 𝑛𝐵 + 𝑘1𝑉1 + 𝑘2𝑉2 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑘1 𝑘2 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟 (3) 

 

where 𝑉1 and 𝑉2 are the number of vanes of the first and 

second stator row, respectively. A further extension of the 

present theory was provided by Holste and Neise [20]. They 

described the possible modes which may propagate in case of 

rotor-rotor interaction with different rotational speed, counter or 

co-rotating. The complex mode amplitude A(m, n) is computed 

from the pressure reading of the microphones performing the 

inverse operation of Eq. 1. Namely, in a first step a time to 

frequency domain transformation is applied to the time 

resolved pressure 𝑝(𝑡)  𝜃   for any circumferential position θ 

and any axial position x. Thereafter, a discrete Fourier 

transformation in the circumferential direction is applied to the 

complex pressure in the frequency domain 𝑝(𝑓)  𝜃: 

 

 
𝐴(𝑚)  𝑓 =

1

𝑁𝑐

∑𝑝(𝜃)  𝑓𝑒
−   𝑚

  

 (4) 

 

When this operation is applied to the raw signal it may 

result in a quite large error. Hence, in a first step the initial 

signal is phase averaged, in order to improve the noise to signal 

ratio removing the random fluctuations (as discussed in the 

following section). Then, in a second step, as suggested by 

Sijtsma and Zillmann [21], the complex modes 𝐴(𝑚)  𝑓 are 

computed considering a cross-correlation with a reference 

microphone (Eq. 17 of their paper). 

 

Phase averaging 
The determination of the flow properties is possible after 

phase averaging. Phase averaging is commonly performed in 

rotating machinery by means of a pulse per revolution obtained 

from a shaft encoder (e.g. [22] and [23]). This pulse is used to 

determine the beginning of each revolution, which represents 

also the end of the previous one. In the present paper phase 

averaging was performed triggering the flow with the two shaft 

encoders according to the triple decomposition procedure [24]: 

 

 𝑝(𝑡) = �̅�+< 𝑝 > +𝑝′(𝑡) (5) 

 

where < 𝑝 > is the purely periodic component associated 

with a coherent periodic structure and 𝑝′(𝑡) is the random 

fluctuation associated mainly with turbulence. This 

decomposition is used to characterize a single source of 

periodic unsteadiness. 

In the present paper each revolution is resampled to a fixed 

number of samples in order to correct the small speed 

variations of the two turbine shafts [25]. The phase averaged 

values are then computed as the average of the samples at the 

same phase. Such procedure is very well established and allows 

the identification of the structures correlated to the rotor 

rotational speed. The statistical error on the averaging 

procedure is below 1%. Since the two rotors are counter-

rotating and their rotational speeds are uncorrelated, a phase 

locked average based on the phase of one of the two rotors 

removes completely the fluctuations of the flow quantities 

induced by the other rotor. 

However, as highlighted by Lengani et al. [25], considering 

the presence of two rotors (HP and LP rotor) at unrelated 

frequencies, the complete decomposition may be rewritten as: 

 𝑝(𝑡) = �̅�+< 𝑝 >𝐻𝑃 +< 𝑝 >𝐿𝑃 +< 𝑝 >𝐻𝑃 𝐿𝑃+ 𝑝′(𝑡) (6) 

 

where the 2 distinct purely periodic components <
𝑝 >𝐻𝑃 < 𝑝 >𝐿𝑃 have their own period and frequency, and 

< 𝑝 >𝐻𝑃 𝐿𝑃 indicates the cross-interactions which generate 

energy content at the frequencies of the linear combination 

𝑖 ∙ 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐿𝑃 + 𝑘 ∙ 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃 (with i and k integer and not zero). A 

particular phase averaging method has been developed by 

Lengani et al. [25] in order to provide the following time 

resolved distribution; rotor synchronic average (RSA): 

 

 𝑝𝑅𝑆𝐴 = �̅�+< 𝑝 >𝐻𝑃 +< 𝑝 >𝐿𝑃 +< 𝑝 >𝐻𝑃 𝐿𝑃 (7) 
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The RSA, as discussed in [25], preserves the frequency 

content of the coherent structures of the original signal 

improving its noise to signal ratio at any of the deterministic 

frequencies. In particular, the RSA has been used for the study 

of the rotor-rotor interaction frequencies 𝑖 ∙ 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐿𝑃 + 𝑘 ∙ 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃 

(with i and k integer and not zero). Whereas, the classic phase 

averaging with one rotor shaft encoder has been used to study 

the blade passing frequency and its harmonics. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This part of the paper presents the results of the 

investigation of noise generation and propagation for two 

different turning mid turbine frames. The results consist of two 

parts. At first, the frequency spectra generated by phase and 

rotor synchronic averaging are presented. Afterwards the 

azimuthal mode analysis is performed for the first and second 

BPF of the HP and the LP rotor as well as for the sum of the 

first BPF of the HP and LP rotor. 

 

Frequency spectra analysis 

After phase averaging of the raw signal over more than 

3500 revolutions of the HP rotor, the mean frequency spectrum 

is calculated averaging the frequency spectra of each 

microphone (24) at each circumferential position (180). Figure 

3 and Figure 4 report the comparison between the two setups in 

terms of mean frequency spectrum. Figure 3 shows that the 

highest amplitudes may be identified at the blade passing 

frequency of the HP rotor and its first harmonic. The red graph 

is shifted by 100 Hz for a better visibility 

 

 
Figure 3: Frequency spectra of the time-signal reconstructed by 

the HP trigger for the setup without splitters (red) and with 

splitters (black) 

 

The frequency spectrum was cut off at 15 kHz. Both 

spectra are in good agreement to the level of the indicated 

harmonics h = 1, 2 of the blade passing frequency. 

Nevertheless, there is a difference up to 3 dB between the two 

different turning mid turbine frames at the 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃. Moreover, 

the comparison shows that in the embedded design 

configuration the emitted tonal noise is lowered at 2 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃.  

The frequency spectra obtained by triggering the time signal 

with the LP rotor (not shown in this paper, but matches with the 

results presented in Figure 4) show that the sound pressure 

level at 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐿𝑃  and 2𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐿𝑃 is 2 dB higher for the setup with 

splitters. 

Further, the time signal was reconstructed by the use of the 

RSA. This post processing tool is used for the phase averaging 

as described in [25]. It allows in such special cases, as e.g. 

when the signal is acquired downstream of the LP rotor, to 

identify a new period synchronized with both the HP and the 

LP rotor. Therefore, the unsteady field phase resolved by the 

RSA (Eq. 7) correctly estimated the energy content of both 

rotors and of their interaction. In case of the RSA, in order to 

provide an accurate FFT, the phase averaging was performed 

changing the criteria in this way that three revolutions of the LP 

rotor are counted after coincidence (see Eq. 8 in [25]). Figure 4 

represents the frequency spectra of the two different setups. The 

maximum sound pressure level detected at the sum of the blade 

passing frequencies of the two rotors (𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐿𝑃 + 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃) are in 

both cases nearly the same. Furthermore, the frequency spectra 

show that the highest amount of emitted noise is due to the HP 

rotor. Figure 4 also confirms the trend observed in Figure 3. At 

the 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃  the setup with the splitters shows a lower amplitude. 

 

 
Figure 4: Frequency spectra of the microphone array for the 

sum of the BPF of the two rotors after rotor synchronic 

averaging; without splitters (red) and with splitters (black) 
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An opposite trend is observed at the 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐿𝑃 + 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃, 

where the amplitude is 10 dB lower than the one of the HP 

rotor alone. The amplitude at the frequency 2𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃 − 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐿𝑃 

is comparable in intensity to the sum of the two rotors. Almost 

20 dB difference in the amplitude of the sound pressure level is 

observed between the HP and the LP rotor. At 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐿𝑃 the 

pattern of the peaks of the two different setups is like the one at 

𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐿𝑃 + 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃.  

 

Azimuthal mode analysis BPF 

The second part of the results deals with the modal 

decomposition performed from the experimental data according 

to the post-processing procedure previously discussed. The 

results shown in the following refer just to the data of the last 

12 microphones in array II (straight duct) because the 

microphones in the last portion of the duct are sufficient to 

reveal which of the modes are decaying or propagating. 

Furthermore, their propagation or decay nature has been 

theoretically predicted according to [19]. An overview about 

the propagating modes is given in Table 2 for the different 

blade passing frequencies. It has to be noticed that the modes 

marked in the 

table present an asymmetric behavior, because the theoretical 

prediction taken into account for a swirl model (see Taddei et 

al. [17]). The main modes, as explained in the following, are 

scattered by 8 which is a result of the linear combination of the 

different vane and blade of the two stages. 

 
Table 2: Range for the propagating modes dependent on the BPF 

Propagating modes 

 range of the modes 

𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃  -44 : 8 : 36 

2𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃 -96 : 8 : 80 

𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐿𝑃  -32 : 8 : 24 

2𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐿𝑃 -64 : 8 : 48 

𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐿𝑃 + 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃 -84 : 8 : 68 

 

 

HP rotor noise 

The discussion of the azimuthal mode analysis starts with 

the HP rotor. In order to provide an explanation of the complex 

pattern due to the vane/blade interactions the following scheme 

reports the modes predicted by equation 2 and 3 at the 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃  

for the baseline setup (as also studied in Lengani et al. [6]): 

 

HP stator-HP rotor interaction consists of the modes 

36 + 𝑘 ∙ 24 =. . −36;−12;  12; 36.. (a) 

 

HP rotor-LP stator interaction consists of the modes 

36 + 𝑘 ∙ 16 =. . −28;−12; 4; 20; 36.. (b) 

 

HP stator-HP rotor-LP stator interaction consists of the 

modes  

36 + 𝑘1 ∙ 24 + 𝑘2 ∙ 16
=. . −44;−36;−28;−20; −12;−4;  4; 12; 20; 28.. 

(c) 

 

These modes may be identified in Figure 5 on the left for 

the baseline configuration. The picture shows the amplitude of 

the modal decomposition for the 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃  in dB, for the different 

circumferential mode order m plotted at the abscissa. In order 

to make the graph more readable the propagating modes are 

marked with black bars. It is clear that the propagating mode 

ranges from the mode -44 to 36. Modes lower than -44 and 

higher than 36 show a lower amplitude, hence they decayed 

within the duct. Furthermore, all the modes at higher amplitude 

belong to the linear combination of HP vane-HP blade-LP 

stator, and they are scattered by 8 (see also Table 2). Hence, the 

generation of noise coming from the HP rotor has to be 

attributed to its interaction with the up-and downstream vanes. 

In case of the setup with splitters different modes may be 

predicted for the HP-rotor-LP stator interaction as well as for 

the HP stator-HP rotor-LP stator interaction. At a first 

approximation, the LP vane count may be considered equal to 

48 because of the 32 additional splitters. However, it has to be 

reminded that the geometry of the splitters is not the same as 

the one of the struts (see Figure 1). Due to this reason, the 

theory of Tyler and Sofrin [18] is just partially fulfilled. 

Analyzing the interaction of HP stator-HP rotor-LP vanes the 

following modes may be predicted in the ideal case of 48 

identical LP vanes: 

 

36 + 𝑘1 ∙ 24 + 𝑘2 ∙ 48 =. . −36; −12; 12; 36; .. (d) 

 

Without this approximation, and considering that the 

number of vanes in case of the splitter is a multiple of the 

number of struts the modes were again, be obtained from this 

linear combination: 

 

36 + 𝑘1 ∙ 24 + 𝑘2 ∙ 48 + 𝑘3 ∙ 16
=. . −44;−36; −28;−20; −12;−4;  4; 12; 20; 28; 36; ; .. 

(e) 

 

The modes propagating in the case of the splitter setup are 

shown on the right side of Figure 5. The modes which change 

significantly between the two setups, are labeled in the picture 

(compare left and right plots of Figure 5). Particularly, the 

amplitude of modes -44 and -28 is reduced by almost 20 dB for 

the configuration with splitters. Similarly the mode +28 is 

reduced of about 10 dB. It is interesting to note that these 

modes are not predicted when the ideal LP vane number (48) is 

considered. Hence, the presence of splitter vanes changes the 

acoustic transmission through the LP vanes for modes which 

are instead propagating for the baseline case. To summarize, 

because of this cut-off effect, the modes mean value in the 

setup with the splitters is 5 dB lower than the one in the 

baseline setup. 
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Figure 5: Azimuthal mode analysis of the flow with the HP trigger (𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃); without splitters (left) and with splitters (right) 

  
Figure 6:Azimuthal mode analysis of the flow with the LP trigger (𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐿𝑃); without splitters (left) and with splitters (right) 

  
Figure 7: Azimuthal mode analysis of the flow with the two triggers (𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐿𝑃+𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃); without splitters (left) and with splitters (right) 
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LP rotor noise 

Figure 6 shows the amplitudes of the modal decomposition 

for the 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐿𝑃 . This picture shows the results of the baseline 

configuration on the left side and the splitter configuration on 

the right side. The interaction between the LP vane and the LP 

blade generates the following modes: 

 

−72 + 𝑘 ∙ 16 =. . −72;−56;−40;−24;−8; 8; 24.. (f) 

 

These modes may be clearly identified in the left side of 

Figure 6, marked as black bars. The highest amplitude is 

observed for mode -24. In the range -24<m<24 further modes 

are marked with black bars (such as -16, 0, +16) which may be 

computed when the linear combination of LP vane and blade is 

extended to the case of interaction with the HP vane  
(−72 + 𝑘1 ∙ 16 + 𝑘2 ∙ 24). However, the interaction between 

the HP vane and LP blade is quite small (e.g., there is a 

difference of more than 20 dB between mode -24 and mode -

16). It has to be noted that the modes -72, -56, and -40 can be 

still identified in the picture. They are generated by the LP rotor 

itself and by the LP stator-LP rotor interaction. These modes are 

cut-off, they show a lower amplitude than the propagating 

modes and decay further downstream of the duct. 

In the case of the splitter setup (right side of Figure 6), a 

different LP vane count may be considered. Ideally, the LP 

vane-LP rotor interaction would consist of the modes: 

 

−72 + 𝑘 ∙ 48 =. . −72;−24; 24.. (g) 

 

Mode -24 presents still the largest amplitude, however it is now 

of comparable intensity to mode -8. In the ideal case of the 

splitter setup, where the geometry of every LP vane is assumed 

to be the same, mode -8 should not be existing. However, as 

observed by Spataro et al. [23] the unsteady effects induced by 

strut and splitter vane wakes differ considerably downstream of 

the LP rotor. Hence, the modes generated by the interaction of 

the 48 LP vanes with the LP blades may be computed correctly 

when the modes are scattered by the number of the 16 strut 

(e.g., mode -8 is obtained subtracting the 16 vanes from mode  
-24). In the case of the splitter setup, the mode -8 is more than 

20 dB larger than in the baseline case. Furthermore, also the 

amplitude of the modes generated due to the interaction HP 

vanes-LP vanes-LP-rotor (e.g., mode -16, 0, 16) is changed. 

Considering this interaction, the larger number of vanes in the 

splitter setup does not represent a cut-off design with respect to 

the LP rotor (the number of LP vanes is still lower than that of 

the LP blades). The splitter design tends to shift the significant 

modes towards lower modes (e.g., mode -8 which was hardly 

identifiable for the baseline setup). As observed from the mean 

spectrum (Fig. 4), the modes mean value is almost 3 dB lower 

for the baseline configuration. 

Also for the splitter case it has to be noticed that the modes 

-72, -56 (that can be still identified in the picture) are cut-off as 

previously discussed for the baseline,. Particularly, mode -40 is 

reduced by more than 20 dB in the splitter configuration. The 

larger amplitude of the noise emission at the 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐿𝑃  may be due 

to the effect of “shifting” the modes towards lower modes and 

not to an enhanced unsteady interaction. The unsteady 

measurements presented by Spataro et al. [9] performed with a 

fast response pressure probe traversed just downstream of the 

LP rotor, show that the unsteady pressure fluctuations, 

quantified for the LP rotor phase, are of comparable intensity 

for both setups.  

In Figure 7 the modal decomposition is shown for the sum 

of the blade passing frequencies of the two rotors (𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐿𝑃 +
𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃) for the baseline setup (left) and the setup with splitters 

(right). The modes mean value is nearly the same in both 

setups. On the other hand, there are some predominant modes 

with amplitudes changing up to 23 dB, which characterize the 

stator/rotor/stator/rotor interaction. Although mode -28 is 

dominant in the baseline setup, this is not true for the setup with 

the splitters. Despite this, in the case of the splitters, other 

modes like -20 and -4 occur, which are 20 dB and 14 dB, 

respectively, higher than in the baseline setup. That’s the reason 

why the sound pressure level of both setups is nearly the same, 

looking at the sum of the blade passing frequencies of the two 

rotors. 

 

Summary on propagating modes 

The largest reduction of the modes mean value in the 

splitter case is associated to the HP rotor. The setup with the 

splitters has a 5 dB lower amplitude at the 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃 than the 

setup without splitters. At 2𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃 the results of the azimuthal 

mode analysis point in the same direction. A reduction of 4 dB 

was measured in case of the setup with the splitters.  

Vice versa, the sound pressure level at 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐿𝑃 and 2𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐿𝑃 

is smaller by 3 dB in case of the setup without splitters. 

The sound pressure level at the 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐿𝑃 + 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃 is nearly 

the same in both cases. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
The paper presented the results of an experimental 

campaign aimed to characterize the acoustic flied downstream 

of a transonic two-stage two-spool facility. A special focus is 

laid on the comparison between two setups of the mid turbine 

frame. The baseline case is designed with turning struts. The 

second design is characterized by the presence of two zero-

lifting splitters embedded into the strut passage.  

The design of a new fully rotatable measurement section 

located at the shroud endwall downstream of the LP turbine is 

presented. 

The analysis of the frequency spectra and  of the azimuthal 

modes were performed by phase averaging the signal by use of 

the HP and LP trigger as well as the adoption of a Rotor 

Synchronic Average (RSA). 

In the frequency spectra, the peak of the 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃 is found to 

be 3 dB lower in the splitter setup. In the azimuthal mode 

analysis the difference is even higher. A reduction of 5 dB was 

observed at the 𝐵𝑃𝐹𝐻𝑃 in the setup with the splitters. This is 

also coherent with the result obtained from the unsteady 

aerodynamic measurements. The most important effect of the 
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splitters has been observed on the coherent fluctuations of 

pressure. They were found to stem from the HP rotor 

unsteadiness, namely the HP rotor shock system which 

propagates within the duct. The presence of the splitters 

reduces the maximum of the fluctuations at the blade passing 

frequency of the upstream rotor when compared with the 

baseline case. The addition of the splitters into the strut passage 

increases the number of the second stator vanes which leads to 

a cut-off configuration 

The frequency spectra and the azimuthal mode analysis 

showed that the noise generated by the LP rotor is slightly 

higher in the setup with the splitters.  

The analysis shows that the splitter design some modes are 

suppressed, while others are scattered or even more intensive 

than in the baseline configuration. 

A special post processing tool called Rotor Synchronic 

Average which reconstructs the flow field using both spools 

triggers was used in order to investigate the rotor-rotor 

interaction. The frequency spectra after performing the FFT are 

very similar. Moreover, a similar behavior is seen in the sound 

pressure level of the propagating modes allocated to the 

different interaction phenomena. But there are differences in 

single modes of over 20 dB between both setups. 

As a main result, the paper shows that unsteadiness content 

measured in the acoustic field downstream of the two-spool rig 

is highly affected by the HP rotor, whose fluctuations are found 

not to decay through the low pressure turbine. The addition of 

the splitters in the tuning mid turbine frame sensibly dumps the 

overall noise propagation by 5dB by acting as a cut-off filter for 

the HP stage rotor. 

In addition to the acoustic benefit aerodynamic benefits are 

also observed. Steady and unsteady measurements showed that 

the increased homogeneity of the flow field (reduced strut 

wakes and secondary vortices) at the low pressure rotor inlet 

and behind the LP rotor enhances the performance of the LP 

stage. 
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